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We have found it of paramount importance that in
order to progress, we must recognise our ignorance
and leave room for doubt.
- Richard Feynman.
Chaque flot est un ondin qui nage dans le courant,
chaque courant est un sentier qui serpente vers mon
palais, et mon palais est baˆti fluide, au fond du lac,
dans le triangle du feu, de la terre et de l’air.
- Aloysius Bertrand.
Abstract:
This thesis is concerned with quantification of non-geminate recombi-
nation losses in organic bulk heterojunction solar cells. After description of
the context of this work, the theoretical background and the methodology
employed are presented. In this thesis, many different polymer:fullerene
systems are investigated.
In the next chapter, we show that the study of non-geminate losses using
charge extraction/transient photovoltage analysis can be applied to many
different systems away from P3HT/P3HS blends. We see to what extent
ideality factors can give a more precise description of the exact recombina-
tion mechanism.
Then, the change of optoelectronic properties of a high performance
polymer:fullerene blend upon a blend ratio perturbation is investigated.
The resulting shifts in energetics and dynamics of the blends are quanti-
fied. A quantitative agreement between two methods (charge extraction
and electroluminescence) probing the shifts in the energetics at the hetero-
junction is presented.
In the next two chapters, two limits of the common vision of poly-
mer:fullerene systems are explored by combining experiment and 1D drift-
diffusion modelling. First, the impact of the variations of the spatial dis-
tribution of carriers on the apparent reaction order is experimentally in-
vestigated. The study reconciles the apparent contradictions currently in
the literature regarding the meaning of high reaction orders. In the fol-
lowing chapter, the often underestimated effects of unintentional doping
in polymer blends are addressed experimentally. In particular, its effect on
device optimisation, understanding of carrier collection and recombina-
tion dynamics are explored. This study suggests that many donor/acceptor
blends are not, contrary to common belief, intrinsic semiconductors.
Finally, an analysis of the Langevin and non-Langevin behaviour
of some efficient systems is presented. The different interpretations of
regular observations disproving non-geminate recombination following
the Langevin type mechanism are reviewed. We suggest the ratio ’recom-
bination over collision’ is often overlooked and question the underlying
assumption that it should be unity.
Keywords: disordered semiconductors, charge transport, non-geminate
recombination
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Chapter 1
Context
More than sixty years after WWII, the world has shifted into a multi polar pat-
tern of international relations. Developed countries exchange and deal with ex-
tremely dynamic developing countries on an increasingly equal basis. The Inter-
national Energy Agency (IEA) predicts world primary energy demand increasing
by thirty six percent between 2008 and 2035,(IEA, 2010) driven by an increasing
world population and economic development. This prediction assumes a new pol-
icy scenario in which the international community manages to agree on stronger
commitments in modulating the energy demand and boosting the energy efficien-
cies of the current energy intensive processes. Ninety-three percent of this in-
crease in energy demand was predicted to come from non-OECD countries in this
study. A more sustainable development is internationally recognised to be nec-
essary,(N.Stern, 2006; Pachauri and Reisinger, 2007) and will require deep social
and technological changes.
The electric power sector has a paramount role to play in reducing the im-
pact of more homogeneous economic development on the environment across the
globe. This is even more important if others sectors such as transport shift to-
wards electric power. Even though it is widely acknowledged that fossil fuels will
remain the main source of energy in the next decades, renewable energies such as
wind, solar and hydro are increasingly important as ’green alternatives’ to fossil
fuels and nuclear power (by complementing the latter). Indeed, despite the large
efforts to exploit non-conventional fossil fuels, peak oil is predicted to occur be-
tween 2020 to 2050 depending on the scenario.(Sorrel, 2009) A further advantage
of renewable energy technologies is to enable more delocalised energy production.
Solar power will be particularly suitable for remote (off-grid) areas as long as the
solar insulation is strong enough. The access to ’green’ energy must remain afford-
able and therefore, substantial efforts are still needed to decrease the cost per Watt
produced (including production, installation and maintenance costs) over the life-
time of the module. Strong international cooperations are needed between policy
makers, researchers and industries to push forward these renewable technologies
along the RDD&D axis.
The advantages brought by renewable energy technologies, including solar, are
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Figure 1.1: a) Yearly mean solar Irradiance [W.m−2] across the globe (HelioClim
server). Map copyright Ecoles des Mines de Paris/Armines 2006.(CEP Centre of
Energy and Processes, 2012) b) 2012 Energy Development Index of a pool of 80
monitored countries worldwide. The index was developed by the IEA and part of
the World Energy Outlook 2012 as a measure of the transition of a country towards
modern fuels and modern energy services.(IEA, 2012) In many cases, solar energy
has great potential in energy poor countries.
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diverse and vary given the region of the world. In the developed countries, solar
energy is a way to diversify the energy mix and therefore participate in the con-
struction of a more secure and robust energy market. The state of this power mar-
ket in Europe is crucially dependent on potential, although unconfirmed, invest-
ments in further infrastructure in a few super oil/gas fields, which are mainly lo-
cated at the gate of eastern Europe (around the Caspian sea) and building projects
for nuclear power plants, which will proceed if licencing and sufficient funds to
meet the initial investment are approved rapidly. In developing nations, where the
solar irradiation is often higher than the world average, photovoltaics could help
to achieve the energy equity in a sustainable manner. Figure 1.1 a) shows the mean
yearly solar irradiance across the globe and illustrates in particular how heteroge-
neous the distribution of solar power is. As a comparison, Figure 1.1 b) represents
the 2012 Energy Development Index (EDI) created by the International Energy
Agency (UN) for a pool of 80 monitored countries within the developing nations.
This composite index takes into account different parameters such as electricity
access (percentage of population who have access to electricity and per capita res-
idential electricity consumption), access to clean cooking facilities, energy public
services and energy for productive use (share of economic purposes like industry,
transport, services, agriculture, fishery, in the total final consumption). More de-
tails about this index can be found in IEA (2012). The higher the index, the more
advanced the energy development. It seems striking that the countries which most
need to improve energy access for health and economic development are predom-
inantly the countries with the highest resources in solar energy in the world.
Energy equity is a core issue in this century, as many developing countries are
copying the model of developed countries in developing their power infrastruc-
ture. Although, this could lead to climate, environment and health degradations,
it is difficult for developed nations to object, since they have already benefited
from this approach. Indeed, despite the high population growth in these regions
of the world, the energy per capita consumption is still very low compared with
countries such as the US. For example, the Indian per capita energy consumption
is currently 17 percent of the US.(Clarke and Graczyk, 2010) It is clear that strong
interactions between different regions of the world is needed to put the different
countries in a win-win situation concerning energy issues, sharing the state of the
art technology to ensure that international targets to tackle climate change and
energy equity are reached.
Until now, the solar market has mainly been driven by the production of sil-
icon based photovoltaics. The capacity is growing rapidly (in 2011, half of the
world cumulated PV capacity was installed), in particular since China and Taiwan
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enteredmassproduction.In2011,around40%ofglobalphotovoltaic(PV)pro-
ductioncamefrommono-crystalinesiliconmodules(9114MWp),whilst≈45%
(10336MWp)camefrommulti-crystalinesilicon.(FraunhoferInstituteforSolar
EnergySystemsISE,2012)Thelowestreportedretailpriceforamulti-crystaline
Siliconmoduleisat 0.78/Wpand 0.81/Wpforamono-crystalinesiliconmod-
ule.1.In2013,Chinesemanufacturersalonefabricated12GWpworthofPVprod-
ucts.(BloombergNewEnergyFinance,2014)In2009,QuantaSolreporteda28.3%
eﬃcientsinglejunctionsolarlab-scalecel,quantifyingthecurrentstateofthe
art.Nevertheless,ultimatelytoachievethegridparityinmanypowermarkets,it
isnecessarytoreducethecostperkWhofphotovoltaicsystems.Totrytoaddress
this,thinﬁlmtechnologieshavebeenintroducedandsince2006,theproduction
hasrampeduptorepresenta≈14%share(3204MWp)inthetotalglobalpro-
ductionin2011(morethanhalfofwhichisCdTe,andtheresta-SiandCI(G)S).
ThereductionofthetotalcostcouldalsobeachievedbydevelopingalternativePV
technologiessuchasexcitonicsolarcels.Indeed,theuseofrareearthelements
and/orverypuresiliconremainsthemainbarrierspreventingafurtherreduc-
tioninthecostofcurrentPVtechnologiesformidtolongtermdevelopment.To
addressthis,therearetwomainroutesforphotovoltaics,namelyeitherproduc-
ingveryexpensive,eﬃcienttechnologyinsmalquantity(suchasthoseusedin
solarconcentrators)orlesseﬃcient,substantialycheapermaterialssuchasex-
citonicsolarcelsincludingmolecularsemiconductors,conjugatedpolymersand
dye-sensitisedsolarcels.
Thestudyofsomeofthesealternativeexcitonicsolarcelsdatesbackasfaras
the1950’sincludingworkbyTolinetal.(1960),Foxetal.(1963)andKalmann
andPope(1960).Agrowinginterestinorganicsemiconductorshasariseninthe
ﬁeldofplasticelectronicsandnewdisplaytechnologiessuchasOrganicLight
EmittingDiodes(OLEDs)andFieldEﬀectTransistors(FET)s,alongwithanin-
creasingpriceofoilonthemarket,havefavoredmoreintensivestudiesoforganic
solarcels.Progressintheunderstandinganddevelopmentofpolymerbasedpho-
tovoltaicshasbeenconductedbyachievingdiﬀerentmilestonessuchastheuseof
semiconductingpolymers,(Shirakawaetal.,1977;Heeger,2010)theimprovement
ofthearchitectureofthesolardeviceinvolvingabulkheterojunctiontoeasethe
excitonseparation,(Yuetal.,1995)andthesynthesisoflowerbandgappolymers
tomatchbetterthesolarspectrum.(Brabecetal.,2011)Today,itisincreasingly
thoughtthatthekeyissuestobetackledhavebeendiscerned.Thiswouldenable
thedevelopmentofdevicesatthelaboratoryscalewhoseeﬃciencywouldpassthe
currentconﬁrmedrecordof9.2%byHeetal.(2012b)tojointherangeof10-15
1themodulecostrepresentshereapproximately35-40%ofthetotalinstalationcost
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percent, which would be sufficient to attract the attention of investors.(IDTechEx,
2013)
One characteristic of these polymer:fullerene cells is that at the optimal thick-
ness, only a certain percentage of the incoming light is absorbed. Generally the ac-
tive layer is thin (in the range of 100 nm). The molar extinction coefficient of these
materials is such that it appears obvious to enhance the absorption by increas-
ing the thickness of the blend donor/acceptor. Moreover, increasing the thickness
would ease the production of such devices and consequently would reduce their
cost. However, in spite of the increased absorption, the overall efficiency of thicker
device, for most polymers, does not improve. This issue is the core question ad-
dressed in this thesis. I aim to develop an understanding of the parameters which
control the loss of device performance with increasing thickness, and ultimately
to suggest routes to fabricate polymer:fullerene devices with thicker active layers.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Origin of semiconductivity in   conjugated systems
At the core of the organic semiconducting behaviour is the existence of
  conjugation which makes some electrons weakly bound to their nuclei, such
that they tend to be delocalised, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. In this congura-
tion, the carbons are sp2 hybridised. Each of the carbon atoms in this conjugation
has 3 sp2 orbitals constituting the backbone of the molecule (with strongly bound
electrons involved in   bounds with the neighbors atoms) and one pz orbital per-
pendicular to the plain of the sp 2 orbitals. When the pz orbitals of two neighbors
overlap, there is a   conjugation (bonding character when they overlap in phase
and anti-bonding character when in opposition of phase). Using the approxima-
tion of H ¤uckel, the molecular orbitals  are a linear combination of the related
atomic orbitals  i , as pictured in Figure 2.1. Increasing the length of the conjuga-
tion therefore increases the number of the linear combinations of all the atomic pz
orbitals. In the ideal case of an innite and linear   conjugated chain, the num-
ber of molecular orbitals would be such that the energy di erence between two
consecutive levels would be very small, thus by extrapolation, the system would
start to present a character of metalic conduction. However, in such a conjugated
system, the electronic states are substantially a ected by the electron/phonon in-
teraction. These   conjugated systems present what was discovered earlier in 1D
metals: the Peierls distortions, which is a consequence of an instability of the Fermi
level states breaking spontaneously the symmetry of distribution over the chain to
lower the total energy of the system.(Peierls, 1955) This leads to the opening of
a band gap at the Fermi level and the creation of all the optoelectronic proper-
ties of the   conjugated organic semiconductors. This is generally represented by
the standard Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO)/ Lowest Unoccupied
Molecular Orbitals (LUMO) chemistry. Moreover, the organic semiconductors are
not straight chains. On the contrary, disorder interrupts the wave functions over
the chain, transforming the polymer into a succession of segments, each having a
specic energy gap. In consequence, the HOMO/LUMO gap of each organic semi-
conducting material shows some Gaussian widening of typically  0.1 eV.(Koster
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Figure2.1:Formationofsemiconductivityinorganicπ−conjugatedsystems.ais
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et al., 2005b; Ba¨ssler, 1993) The disorder also increases the overall bandgap.
The population of carriers is represented by the product of the density of states
(number of available states per unit of energy and volume) and the probability of
occupation of this state. Polymer:fullerene solar cells are usually disordered. The
inhomogeneity of structures (local orientations of the polymer chains, conforma-
tions) and compositions (donor, acceptor, charged or neutral impurities) at the
nanoscale in materials of low relative permittivity affect the energy landscape in
which the polarons1 spatially evolve and can lead to low lying states that act as
charge traps. The exact shape of the density of states in the band gap is generally
not known. In the modelling using advanced semiconductor analysis (ASA) here
in this thesis, it is assumed that the sub bandgap tails can be represented by an
exponential as follows:
NCBtail = N0CBtail exp
 
E   EC
EchC
!
(2.1)
NVBtail = N0VBtail exp
 
E   EV
EchV
!
(2.2)
where N0CBtail, N0VBtail are the densities of tail states at the conduction and va-
lence band edges (respectively EC and EV) and EchC, EchV are the slope of the tail
states within the band gap, usually expressed in [meV]. This representation of
density of states has recently provided good approximations supported by exper-
iments.(Nelson, 2003; Street et al., 2011; Street, 2011) Figure 2.2 represents the
distribution of localised states within the band gap assumed in the simulations of
transport and recombinations presented in this thesis.
2.2 Solar spectrum on Earth
At the basis of the solar potential is a light source with a specific spectral irra-
diance which can be approximated by the emission of a black body with a tem-
perature of 5777 K.(NASA, 2013) This is a similar temperature to the surface
of the sun, whose emission maximum (when expressed in per unit of wavelength
[W.cm  2 .nm  1 ]) coincides with the visible region for the human eye.
This spectrum is only extraterrestrial and after traveling through the atmo-
sphere, has been truncated due to the absorption/scattering of different elements
within the atmosphere such as atoms and molecules (size d  , Rayleigh scatter-
ing), particles (d  , Mie scattering) or bigger droplets (d  , geometric optics).
1free electron or hole in interaction with the distortions of the neighboring lattice.
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Figure2.2:Schematicsofthedensityofstatesindisorderedsemiconductors.On
theleft,exponentialtailsstatesarepresentwithinthebandgap.Ontheright,if
theslopeofthetailstatesarehigherthankBT,thetrapsstatesarejustbelowthe
quasi-Fermilevels.TheﬁgurewasadaptedfromKirchartzandNelson(2012).
Wenoteinparticularthetruncationduetowatervaporabsorptionintheregions
[600;720]nm,≈850nm,≈950nm,Ozone[450;750]nmandOxygen[630;760]nm.
Theexactdensityofphotonsovertheentirespectrumdependsonmanypa-
rametersincludingtheregionoftheglobe,theinclinationonthegroundrelative
tothesunandthealtitude.Forcomparisonpurposes,standardizationisrequired.
Inthisthesis,accordingtothetraditioninsolarphotovoltaics,theevaluationof
solarcelperformanceisgivenunder1sunequivalentilumination,whichcorre-
spondstostandardtestconditions:1000 W.m−2withaGlobalAM(AirMass)of
1.5,correspondingtoasolarzenithangleof48.19◦(0◦wouldmeanthatthesun
raysaredirectlyfacingthegroundsurface).
Finalyassinglejunctionsolarcelscanonlyabsorbphotonsequalorgreaterin
energytothematerialbandgapandsinceanyexcessenergyofthephotonislostas
heat,PVsinglejunctionsolarcelsunderAM1.5spectrumhaveamaximumpower
conversioneﬃciencyof≈31%fora1.1eVbandgap,knownastheShockley-
Queisserlimit.(ShockleyandQueisser,1961)
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2.3 Macroscopicdescriptionoforganicsolarcells
2.3.1 Structures
The mostbasic modelofanorganicsemiconductordeviceisusualythe
Metal−Insulator−Metalarchitecture,whichinvolvestwometalelectrodesofdif-
ferentworkfunctions,oneofthembeingsemi-transparent.(Brabecetal.,2001b).
Inthisarchitecture,theprocessofchargegenerationinconjugatedpolymersis
verypoor(thoughaPVeﬀectusingonepureconjugatedpolymerwithtypical
powerconversioneﬃcienciesof[10−3;10−1]%wasobservedbyKargetal.(1993);
Antoniadisetal.(1994);Yuetal.(1994),forreasonswhicharedevelopedjust
belowinthesubsectiononchargegeneration.Instead,theactivelayerofthe
organicsinglejunctionsolarcelsistypicalycomposedoftwosemiconductors
withdiﬀerentelectronaﬃnities(EA),typicalyoneelectrondonor(e.g.conju-
gatedpolymer)andoneelectronacceptor(oftenmoleculessuchasfulerene,(Yu
etal.,1995)peryleneImides/dimides,(Tang,1986)oranotherconjugatedpoly-
merwithdeeperLUMO(Halsetal.,1995
E
N
E
R
G
Y
(IP)
(EA)
π
π*
HOMO
LUMO
vacuum level
E
N
E
R
G
Y
ϕc
ϕa
(a) (b)
e-
h+ π
π*
Eg
cathodeanode
).Eitherthetwosemiconductorsare
Figure2.3:a)EnergylevelsofaconjugatedpolymersemiconductorshowingElec-
tronAﬃnity(EA),Ionisationpotential(IP),intrinsicbandgap(Eg).b)Typical
Metal−Insulator−Metaldeviceenergylevelusingapureconjugatedpolymerwith
twoelectrodeswithasymmetricworkfunctionsφa,φc.Thelatterarechosento
matchtheenergylevelsofthesemiconductor.
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deposited layer by layer, in which case the active layer is a bilayer 2, or the two
semiconductors are blended to form an intimate mixting, in which case the active
layer is referred to a bulk heterojunction (BHJ).(Yu et al., 1995) In this thesis, all
the devices used for study are bulk heterojunction organic solar cells.
With bulk heterojunctions, the active layer is usually considered as an effec-
tive single semiconductor with the LUMO of the acceptor (sometimes called effec-
tive conduction band to mirror the band diagrams of mono-semiconductor solar
cells like in silicon solar cells) and the HOMO of the donor (sometimes called
the effective valence band). To add selectivity to the relevant carriers at the con-
tacts between the active layer and electrodes, thin blocking layers are very often
added, such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxylenethiophene):poly(styrenesulphonic acid)
(PEDOT:PSS). These interlayers also help reducing the extraction barriers  bc,  fc
between the active layer to the relative electrode workfunction to obtain quasi-
ohmic contacts as discussed just below.(Park et al., 2010) The overall architecture
of a typical polymer:fullerene solar cell is shown in Figure 2.4. The semitrans-
parent electrode typically used is Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) as the hole collecting
electrode and a low workfunction metal back electrode such as Aluminium used
as the electron collecting electrode. However, these low workfunction metals are
particularly sensitive to oxidation in the presence of moisture.(Chen et al., 2009b)
Consequently, higher workfunctions metals such as Silver or Gold are sometimes
chosen and in that case, the ITO is used as electron collecting electrode in an in-
verted architecture as shown in Figure 2.5. While the conventional architec-
ture has been traditionally preferred, some inverted structures have been recently
shown to perform equally well as their conventional counterpart.(Sun et al., 2011)
This has some important implications, in particular from the perspective of device
stability.
Metal/organic semiconductor interfaces were shown to be a major challenge if
high efficiencies solar cells are targeted.(Liu et al., 2010) By putting into contact a
metal electrode and an organic semiconductor without interlayer, the equalisation
of the Fermi level of the semiconductor to the electrode workfunction (Fermi level
pinning) will result in the creation of an interface dipole whose magnitude will
depend on the metal only and will therefore always adapt to the organic counter-
part. Many different mechanisms of Fermi level pinning at a metal/organic inter-
face exist (charge transfer, covalent bonding, permanent molecular dipole, image
force and exchange/Pauli repulsion) but they will all participate in the creation of
the interface dipole. Consequently, the pinning occurs usually in the middle of
2obtaining a proper bilayer is in practice difficult as the two phases usually blend to some extent
over a certain depth.(Ayzner et al., 2012; Tang, 1986)
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Figure2.4:DevicestructureofatypicalPCDTBT:PCBMinconventionalarchitec-
ture(left)andequivalentenergyleveldiagramofthediﬀerentmaterialsstacks
(right).Inthisarchitecture,theholesarecolectedbyITO.Themolecularstruc-
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Figure2.5:DevicestructureofatypicalPCDTBT:PCBMininvertedarchitecture
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Inthisarchitecture,theelectronsarecolectedbyITO.
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thebandgapoftheorganicsemiconductor,awayfromthetransportenergylevel
(ormobilityedge),givingrisetothebackandfrontcontactbarriersφbcandφfcas
showninFigure2.6
vacuum level
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after contact, V=0before contact
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vacuum level
.
Figure2.6:Energydiagraminthedarkatzerobiasofthediﬀerentcomponents
ofthedevicebeforebeingincontact(left).Aftercontact,inthedarkundernoex-
ternalappliedbias,theoveralsystemreachesthermalequilibriumandtheFermi
levelsofthediﬀerentcomponentsmatch.Iluminationinthissystemwilpush
thesystemintonon-equilibrium.Todemonstrate,frontandbackcontactenergy
barriers(φfc,φbc)attheinterfaceswiththeelectrodeshavealsobeendrawn.
2.3.2 Lightharvestingandinterferenceeﬀects
Aspresentedjustabove,thetypicalpolymer:fulerenesolarcelismadeofamul-
tistacksofmaterialseachwithadiﬀerentrefractiveindexn˜andextinctioncoef-
ﬁcientk˜.Thelightcomesintotheactivelayerthroughthesemitransparentelec-
trodeandattheotherextremesideofthestack,thereisametalelectrodewith
ahighreﬂectioncoeﬃcient,whichdependsontheexactthicknessanddeposi-
tiontechnique.Consequently,thefractionofthelightwhichmakesitaltheway
throughtheactivelayerismainlyreﬂectedatthebackmetalelectrode.
Thetypicalthicknessthephotoactivelayerofpolymer:fulerenesolarcelsdis
oftheorderof100nm,whichisthesameorderasthewavelengthsabsorbedby
theblend,typicaly[350;850]nm.(Bronsteinetal.,2011)Asaresult,ateachwave-
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lengthofthespectrum,thelightcomingbackandforthwithinthemultistackwil
interfere.Thus,thestandardBeer-Lambertlawforabsorptionintheblendcannot
beusedrigorously.Theproﬁleoflightdistributionwithintheactivelayerwil
betheresultofthecomplexsumovertheentirespectrumofthelightsourceof
theinterferencepatternsofthediﬀerentwavelengths.Thesituationissimilarto
coherentpropagationinmultilayerstructures:(Harbecke,1986
reflected in previous layer transmited in next layer
nini-1 ni+1
d
z
x
Ei+
Ei-
Ei-1+
Ei-1-
Ei+1+
Ei+1-
)Themainconse-
Figure2.7:Schematicsofreﬂectionandtransmissionofasingletransverseopti-
calwaveintoamultistackofmaterialswithdiﬀerentcomplexrefractiveindexn¯.
Thediﬀerenceinopticalpathbetweenforwardandbackwardwavesofthesame
wavelengthandsamepolarisationisinthesameorderthanthatofthewavelength.
Consequently,thesewilinterfere,makingtheoveralintensitywithineachlayer
idiﬀerentfromthegeometricsumofthetwowavesE+iandE−i.
quenceofthisphenomenonisthatatﬁxedarchitectureandinterlayers,whenthe
thicknessoftheactivematerialisincreased,theoveralphotonsupplyharvested
intotheactivelayerdoesnotnecessarilyincreaseinthesameway.Thetheoretical
short-circuitcurrentJscobtainedassuming100%colectionatalthicknessesis
oscilatingandisnotincreasinglinearlywiththethicknessoftheabsorber.Theso
caledﬁrstinterferencemaximumoccursatapositionthatdependsontheexact
blendandarchitecture,butisusualyaround100±30nm),(Burkhardetal.,2010;
Albrechtetal.,2012a;Hadipouretal.,2011;Dennleretal.,2009)withasecond
interferencemaximumaround200-250nm.Typicalproﬁlesofinterferencewil
bepresentedinthethicknessstudiespresentedinthisthesis.
Inordertocalculatethedistributionofopticalintensitythroughouttheac-
tivelayer(positiondependentinconsequence),amodelwasproposedforbilayer
organicsolarcelsbyPetterssonetal.(1999),reﬁnedbyHoppeetal.(2004)and
furtheradaptedtoBulkHeterojunctionsolarcelsbytheTransferMatrixformal-
ismbyHarbecke(1986).Tobeapplicable,theopticalconstants(˜n;˜k,suchthat
n¯=n˜+i˜k)ofalthelayersconstitutingthesolarcelarerequired.Theselatterare
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measured by ellipsometry.(Hoppe et al., 2002)
2.3.3 Workfunctions of electrodes, built-in field and space charge
We saw previously that the typical bulk heterojunction solar cell is composed of
two asymetric workfunction electrodes, the anode (with high work function) and
the metal back electrode (with a low workfunction). These electrodes sandwich
an intimate blend of two organic semiconductors: one donor (for instance poly-
mer) and one acceptor (for instance [6,6]-phenyl C71=61-butyric acide methyl ester:
PCBM). Each has a defined HOMO, LUMO and band gap. The overall description
of the intimate mixing of the two semiconductors can be assimilated to an e ective
one composed of the LUMO of the acceptor and the HOMO of the donor.
The distribution of electric field in steady-state within the active layer of a de-
vice can be calculated using the Poisson equation, linking the Laplacian of the
electric potential  to the space charge density  inside the active layer. The pres-
ence of charges in one point of the active layer will create a gap between the value
of the electric potential in this point and its average value around this point ac-
cording to the following:
52  =  

" 0" r
(2.3)
On the other hand, the continuity equations will express the conservation of
charges in any point of the active layer, in 1D:
dn
dt
= G   R+ 1
e
dJn
dx
(2.4)
dp
dt
= G   R   1
e
dJp
dx
(2.5)
where R and G are the charge recombination and generation rates, e the elemen-
tary charge. In steady state, dp/dt=dn/dt=0. Solving the equations in particular in
the dark under no applied bias requires knowing the boundary conditions which
are:
• The di erence of electric potential at the two contacts at short circuit is fixed
by the built-in potential:
 (d)    (0) = VBI (2.6)
• The equilibrium concentrations in the dark in the bulk are given by:
n0p0 = n2i = NCNV exp
 
 
Eg
kBT
!
(2.7)
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where the gap between the valence and conduction band edge Eg = EC   EV
Eg = IPdonor   EAacceptor (2.8)
• At the contacts (the anode is assumed here to be at x = 0 and the cathode
at x = d), the concentrations of electrons at the cathode (respectively holes
at the anode) injected from the contacts is fixed by the contact barriers  C
( A respectively) which are the energetic gaps between the conduction band
edge and the cathode workfunction (respectively the valence band edge and
the anode workfunction), following:
n0(x = d) = NC exp
 
 
 C
kBT
!
(2.9)
p0(x = 0) = NV exp
 
 
 V
kBT
!
(2.10)
Under illumination at the contacts, while the majority carrier concentration is still
close to the one at equilibrium, the minority carrier concentration can change sig-
nificantly. When a minority carrier (for instance a hole) is diusing at the vicinity
of the cathode, it may recombine with an electron from the cathode. This is usu-
ally described by surface recombination currents which fix the boundary condition
for Jn and Jp at the contacts (x = 0 and x = d) in Equations 2.4 and 2.5. In the
undoped case, the potential is found to be linear in the bulk with a constant elec-
tric field throughout the whole active layer. Assuming no surface dipole at the
interface active layer/electrodes (over a typical thickness of d 100 nm) and a dif-
ference in electrode workfunctions of 700 mV, the macroscopic field at zero bias is
E  anode   cathoded 710
6 V.m 1 .
However, the presence of dopants will modify the space charge  in the Poisson
equation. As a result, the electric potential can change depending on the doping
level and its type in the active layer. Eventually, when the doping level is su-
ciently high (NA 710 15 cm  3 ), a neutral region is created in which the electric
field is low and a space charge region in which the electric field is strong, as dis-
cussed further in Chapter 7.
2.4 Device current-voltage response
Independent of the exact technology, photovoltaic cells are designed to deliver
electrical power produced from photon absorption to an external load. The stan-
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dard way of testing the performance of the solar cell is the current density-voltage
response as represented in Figure 2.8. The fourth quadrant (V  0; J  0 ) is gen-
erating power to the external load. The inset pictures the basic electronic circuit
equivalent of a solar cell under normal operation. The sweep from short circuit
(V = 0) to open circuit (V = Voc) enables the probing of the di erent operating
points that the solar cell would work on with a varying external load (if V = 0,
Rext would be 0 and if V = Voc, and J = 0, the external load would be infinite). The
power produced Pphotovoltaic (dashed-dot line) peaks at the maximum power point.
We saw previously in equation 2.6 that the sweep from far reverse bias to be-
yond the built-in field changes the net electric field Enet 
(V  V BI)
d substantially.
Figure 2.9 represents key band diagram regimes in the fourth quadrant in the
dark. As a result of the changes in internal electric field, the current density-
voltage response in the dark (dashed line Figure 2.8) can be described by the
sequence of three regimes:(Dyakonov, 2004b)
• at reverse bias (V 0) and at low forward bias (0  V  Voc) the dark curve
is governed by the leakage of charges, i.e. extraction of the minority carriers
(Rshunt). Ideally for high performance devices, Rshunt ! 1 and the current
density in the dark is very low in this regime. In this region, the energy
barrier to injection is too high, the contacts do not inject carriers in the active
layer. When photogeneration will occur in this regime, the carriers will have
a strong drift component under the net electric field for good collection.
• close to the flat band condition (around bias where Voc in the light will be),
injection from the contacts initiates and diode rectification can be observed.
When photogeneration occurs, the drift component will decrease and will be
equal to zero when the bias exactly compensates the built-in potential.
• beyond the zero net electric field (V  VBI), the net electric field is reversed
and the injection of carriers from the contacts is strong. The current is there-
fore entirely governed by the injection of carriers into the active layer.
In the light, the thermal equilibrium described just above is perturbed and
the photovoltaic e ect takes place. A few operating points can be distinguished
throughout the current density-voltage response. At zero bias, the current density
is the short-circuit current Jsc; closer to the flat band condition, the rectification
can be observed up to the point where the current density is cancelled, at open
circuit Voc. The squareness of the rectification will define the fill factor:
FF =
JmppVmpp
JscVoc
(2.11)
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The power conversion efficiency  PCE is defined as:
 PCE =
Pmaxphotovoltaic
Plight
=
VocJscFF
Plight
(2.12)
where Pmaxphotovoltaic is the power at the maximum power point (Vmpp;Jmpp) and Plight
corresponds to the incident power under 1 sun.
Overall, for efficient solar cells, the light curve will be a translation of the dark
curve by superimposing a generation term.(Shuttle et al., 2010b) We note that the
phenomenon of carrier injection at the contacts in forward bias can be affected
by the photogenerated population close to the contacts. Finally, to describe the
conversion of photons into charges to conduct current into an external load, two
quantum efficiencies are regularly used:
• the internal quantum efficiency (IQE), which describes the ratio of current
density J obtained over the highest possible current if all the photons ab-
sorbed create free charges that are collected to the electrodes.
• the external quantum efficiency (EQE), which represents on the other hand
the ratio current density obtained J over the current density of incident pho-
tons, independently of the quality of absorption of the blend.
These two parameters are usually assessed at zero bias and monochromatically.
2.5 Device operation
Four key steps in polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells operations can
be identified:
• photon absorption within the active layer, formation of the exciton
• polaron formation
• polaron transport
• carrier extraction at the contacts of active layer/electrodes
2.5.1 Charge generation
Charge generation in organic solar cells differs substantially from the charge gen-
eration in inorganic silicon solar cells due to the existence of a strongly bound
intermediate excited state upon light absorption, the exciton, prior to the gener-
ation of free polarons. Typical blends of donor/acceptors in organic solar cells
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Figure2.8:Schematicsofthecurrentdensity-voltageresponseofatypicalhigh
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anode cathode
V=VBI: net field E=0
V>VBI: net field E>0
V=Voc: net field E<0, very weak
V=0: net field E<0
(injections from the contacts)
(flat bands, no drift)
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for colection of photocarriers)
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V
Figure2.9:Banddiagraminthedarkshowingtheconductionandvalenceband
edgesatdiﬀerentbiases.Fromtoptobottom,atshortcircuit(V=0)toV≈Voc,
V=VBIandforwardbiasV VBI.Forgeneralpurposes,frontandbackcontact
energybarriersaredrawnattheinterfaceofblend/electrodes.Theactivelayeris
hereassumedtobefulydepleted.Thenetelectricﬁeldwithinthedeviceisstrong
atshortcircuit(theinjectionbarrierisstrongandthecontactsdonotinject),de-
creasestowardsforwardbias(theinjectionbarrierissmalerthanshortcircuit,the
contactsstarttoinjectcarriers)toequalzeroattheﬂatbandpotentialV=VBI.Be-
yondthisbias,thenetelectricﬁeldisreversed,stronginjectionsfromthecontacts
areoccurring. Whenunderilumination,thesametrendsareobserved.Thein-
jectionbarrierscanpotentialybemodiﬁedduetothepopulationphotogenerated
withinthebulk.
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have a rather low electric permittivity (" r < 10, typically 3-4).(Mu¨ller et al., 2008)
As a result, directly following the absorption of a photon in one of the semicon-
ductors and the promotion of an electron into the conduction band and leaving a
hole in the valence band, the Coulomb interaction is still strong enough so that
the generated charges are not, in most cases, free. Indeed, this binding energy
is so high that in normal conditions, it cannot be overcome by thermal agitation.
This is contrary to the exciton formed in higher permittivity media like in silicon
solar cells (these low binding energy excitons are called Wannier-Mott excitons,
typically  0:1eV). What is formed instead is an overall neutral electron/hole pair
with a typical coulomb binding energy of  0:1   0:3 eV, also called a Frenkel exci-
ton.(Clarke and Durrant, 2010)
Directly following photon absorption, the newly formed excited state must
have the same symmetry as the initial ground state (total spin S = 0). However, af-
ter this event, an intersystem crossing can occur, potentially resulting in a change
of spin state from 0 to 1. There are therefore two possible types of excited states:
singlet state (S1, total spin S=0) and triplet state (T1, total spin S = 1). In terms of
energy, due to symmetry considerations, the triplet state is lower than its equiv-
alent singlet state E(Tn)  E(Sn). Due to the di erence in symmetry between the
singlet excited state and the triplet state relative to the ground state, the lifetime
of the two types of excited state are di erent. Triplets states are longer lived due to
the spin forbidden aspect of the decay to the ground state from the triplet state, al-
though it is debated whether the diusion coecient of the triplet state is lower or
not compared with the one of the singlet state.(Heremans et al., 2009; Lunt et al.,
2009) The singlet exciton typically has a lifetime ranging from 100 ps to 1 ns dur-
ing which it may reach by diusion (intra or inter molecular) an interface with a fa-
vorable energetic oset before decaying radiatively or non radiatively.(Clarke and
Durrant, 2010; Deibel and Dyakonov, 2010) Consequently, to enhance charge gen-
eration, the nanomorphology needs to be tuned to allow a maximum of excitons
to reach an heterojunction within their lifetime; hence the substantial increase in
the performance of polymer solar cells with the use of the bulk heterojunction so-
lar cell.(Yu et al., 1995) This counteracts the issue that occurred in bilayers, which
were only able to generate within a finite depth around the heterojunction, whose
extent was dictated by the finite exciton diusion length (typically 10 nm).
The exciton diusion is strongly influenced by the neighboring lattices dis-
tortions. As a result, if the exciton stays long enough at the heterojunction, the
quenching (transfer of the electron across the interface) of the exciton may occur
either while the exciton is still in a ”hot state” (Franck-Condon exciton)(Arkhipov
et al., 1999; Basko and Conwell, 2002; Gregg, 2003) (not thermalised with its en-
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vironment) or in a cold state, if molecular vibrational relaxation was able to take
place (typically within ≈ 100 fs).(Clarke and Durrant, 2010) In most cases, the
electron is transfered to the acceptor.3
Charge transfer between two molecules in organic semiconductor can be de-
scribed by Marcus theory, which considers the variations in potential surface en-
ergy of the two systems D∗/A (photoexcited donor+acceptor) and D+/A− (electron
transfered to the acceptor and leaving the hole on the donor). It links the rate
constant for electron transfer to the potential activation energy barrier and the
reorganisational energy necessary to reach the energy level which allows trans-
fer of the electron to the acceptor, assuming that at that stage, the rapid electron
transfer does not require nuclear reorganisation (the Franck-Condon principle).
Furthermore, this transfer rate depends on the overlap of the wavefunctions of
the initial(D∗/A)and final state (D+/A−).(Marcus, 1956) However, the use of the
Marcus theory in organic thin films is limited and fails in general to predict the
generation yield when going away from solution or diluted molecules for instance
in very low PCBM loading.(Coffey et al., 2012; Zhao and Liang, 2012; Clarke and
Durrant, 2010)
Due to the low permittivity and the relative short initial distance between
the two opposite charges, once the electron transfer has occurred, sometimes
an intermediary interfacial bound state is formed, called a ’charge transfer’ or
’bound polaron pair’ state. In such states, although separated physically onto two
phases, the hole and electron are still couloumbically linked. There is currently
a strong debate as to whether hot charge transfer (CT)state is important for effi-
cient charge generation.(Vandewal et al., 2014; Dimitrov and Durrant, 2013) This
charge-transfer state (CT-state) can decay before total separation of the charges
radiatively (useful for Electroluminescence) or non radiatively. The theory ad-
dressing geminate recombination (recombination of electron and holes originally
from the same exciton) has been suggested to originate from Onsager theory of re-
combination of electron and holes in weak electrolytes by Onsager (1938), adapted
later for use on semiconductors by Braun (1984) and gradually modified.(Tachiya,
1988; Wojcik and Tachiya, 2005)
It has been suggested recently that efficient charge generation occurs via
”resonance charge transfer” which populates highly delocalised bound polaron
states.(Rao et al., 2013) To occur, it has been proposed that a high driving energy
(Dimitrov and Durrant, 2013) or high crystallinity of the acceptor domain (Rao
et al., 2013) were required. These two criteria are not independent as the PCBM
3although it is not uncommon to observe the acceptor injecting the hole into the donor as shown
for instance by Dimitrov et al. (2011).
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LUMO for instance has been shown to shift down with the crystallinity of domains,
as will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
2.5.2 Charge transport
Concerning the transport of carriers through the active layer, the substantial differ-
ence between organic and inorganic materials is the importance of localised states
due to structural and energetic disorder, as mentioned at the start of this chap-
ter. Carriers are transported along one conjugated segment of the polymer chain,
tunnelling from one conjugated segment to another through an energy barrier, or
hopping from one polymer chain to another by thermal excitation over the local
energy barrier. Moreover, this motion is coupled with the structural relaxation of
the local molecular environment, hence the term polaron instead of simply elec-
tron/holes. As a result, the mobilities of these polarons are usually measured to be
low, ranging from 10−6 to 1 cm2=Vs depending on the material and the experimen-
tal method involved.(Liang et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2009; Subramaniyan et al.,
2011; Sakamoto et al., 2004; Park et al., 2006; Morana et al., 2008; Kumar et al.,
2009; Kettle et al., 2011; Heremans et al., 2009; Heeney et al., 2007; Heeger, 2010;
Cowan et al., 2011a; Chen et al., 2011; Bronstein et al., 2011; Ballantyne et al.,
2010).
Overall, within the active layer, the transport of polarons is governed by the
continuity equation. As presented in Figure 2.10, assuming an elementary volume
(V) of the active layer, whose typical distance is greater than the distance between
polymer chains but small enough at the scale of the active layer:
dn
dt
=
1
qdiv(
~Jn) + Gn −Rn (2.13)
where q is the elementary charge, Gn is the generation and Rn is the loss of po-
larons in the elementary volume V . The electrons flux Jn is defined by the follow-
ing relation:
~Jn = nq n~E + qDn ~grad(n) (2.14)
where n is the concentration of free electrons, q the elementary charge, ~E is the
local electric field and Dn is the coefficient of diffusion given by Einstein’s relation:
Dn = kBTe  n. The definition for holes is analogous. In steady-state, the first term in
Equation 2.13 dndt = 0.
As shown in the previous equation, the transport of carriers can present two
components: drift (under electric field, directional) and diffusion. In operating
polymer:fullerene devices, the active material is usually at least partly depleted
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andtheelectricﬁeld(andconsequentlythedriftcomponent)isthoughttoplayan
importantroleinthetransportofcarriers,atleastatlowbias.Thedominanceof
thedriftcomponentwildependonthenetelectricﬁeldwithinthebulk;inother
words,itwildependonthebuilt-inpotential,theappliedbiasandpotentialy
dipolespresentattheinterfacewiththeelectrodes.(Bisquertetal.,2008)Further-
more,thephasesegregationofdonorandacceptormaterialscreateslargevaria-
tionsofcarrierconcentrationswithinthebulk.Thedriftcomponentisusualy
assumedtobedominantduringthecolectionofcharges,althoughthisassump-
tionisquitedebated,inparticularinthefourthquadrant.(Nenashevetal.,2010
V
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).
Whilethechargesarebeingtransportedthroughthematerial,eachcarriercanre-
Figure2.10:Continuityequationintheelementaryvolumeν. Atequilibrium,
dn
dt=0andthedivergenceoftheﬂuxofchargesthroughthesphereSdelimitingνiscompensatedbythediﬀerencebetweenlocalgenerationandlocalrecombination
events.
combinewithoneoppositecarrier.Thisisanon-geminaterecombinationeventif
thetwocarriersdonotoriginatefromthesameelectron/holepairproducedupon
lightabsorption.
Thestandardwayofunderstandingtherecombinationoffreechargecarriersis
byLangevinbimolecularrecombination.(PopeandSwenberg,1982)Thisrecom-
binationmechanismusestheworkofP.Langevinonrecombinationofionsingas
phasedatingfrom1903.(Langevin,1903)Assumingthatthefreecarriersaregen-
eratedindependently(geminaterecombinationisthereforeexcludedhere),their
recombinationisrandomandidealyofsecondorderfromakineticpointofview.
Moreover,ifthemeanfreepathλfreeofthechargecarrierissmalerthanthera-
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dius of coulomb capture rc, then the Langevin requirement is met.4. The capture
radius is defined by matching the potential energy of one charge in the electric
potential of the other to the thermal agitation energy:
kBT = e 
e
4" 0" rrc
(2.15)
In this context, the recombination can be viewed as the drift of two charges under
the coulombic field they create. For ease of explanation, the negative charge is
assumed to be fixed in space and the positive charges are arriving at the radius
capture of the negative charge as presented in Figure 2.11. At r = rc, the average
current of holes ih entering the sphere S is:
Jh  nhevh = nhe hE = nhe h 
e
4" 0" rr
2
c
(2.16)
Therefore, ih =
R

R
S
 ! J h  d
 ! S = nh e
2
" 0" r
. In this example, all the flux would actually
be a recombination flux as it is assumed implicitly that the ratio recombinationcollision tends
to 1. This recombination current can be expressed as a function of the Langevin
recombination rate  eh such that I rec = nh  ehe. Equating the two currents leads to
the expression of the standard Langevin recombination rate:
 eh =
e
" 0" r
(2.17)
This common approach assumes that when an external charge (here represented
by the red dot) moves within the radius of non escape (r = rc), the charge is as-
sumed to drift within the electric field created by the opposite central charge,
leading to an approximation of the capture radius rc  15 nm. However, at that
scale, the gradient in species represented by the red dot (so the entropy aspect) is
completely neglected. Equation 2.13 can be rewritten using the thermodynamic
chemical potential  chem = 
0
chem + kBT ln(n) as suggested by Gregg and Hanna
(2003). The latter explains that the flux of charges Jn can be rewritten in two com-
ponents: due to the electrical potential energy gradient (still the drift) and the
other due to the chemical potential energy gradient. However, given the intimate
mixing of donor and acceptor in polymer:fullerene solar cells, it might be dicult
to quantify or even to visualise the force applied due to the step of chemical en-
ergy at the heterojunction donor/acceptor (extended segments nearby, charge rich
zone). Nevertheless, referring to the work on the influence of entropy in charge
generation,(Gregg and Hanna, 2003; Gregg, 2011; Vithanage et al., 2013) where
4not obvious in organic disordered material
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+
-
r = rc
S
Figure 2.11: The circles correspond to fixed values of the electric potential created
by the central fixed charge, decreasing with 1=r. At r = rc, any external charge
(red spot) will be under the influence of both the thermal agitation(kT  25meV at
room temperature) and the electric interaction due to the presence of the opposite
central charge(green spot). The interpretation of Langevin recombination applied
to bimolecular recombination assumes that the ratio recombinationcollision correspond to the
extreme case and equals to unity.
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in more than 1D, the entropy favors further charge separation, the impact of en-
tropy is inverse during bimolecular recombination, which logically decreases the
effective capture radius rc.
Further details on the effect of non-geminate recombination on the perfor-
mance of polymer:fullerene solar cells will be developed in the next chapter.
2.5.3 Analytical description of photocurrent:  product
The photocurrent is generally voltage dependent in our system (even if field de-
pendent generation and dark leakages are neglected) due to a finite lifetime  of
the carriers during collection in systems which are usually assumed to be fully
depleted. A useful indicator of the quality of the field driven collection is the
drift length LD = E   which represents the typical distance a carrier will travel
under an electric field ~E with a mobility . A common approach to describe the
photocurrent in organic solar cells is based on the  product. The higher the
product  relative to the thickness of the active layer, the better the collection of
carriers. Li et al. (2012); Street et al. (2012); Tumbleston et al. (2012) applied the
analytical description of the photocurrent in organic solar cells using the Hecht
equation, which gives the voltage dependence of the current based on the finite
mobility-lifetime product:(Hecht, 1932)
Jph = 2qG¯
VBI   V
d
"
1   exp
 
 
d2
2 (VBI   V )
!#
(2.18)
where G¯ is the space averaged generation of carriers. This expression is completely
drift driven and diffusion is neglected. The lifetime  here can be ambiguous as
it represents the lifetime of a charge carrier before it cannot participate to the
photocurrent any longer, without specific precision on the mechanism responsible
for its loss.  can refer to the typical time before the charge carrier is lost to a
trap (given that with time this trap charge carrier can recombine with another free
carrier in a first order mechanism) or if the materials is trap free,  corresponds
to the typical time before it is lost in direct (free) recombination (second order).
Furthermore, in this model the mobility and lifetime are assumed to be intrinsic of
the blend and not depending on the operating point, nor in carrier concentration.
Consequently its application is limited. Nevertheless under the following set of
assumptions:
• homogeneous electric field is assumed, only the fully depleted devices are
therefore considered.
• spatially constant generation rate.
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• balanced transport:  holes  holes   electrons  electrons. If a space charge region
is created due to imbalance of transport, the expression above is not valid
anymore.
• no drop in the series resistance are accounted for.
this expression can be very useful to describe in particular the photocurrent
around short circuit and understand the degradation of charge carrier transport
in a fully depleted thickness series, as will be more developed in particular in
Chapter 7.
2.5.4 Contacts
Previously, we saw that the bulk heterojunction could be assimilated to an e ec-
tive semiconductor with the LUMO of the acceptor and the HOMO of the donor.
Usually, the workfunction of the electrode is assumed to be pinned to the rele-
vant energy level of the semiconductor as by Brabec et al. (2001a), independent
of the actual Fermi level of the electrode compared with the Fermi level of the
semiconductor. This phenomenon, usually induced via charge surface states, is
called Fermi level pinning.(Brillson, 1982) The n-type semiconductor/metal elec-
trode interface will show an upward band bending while the p-type semiconduc-
tor/counterelectrode will show a downward band bending at equilibrium. How-
ever, to be selective, each electrode needs to be blocking the minority carrier, in
other words the workfunctions must be chosen so that they do not o er quasi-
ohmic contacts to both the acceptor-LUMO and the donor-HOMO. Since the sur-
face states behave as a transition from the Fermi level of the semiconductor and the
relevant workfunction of the electrode, it is usually understood that some surface
dipoles, as mentioned earlier with Liu et al. (2010), can exist and o er a quasi-
pinning of the energy levels at the interface. However, the energetics at the con-
tacts is a complex topic which is not in the scope of this work. To stay general,
a small energy barrier at the contacts is usually used in the schematics and sim-
ulations in this thesis. Another consequence of the adjustment of the Fermi level
at the contacts is that, depending how selective these are, minority carriers can
recombine with the infinite reservoir of opposite carrier at the interface of active
layer/electrode. This is surface recombination. This type of recombination is gov-
erned by the concentration of minority carriers at their counter electrode and the
surface recombination velocity Smin which will be used in some simulations in this
thesis.
JS = qSmin n min (2.19)
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The concentration of minority carrier n min depends on the net field and the ca-
pacity of the minority carrier to diuse against the net field towards the counter
electrode.(Kirchartz and Nelson, 2012)
2.6 Maximum Voc and losses
We saw previously that at thermal equilibrium (in the dark under no applied
bias), intrinsic populations of electrons and holes are at equilibrium within con-
duction and valence bands respectively as well as relative to each other. As
a result of this equilibrium, the Fermi energy EF (level at which the probabil-
ity of electron occupation at a level E given by Fermi-Dirac distribution P(E) =
1=(1 + exp((E   EF)=kBT ) equals 0.5) of the intrinsic holes and electrons is the same
and usually located in the middle of the band gap if no doping level is considered.
However, under illumination triggering photogeneration or external applied bias,
the system is pushed away from equilibrium. Since the thermalisation of the car-
riers within their band is usually much faster than the return to equilibrium in
between the bands (through recombination for instance), each band can be at local
equilibrium and have their own separate Fermi level without having equilibirum
between the bands. These respective Fermi levels in local equilibirum are called
quasi-Fermi levels EFn and EFp.
A substantial improvement of polymer:fullerene solar cells has been possible
by the modulation of the HOMOD LUMOA energy levels resulting from the molec-
ular engineering of new semiconducting organic materials. At fixed background
illumination, and given the previous paragraph, the maximum open-circuit volt-
age Voc is such that:
qVmaxoc (I ) = (EFn   EFp)max (2.20)
The splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels will depend on the magnitude of
the polaron populations. Morphology and local crystallinity can a ect the
HOMO/LUMO levels at the heterojunction donor/acceptor.(Hawks et al., 2013)
This will be further developed in Chapter 5. At fixed energetics of the conduction
and valence band edges, many di erent processes can limit the maximum of the
di erence in these quasi-Fermi levels:
• during charge generation, geminate recombination will partially impede the
population of the Fermi levels by limiting the total generation of free po-
larons due to recombination of a fraction of electrons and holes originating
from the same exciton.
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• once polarons are generated, some can recombine non-geminately due to
their finite lifetime.
Furthermore, at the active layer/electrodes interface, in the case of ohmic contacts,
the Fermi levels of the interlayers and electrodes are pinned to the Fermi levels of
the blend. In this case, the open-circuit voltage will be a result of the combination
of bulk energetics and dynamic properties. Here, the measured (real) open-circuit
voltage is the difference of Fermi levels measured at the contacts:
qVoc = EFn(cathode)   EFp(anode) (2.21)
However, it is suggested that generally a small voltage drop is possible at the ac-
tive layer/electrode interface.(Bisquert et al., 2008; Bisquert and Garcia-Belmonte,
2011) This energy barrier between the blend LUMO (HOMO) and the Fermi level
of the cathode (anode) can occur due to the formation of interfacial dipoles.
2.7 Problem statement and project objectives
Research in the synthesis of low band gap polymers, which could eventually
enable the production of cheap active material, is very active and many fami-
lies of polymers are currently being explored leading to a substantial range of
types of available blends. To date, internal quantum efficiencies near 100% have
been achieved in some polymer:fullerene systems.(Park et al., 2009) Although
HOMO/LUMO level engineering is crucial, charge transport is as critical since
it has been shown over the last years that non-geminate recombination limits the
performance of many efficient organic solar cells. In this context, one of the chal-
lenges remaining is whether there are experimental techniques which allow quan-
tification of these non-geminate losses on the wide range of systems available and
then finding the fundamental parameters which would eventually enable those
specific losses to be reduced.
In this thesis, I attempt to address these questions in three stages. First, af-
ter a brief description of a few key notions which will be used throughout the
whole thesis, in Chapter 3, I describe charge extraction and transient photovolt-
age measurements, two optoelectronic techniques proposed recently to study the
recombination dynamics in polymer:fullerene solar cells. In Chapter 4, I show
that the method is robust and it can be successfully extended to many radi-
cally different systems (although in the past it was applied in the past to poly(3-
hexylthio/selenophenes) only). Furthermore, applying this approach, I demon-
strate in Chapter 5 that the method is able to provide powerful insight into the
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subtle changes in energetics at the heterojunction and recombination dynamics
resulting from the slight blend ratio perturbation in an amorphous blend. In par-
ticular, this work suggests that it is possible in some systems to improve both car-
rier lifetime and mobility through an increase of PCBM content, which is going
against what is understood from Langevin type recombination.
It is often assumed that the active layers are fully depleted. In addition, a key
limitation of charge extraction is that it gives access to the spatially averaged excess
carriers, rather than their spatial distribution. In particular, in Chapter 6, I show
that the spatial distribution of carriers cannot be neglected for ≺ 100nm devices.
Then in Chapter 7, I raise the possibility that polymer:fullerene solar cells may
not, contrary to common belief, be intrinsic semiconductors. By combined mod-
elling and experimental investigations, the apparent doping level is shown to have
fundamental consequences on device performance and recombination dynamics.
Resulting from these two chapters, I suggest that spatial distribution variation and
doping can explain the apparent contradiction in the unusually high reaction or-
ders observed recently in the literature, without necessarily having to invoke any
change in basic mechanism of non-geminate recombination.
Finally, an analysis of Langevin and non-Langevin recombinations in organic
solar cells is developed in Chapter 8 and after a review of the different explana-
tions of the reduced Langevin recombination factor, the limitations of the com-
mon assumption that collisions are the limiting step in the recombination process
is discussed before closing with conclusions and suggestions for future work.
Chapter 3
Methods
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we saw that if surface states at the interface active
layer/electrode can be neglected, the open-circuit voltage is controlled by the split-
ting of the quasi-Fermi levels measured at the contacts. In this chapter, the main
methods employed to investigate charge transport in this thesis are presented.
First, non-geminate recombination is further developed and mathematically de-
fined. Then, charge extraction and transient photovoltage methods are presented
and the limits of their applicability discussed. Finally, details of the other exper-
imental methods employed are listed before presenting the drift-diffusion mod-
elling performed in this thesis.
3.2 Describing non-geminate recombination
The creation of the bulk heterojunction architecture enabled a substantial increase
in the performance of organic solar cells.(Yu et al., 1995) This intimate mixing of
donor and acceptor at nanoscale allows the excitons formed upon light absorption
to quickly reach an interface where they can dissociate and form free polarons.
However, this architecture also substantially increases the interface area between
electron rich and holes rich regions of the blend during the transport of polarons
to the extracting electrodes.
The recombination of opposite carriers initially separated (non-geminate re-
combination) is known to be a major loss process of polarons in these sys-
tems.(Koster et al., 2005b, 2006) In particular, this loss process was shown to be
strongly voltage (field) dependent and strongest close to open-circuit condition
when the internal electric field is very weak. Although the term non-geminate re-
combination is a clear concept, it encompasses a variety of recombination events,
including:
• Two opposite free carriers can recombine (often called band-to-band recom-
bination); in this case this is a bimolecular second order loss process.
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• The recombination can also be mediated by trap (free-to-trap); in that case,
it is often assumed that one free carrier can recombine with a trapped oppo-
site carrier. This is still a bimolecular recombination event, however this is
no longer second order as one carrier is fixed. Trap-to-trap recombinations
are usually not considered due to the extended space between two localised
states.
• Finally, if a polaron in the vicinity of an infinite sink of opposite carriers
(such as close to the counter electrode) can diffuse against the electric field,
it can recombine mono-molecularly (surface recombination).
To date, the existence of recombination events involving more than two particles
(e.g. Auger recombination) has not been proven in polymer:fullerene solar cells.
We will see in Chapter 4 that dark and light ideality factors, in some conditions,
can suggest which recombination mechanism, within the ones listed just above, is
dominant.
The standard approach in bimolecular recombination is via Langevin type re-
combination where the loss of charge carrier is described by:
R =   dn
dt
=  k (np   n2i ) (3.1)
where n and p are the total electrons and holes concentrations, ni the intrinsic
(thermally excited, present also in the dark) carrier concentration and the recom-
bination rate k according to a Langevin description depends on the likelihood of
two opposite carriers to find each other (see Chapter 2). As it is often assumed that
the photogenerated population is larger than the intrinsic one, the recombination
is usually simplified R   knp and finally assuming electric neutrality n  p:
R   kn 2 (3.2)
A measurement of carrier density and carrier lifetime allows those non-geminate
losses to be quantified.
3.3 Measuring non-geminate recombination
Many different experimental techniques have been used over the last decade to
analyse the recombination dynamics in polymer:fullerene solar cells.(Montanari
et al., 2002; Westerling et al., 2003; Pivrikas et al., 2005a,b; Mozer et al., 2005a;
Sliauzˇys et al., 2006; Dennler et al., 2006; Pivrikas et al., 2007; Koster et al., 2006;
Shuttle et al., 2008b) These typically employ different charge densities or field
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strengths during operation. In particular, this thesis employs a combination of
charge extraction and transient photovoltage/photocurrent to allow experimental
quantification of carrier density and lifetime respectively.
3.3.1 Charge density
3.3.1.1 Charge extraction
Along with other approaches, (Mozer et al., 2005a; Pivrikas et al., 2005a; Jusˇka
et al., 2006) the charge extraction technique enables the charge density in solar
cells to be determined under different operating illumination and voltage biases. It
was applied initially to dye sensitised solar cells with Peter et al. (2002); Duffy et al.
(2000) and then to polymer:fullerene solar cells.(Shuttle et al., 2008a,c,b; Lange
et al., 2013). This technique will be frequently used in this thesis. In consequence,
a description of this technique is given below.
3.3.1.2 Description
The charge extraction technique is conducted by placing the device at a particular
and fixed operating condition (light intensity background L, applied bias V ). Once
the device has reached the steady state, the cell is then switched to discharge while
switching off the light background (if any). The background illumination is pro-
vided by 12 white 1W (Lumileds Luxeon iii/start O) with the use of a fast switch-
ing MOSFET. The 1 sun equivalent illumination level was calibrated by matching
the recorded short-circuit current Jsc and open-circuit voltage Voc obtained un-
der the AM1.5 solar simulator. The light on-time was approximately a few hun-
dreds of milliseconds to allow a steady state to be reached (and a longer off-time is
used). The sweep out of charge is usually done under short-circuit field condition.
When it was necessary to push the system at an initial operating point different
than open circuit or short circuit, a voltage bias was applied using a Keithley 2400
sourcemeter unit. As the cell discharges, a current transient was extracted, creat-
ing a voltage across a known external resistance load with the use of a high input
impedance oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 3032B. The integration of this extracted
transient current provides an estimate of the total charge in the device. The time
length of each illumination is a compromise between reaching a steady state and
not warming up the device being studied. The signal triggering is based on the
command of another MOSFET which switches the cell from an operating point to
short circuit. In general, there is a time delay between the physical command of
the MOSFET and the actual switch between drain and source due to the charge of
the parasitic capacitances. However, this time delay was assumed to be negligible,
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inparticularinfrontoftheturnoﬀtimeoftheLEDs.Thewholesetupispictured
inFigure3.1
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Figure3.1:Schematicofthechargeextractiontechnique.a)electricequivalent
diagramwiththesolarcel,thecontroledvoltagesourcetoimposeanexternal
bias,thelightbackgroundilumination,theMOSFETswitchtoshortthedevice
toshortcircuitforchargeextractionandtheresultingcurrenttransientmeasured
throughanexternalloadRextusinganhighinputimpedanceosciloscope.b)cur-
renttransientsthroughRextobtainedwithtwolevelsofbackgroundilumination
(insettheintegratedcurrenttransientleadingtothetotalnumberofchargeatdif-
ferentoperatingpoint).c)populationofthedensityofstates(DoS)forthesetwo
diﬀerentlightlevels.
3.3.1.3 Excesscarrierandreferencepoint:darkatshortcircuit
Bysweepingthecarriersoutundershort-circuitconditionsinthedark,thecharge
extractiontechniquegivesaccessnottothetotalnumberofchargecarriersatany
initialoperatingpointofthecelbuttothenumberofchargesinexcesscompared
withtheonespresentinthedarkunderzeroappliedbias.Indeed,duetothether-
malradiationoftheenvironment(hereroomtemperature),therearedistributions
ofdarkchargewithintheactivelayer.Ifthelatterisanintrinsicsemiconductor,
thesetwodistributionsofdarkoppositechargesmirroreachotherat0V.Further-
more,iftheactivelayerhappenstobesubstantialydoped,moredarkcarrierswil
bepresent.Inthiscase,thedistributionofcarrierswouldnotbesymmetricaldue
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to the presence of dominant doping species.
3.3.1.4 Capacitive correction
The two electrodes are two conductive sheets sandwiching an active material of a
certain permittivity " 0" r where " r  10. In consequence, the system anode/active
layer/cathode has a certain capacitance and a certain amount of surface charge will
be stored on the electrodes independent of any photophysical process occurring in
the active layer. This capacitance is proportional to the electric field between the
two electrodes.
However, between open circuit and short circuit, we saw in the previous chap-
ter that the electric field is substantially di erent. If we assume for the sake of
argument that initially the active layer is fully depleted in both field conditions,
the electric field E can be approximated by the linear relationship:
E  " 0" r(VBI   V )d (3.3)
where d is the device thickness, VBI the built-in potential. Moreover, the typical
distance between the two electrodes ( 100 nm) is much smaller than the width
of the pixel in the devices usually fabricated (typically in this thesis,
p
4:5 mm).
In this case, the system behaves approximately like a plate capacitor in the dark.
Under illumination, the major di erence is that due to photogeneration, the active
layer will accumulate charges, which is a deviation from the standard plate capac-
itor simple model. As a consequence, the capacitance of the solar cell can be called
a chemical capacitance rather than geometric capacitance as Bisquert et al. (2008)
pointed out. Nevertheless, simulations usually show that for most standard illu-
minations (see Chapter 6), the band bending is not too a ected. Indeed we note
that the open-circuit voltage Voc is light dependent while the built-in voltage VBI
is fixed. Furthermore, we usually observe that VBI  Voc(1 sun). In consequence,
for most light levels used in the work presented in this thesis, we have VBI  Voc.
As a result, during charge extraction, the switch from open circuit to short circuit
creates a change in the accumulated surface charge which will add to the photo-
generated charges within the active layer which are being extracted. A correction
is therefore necessary to remove from the data the charges which sat on the elec-
trodes. In the case where the active layer is fully depleted and the electric field can
be approximated by the Equation 3.3, we use the following correction:
n activelayer = n raw  
CV
eAd (3.4)
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where A is the effective surface of the two electrode facing each other (their pixel
area). The capacitance C, under the assumptions stated just above can be ap-
proximated by the geometric capacitance C = " 0" rAd . This formulation neglects the
potential presence of dipole capacitance due to the presence of surface states at
the interface between active layer/electrodes.(Bisquert et al., 2008) As this dipole
capacitance is constant, there is no need to take it into account for the correction
of charge extraction data.
The limits to the validity of the geometric capacitance correction will be con-
sidered more in details in Chapters 6 and 7. Overall, the geometric approxima-
tion for capacitance correction of the charge extraction data is only valid at high
net electric field (reverse bias or low bias in the fourth quadrant), low light level
and low doping level.
3.3.1.5 Limits
The charge extraction technique has a certain number of limitations which should
not be overlooked. First, the charge densities obtained with this technique do not
account for all the charges within the device. In fact, due to the nature of the
sweep out, it gives access to the excess carrier densities n = nlight   ndark, i.e. the
difference in charge density compared with the reference point which is at short
circuit in the dark. Consequently, it does not measure the dark charges. We will
see in Chapters 7 and 6 some consequences of this.
Moreover, although every recombination process is local, spatial averaged ex-
cess carrier densities are accessed; which means that any variation in spatial dis-
tribution within the device is neglected.(Kirchartz and Nelson, 2012) In Chapter 6
of this thesis, the impact of spatial distribution of carriers on apparent recombi-
nation dynamics will be addressed.
Finally, although the sweep out is conducted under short-circuit conditions,
where the internal electric electric field offers a strong drift to charge carriers,
it might not be possible to extract all the excess carriers, especially when the
mobility-lifetime product is not sufficient under this condition. Furthermore, al-
though many trapped charges can be detrapped easily and eventually be collected
with the technique employed, it is not certain that the deeper trapped charges will
ever be collected under short-circuit conditions. The importance of deep trapped
charges in device performance is currently a topical issue widely discussed in the
literature.(Kirchartz and Nelson, 2013; Shuttle et al., 2012)
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3.3.2 Effective drift mobility measurements
According to Shuttle et al. (2010a), charge extraction at short circuit can be per-
formed to access to an effective drift mobility. The measurement of short-circuit
current Jsc over the excess carrier density nsc under different illumination levels
allows the calculation of a drift mobility. Since no differentiation between elec-
trons and holes is possible with this technique, the result can be considered as an
effective drift mobility. Assuming that the current is mostly governed by the drift
component at short circuit:
Jsc  Jdrift =  e  nscE  f ( ) (3.5)
where E is the electric field at 0 V bias (according to the previous chapter, E can
be assumed to be proportional to the built-in potential VBI so that E  VBI=d) and
f ( ) = [(2+  )(1+2 )=(1+  )2] a correction factor function of the carrier dependence
resulting from the presence of tail states within the bandgap as can be found in the
supporting information of Shuttle et al. (2010a). Finally, the following equation is
used to calculate th effective drift mobility:

 =
Jscd
ensc
1
VBIf ( )
(3.6)
Since the initial state of each charge extraction is at short-circuit and that the sweep
out is conducted under short-circuit condition, no correction for capacitance is
necessary.
Although limited by the fact that the opposite carriers cannot be distinguished,
this technique will be used regularly in this thesis to allow consistent comparison
between different polymer:fullerene systems.
3.3.3 Charge carrier lifetime by transient measurements
Transient photovoltage (TPV) is a small perturbation optoelectronic technique
used to access the polaron lifetime. In the field of excitonic solar cells, it was first
developed to study dye sensitised solar cells.(O’Regan et al., 2005, 2006) More
recently, this technique has been shown to be adequate for the study of recombi-
nation dynamics in some poly(3-hexylthio/selo-phenes), PCPDTBT:fullerene de-
vices and hybrid systems.(Shuttle et al., 2008c,b; Maurano et al., 2010; Bo¨hm et al.,
2014; Guo et al., 2013; Foertig et al., 2014) During this measurement, the device
is first put at open circuit. Experimentally, this condition is realised if the input
impedance of the oscilloscope used to monitor the difference of potential across
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the device is substantially larger than the shunt resistance of the device. In the
experimental setup developed, the 1 M
 input impedance of an oscilloscope Tek-
tronix TDS 3032B is used.
3.3.3.1 Description
As pictured in Figure 3.2 a), the device is held at a fixed Voc using a light back-
ground provided by white LEDs whose power can be adjusted to tune the mag-
nitude of splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels, similarly to the charge extraction
experiment. An optical small perturbation is then applied to the device on top of
the illumination background using a GL-330 PTI nitrogen laser pumped GL-301
PTI dye laser whose characteristics are as follows: frequency 4 Hz, pulse duration
1 ns, wavelength, depending on the dye used, selected to ensure light absorption
in the low energy tail of the blend absorption spectrum studied (typically, around
650 nm). The resulting transient signal has an initial magnitude of V i. Particular
attention must be paid to ensure a spatially homogeneous excitation of the active
layer. In the current setup, the laser beam injected via an optical fiber excites the
device in a spatially homogeneous manner thanks to the large aperture at the exit
of the fiber.
The small perturbation regime requires V i  Voci at every light level  i. As
the device is held under open-circuit condition at all time during the measure-
ment, the generated charge carriers are forced to stay in the bulk or at the vicinity
of the electrodes. Although there can be internal fluxes, no net current is possible.
Therefore, the TPV decay can probe the kinetics of the polaron loss processes in
the device. By ensuring the small perturbation condition, the profile of the decay
accessed experimentally takes the form of a pseudo-first order process, simplify-
ing the analysis.
If n is defined as the change in density of total photogenerated charges (holes
and electrons) due to the small perturbation laser pulse and assuming the hole
density equals the electron density at any time, macroscopically:
dV
dt
/ dn
dt
=  
n

n
(3.7)
where 
n is the lifetime of the extra carriers photogenerated by the laser pulse.

n is found empirically to depend on the open-circuit voltage Voc as follows:

n =  n0 exp
 
 
qVoc
#kBT
!
= 
n0 exp(  V oc) (3.8)
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Figure3.2:Schematicofthetransientphotovoltagetechnique.a)electricequiv-
alentdiagramwiththesolarcelheldatopencircuit,thelightbackgroundilu-
mination,thelaserexcitationpulseandtheresultingsmalperturbationtransient
photovoltageweremeasuredbyahighinputimpedanceosciloscope.b)Transient
photovoltagetraces(solidlines)obtainedwithtwolevelsofbackgroundilumina-
tionaswelastheirrelatedmono-exponentialﬁts(dashedlines).c)populationof
theDensityofStatesforthesetwodiﬀerentlightlevels.
3.3.3.2 EﬀectofdarkshuntonTPVlifetime
Inpractice,theTPVlifetimesobtainedatdiﬀerentiluminationlevelsarerarely
thepuremono-exponentialfunctionsoftheopen-circuitvoltagegivenbyequa-
tion3.8.Atverylowlightlevels,theopen-circuitvoltageisverydependentonthe
darkshunt(leakages),aspicturedinFigure3.4.Thisdarkshuntwasobserved
onaverythindevice(20nm)andpriortoanyexperiment,theformerwasstrong.
Afterperformingcorrectedphotocurrentonittoreversebias(≈15V)at1sun
equivalent,thedeviceappearedtohavelostirreversiblysomeofitsdarkshunt
(probablysomeleakagepathwayswereburnedduringthemeasurement). The
samedevicewilbeusedlaterinChapter4tolookattheeﬀectofdarkshunton
themeasurementoflightideality.Inconsequence,theseearlyexperimentalpoints
arenotusedforﬁtting.Furthermore,duetothehighernumberofstatesavailable
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Figure3.3:Smalperturbationlifetimeofthecarriersinjectedbythelaserpulse
(opensymbols)atdiﬀerentopen-circuitvoltages(andthereforeiluminationlev-
els).Thesolidlineisthemono-exponentialﬁtovertherangeofstandardlight
levels.
intheDoSatveryhighlightlevels,themagnitudeofthetransientphotovoltage
(atconstantnumberofchargesinjected)wildecreaseandthesignal-to-noiseratio
wilincreasetheuncertaintyofthelastdatapoints. Mostimportantly,theﬁtting
needstocorrespondtolightlevelsthattheexperimentalistisinterestedin,where
theconditionofsmalperturbation∆nTPV/ntot 1isveriﬁedaspresentedinFig-
ure3.3.
3.3.4 Incurredchargelosses
Sofar,themacroscopiclifetimeandthechargedensitycanbeexperimentalyac-
cessed. Wesawthatacorrectionforcapacitanceofthedevicewasnecessaryto
obtainvaluesrelativetothebulkcharges.However,ateverybias,thecompetition
betweencarriertransportandnon-geminaterecombinationdictatesthecolection
eﬃciencyduringchargeextraction.Althoughthenetelectricﬁeld∝(VBI−V)/d
isusualystrongenoughatshortcircuit,asmalproportionofthechargeswil
recombineduringexperimentalsweepout.InFigure3.1,50%oftheextracted
charges(correspondingtoaccumulatedchargesatopencircuitunder1sunilu-
mination)needed≈0.85µstobecolected.Incomparison,thesmalperturbation
lifetimeforthisdevicewasunderthislightlevel≈1µs. Althoughfaster,the
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Figure3.4:Smalperturbationlifetimes(open-symbols)measuredonthesame
deviceintwodiﬀerentstatesofdarkshunt.Uptrianglescorrespondtothedevice
inastrongdarkleakagestatewhilecirclesrefertothelifetimeofthesamedevice
oncethedarkleakageshavebeenreduced(seetextfordetails).Ininset,dark
(dashedlines)andAM1.5equivalentcurrent-voltageresponsesinbothstates.
timeneededtoextracttheremaining50%ofthechargecarrierswouldbesuch
thattheselattercarrierswouldnotbenecessarilyimmunetorecombination.As
mentionedpreviously,thelongerthecolectiontimethroughtheactivelayer,the
highertheaccumulationofchargeswithinthedevicesis.Inconsequence,acor-
rectionforthisfractionofchargecarrierswhichshouldhavebeenextractedbut
recombinedduringsweepoutisnecessary.
Todoso,acompensationroutinewrittenandusedpreviouslyinthegroupwas
routinelyapplied.Itisbasedontheassumptionthatateverytraceobtainedduring
chargeextraction(totalextractedchargeagainsttimeaspicturedinFigure3.1c),
thedecayshouldfolowtheratedetailedaboveinEquations3.1-3.11.Thetraceis
cutintodiﬀerenttimesegmentsinwhichthelossesarecalculated,summedover
altimesegmentsandtheprocesswasiterateduntilaconvergencewasfound:
niterationiloss =
t=tﬁnal
t=t0
dndevice
dt ∆t=
t=tﬁnal
t=t0
nλ+1device
(1+λ)τ∆n0nλ0
∆t (3.9)
whereλisaparameteraccessedbyconductingchargeextractionandtransient
photovoltage(λ=β/γ).∆tisthetimeintervalbetweentwopointsduringcharge
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extraction. A typical outcome of a charge extraction compensation for incurred
charge losses is presented in inset of Figure 3.5. The correction becomes sub-
stantial at high light levels. The outcome of the total compensation treatments
(capacitive correction and compensation for incurred charge losses) is presented
in Figure 3.5. As previously shown by Shuttle et al. (2008a), the charge density in
the active layer at open circuit is exponentially dependent on the cell voltage and
is an indication of the shape of the density of states. Usually, the high light levels
are used for the fitting of the mono-exponential growth:
n = n 0 exp
 
qVoc
mkBT
!
= n0 exp( V oc) (3.10)
Overall, Figure 3.6 presents the final data after full corrections of charge extrac-
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Figure 3.5: Final charge extraction data (open symbols) after full corrections (ca-
pacitance + incurred carrier losses). The solid line corresponds to the mono-
exponential fit. The fits needs in particular to represent the high light levels if the
overall dataset presents di erent modes. In inset: charge extraction data after cor-
rection for capacitance only (horizontal dashes) at di erent open-circuit voltages
(therefore at di erent illumination levels). Final extracted charge after compensa-
tion for incurred charge carrier losses (up triangles). This compensation is mainly
significant for high light levels.
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tion at open circuit on different polymer:fullerene solar cells described further in
the next chapter. Shallow or steep densities of states can be distinguished. Simu-
lations show that the presence of a tail within the band gap can explain the shape
of the obtained n versus Voc data. Indeed, according to previous simulation work
on P3HT:PCBM, the slopes presented here of ln(n(V oc)) = ln(n 0 exp( V oc)) are
not strongly dependent on the open-circuit voltage. Also the steepest (  12V 1 )
is still much lower than the predicted value q=(2kBT )  19.3 V  1 if no tail of lo-
calised states was present within the band gap.(Kirchartz et al., 2011) This hints
that many of the carriers are trapped in many different polymer:fullerene solar
cells.
γ=1/(2kT) V-1
Figure 3.6: Experimental charge extraction at open-circuit data for different poly-
mer:fullerene blends which are further described in Chapter 4. The dashed line
corresponds to a slope proportional to exp(qV/2kT) at room temperature.
3.3.5 Small perturbation lifetime and macroscopic lifetime
Up until this stage, only the lifetime of the extra charges  ∆n was measured exper-
imentally. Ultimately, the macroscopic lifetime (of the total population of carriers
n)  n is sought. These two lifetimes are linked by the calculation presented in what
follows.
Using different techniques, the recombination lifetime was shown to be
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strongly dependent on carrier density.(Montanari et al., 2002; Nogueira et al.,
2003; Shuttle et al., 2008b). Nelson (2003) showed that the presence of an expo-
nential density of trap states within the band gap could explain this dependence
in polaron concentration. Normally this assumes that charge carrier distributions
are equal and uniform (n  p). In its general form, the decay of the population of
carriers can be written as: dndt =  k nn with the pseudo-first order rate kn = k0n
 ,
 2 (R)+. Here the carriers are either trapped or free and are relative to dark at
short circuit. Therefore, the previous expression becomes:
d(n + n)
dt
=  k 0(n+n) +1 ,
dn
dt
+
dn
dt
=  k 0(n+n) +1 ,
dn
dt
=  
dn
dt
 k 0(n+n) +1
(3.11)
using the first relationship of dndt in the previous equation:
dn
dt
= k0n +1   k0(n + n) +1 = k0n +1 [1  
(n + n) +1
n +1
] = k0n +1 [1   (1 +
n
n
)+1 ]
(3.12)
Moreover, as   0 and the measurement is a small perturbation n  n, the last
term can be approximated by the Taylor expansion:
(1 +
n
dt
) +1 = 1 + ( + 1)
n
n
+ (
n
n
) (3.13)
) dn
dt
 k0n +1 [1   (1 + ( + 1)
n
n
)] ,
dn
dt
  k 0n  ( + 1)n (3.14)
and as the extra photogenerated charges have their own decay following dndt =
 k
n n =  
n

n
(see above), we can conclude that:
k
n  k0( + 1)n  = ( + 1)kn (3.15)
As a result, the polaron lifetime is decreasing with carrier density. This can
also be validated experimentally by other techniques like Impedance Spec-
troscopy.(Garcia-Belmonte et al., 2010). The fact that k is a function of charge
density was shown to be consistent with the presence of localised tail states within
the band gap.(Nelson, 2003)
3.4 Predictions of device performance
At open circuit, under illumination, although there can be internal fluxes of carri-
ers, there is no net current (corresponding to an infinite external load plugged to
the solar cell). Consequently, the generation flux is fully compensated by the total
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loss flux, Jgen(Voc) =  J loss(Voc).
3.4.1 Recombination dynamics and prediction of open-circuit voltage
with illumination level
To double check the assumption that non-geminate recombination is the main loss
process explaining the loss of photocurrent in the fourth quadrant and the open-
circuit voltage, the non-geminate loss flux calculated from the measurements of
charge density n and total carrier lifetime  n can be compared to the generation
flux JNGloss:
JNGloss = ed
n(opencircuit)
 n(opencircuit)
= ed n0exp(V oc)
(1 + )
n0 exp(  V oc)
(3.16)
Using this expression in the following equation, Jgen = Jloss, and assuming that
Jgen  Jsc (see comments on this assumption in the next paragraph) then:
) exp(( +  )Voc)  Jsc (1 + ) n0edn0 (3.17)
, Voc 
1
( +  )
ln
 
Jsc(1 + ) n0
edn0
!
(3.18)
The comparison between the measured open-circuit voltage and the predicted
open-circuit voltage assuming Equation 3.18 at di erent illumination levels en-
ables validation a posteriori of the assumption that non-geminate losses are the
predominant loss process of polarons between short-circuit and open-circuit con-
ditions in case of successful prediction within a few millivolts (typically within  5
mV). Figure 3.7 shows the measured and predicted open-circuit voltage for a typ-
ical OPV device studied in this thesis in the case where those non-geminate losses
assessed by charge extraction and transient photovoltage were governing the open-
circuit voltage of the solar cell for a wide range of light intensities. Failing to do
so indirectly highlights that the total loss flux was underestimated JNGloss  Jloss
and that potentially other loss processes are occurring. At low light levels, the
open-circuit voltage is strongly dependent on the dark shunt. Indeed, the photo-
generated charges are still relatively small, or similar to, the ones being collected
at the wrong electrode. In consequence, the measured open-circuit voltage may
be substantially lower than the predicted one over a narrow illumination range
(typically [0.1% sun; 10 % sun]).
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Figure3.7: Measuredopen-circuitvoltageVoc(opencircles)atdiﬀerentilumi-
nationlevelsΦandthepredictedphotovotageifthenon-geminaterecombina-
tionﬂuxisassumedtocompensatethegenerationﬂuxatopencircuitinBTT-
DPP:PC71BMpresentedinmoredetailsinthenextchapter.
3.4.2 Predictionsofcurrent-voltageresponseinthefourthquadrant
Aswelasthenon-geminaterecombinationﬂuxwhichcanbeassessedatopen-
circuitcondition,thecurrentdensityisgovernedbythecontinuityequationat
everyoperatingpointacrossthevoltagerange,in1D:
1
e
dJ
dx+G−R=0 (3.19)
Therefore,integratingthepreviousequation3.19acrosstheactivelayerthickness
andusingchargeextractionacrosstheJ−Vtoassessthechargedensityatdiﬀerent
operatingpoints,wecanobtainEquation3.20:
JΦ(V)=−eGΦ(V)d+edR(nΦ(V) (3.20)
where
eGΦ(V)d=

Jsaturatedph ifthegenerationisnotﬁelddependent
Jgen(V) ifthegenerationisﬁelddependent
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(In this analysis, the recombination rate is assumed to depend only on the total
charge density and not on its distribution within the device determined by exter-
nal voltage. Thus, at a constant charge density, the recombination rate is voltage
independent. It has been shown that this assumption becomes invalid in devices
with very thin active layers, as there is a greater change in spatial distributions
of charges in these devices. This consequently creates a more voltage dependent
recombination rate, as will be discussed in Chapter 6)
In case of optimised charge transport and when no major dark leakage is
present, the current density is relatively constant in reverse bias and therefore
the generation term can be approximated by Jgen(V ) = Jgen0  Jsc. If the genera-
tion process is field dependent, separate experimental follow-up of polaron yield
under applied bias is necessary to be able to describe Jgen(V ) for the voltage range
one is interested in.(Credgington et al., 2012; Dibb et al., 2013a)
We note here that the absence of field dependent generation does not necessar-
ily mean that geminate recombination as a whole is negligible. In that case, there
would be a voltage independent gap between the current predicted by Transfer
Matrix modeling using measured refractive index (n˜) and extinction coecient ( k˜)
and the saturated photocurrent obtained in far reverse bias. Nevertheless, the por-
tion of geminate recombination which does not lead to field dependent generation
cannot explain the loss of photocurrent between two bias conditions, like for in-
stance short circuit and open circuit. Attempts to predict current density-voltage
response at di erent light levels in case of field-dependent generation were pre-
sented in Credgington et al. (2012); Dibb et al. (2013a).
3.5 Reduction of signal-to-noise ratio of charge extraction
by impedance matching
The charge extraction technique is a well established method to experimentally
access the charge density at di erent operating points of an excitonic solar cell. As
mentioned earlier, it was first used to study Dye Sensitised Solar Cell (DSSC) with
Duy et al. (2000); Peter et al. (2002) and then transfered for the study of polymer
based solar cells.(Shuttle et al., 2008a). However, the charge collection process is
fundamentally di erent between these two families of solar cells. In DSSC, the
electric relative permittivity is high compared with BHJ polymer:fullerene solar
cell: (typically " TiO2r  80 while "
BHJ
r  2   4). Furthermore, the distance between
the electrodes is typically micrometric  1   10m while in BHJ solar cells, the dis-
tance is smaller ( 100 nm) which means that there is no net built-in field helping
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charge collection in DSSC, unlike in polymer:fullerene solar cells. As a result, the
process of collection of electrons in DSSC occurs via diffusion even at short circuit
(Barnes et al., 2013) while, as most of the absorbing layer is fully depleted, the drift
component (field assisted) in carrier transport is substantial in polymer:fullerene
solar cells at short circuit.(Shuttle et al., 2010a)
Usually the external reading resistance used to discharge the cell during charge
extraction (see Rext in Figure 3.1 a) is selected so that the RC constant of the total
system (solar cell + external reading resistance) is not too high so that the dynam-
ics observed are indeed due to bulk transport properties and not simple electronic
constraints. Nevertheless, the purpose of the charge extraction technique is to
transfer the total density of excess charge carriers into the external load. From a
signal point of view, the problem is similar to the transfer of power to an external
load. We suggest that the signal-to-noise ratio of charge extraction data in poly-
mer:fullerene solar cells can be increased and accuracy can be gained by adapting
the external reading impedance to the impedance of the solar cell.
According to the theory of signals, a wave reaching an interface with a change
in impedance will transmit a part of its energy through the interface and the rest
of it will be carried by a reflected wave which will propagate through the media
upstream. In the case of charge extraction, the transmission to the external load
must be maximised. If the external load was infinite, the system would be at open
circuit and there would be no transfer of energy from the solar cell, nor would
there be transfer if the solar cell was short-circuited (cathode and anode connected
together by a wire). Under illumination the solar cell is actually generating charges
and should be considered as an electric generator rather than a classic voltage
source. Depending on the operating point, the behavior of voltage and current
sources varies. For a demonstration purpose, the cell is assumed to be a voltage
source. Z¯s = Rs + jX s and Z¯ext = Rext + jX ext
Pext =
1
2
RextI 2 (3.21)
where
I¯ = U¯
(Rs + Rext) + j (Xs + Xext) (3.22)
P = 1
2
Rext
U 2
(Rs + Rext)2 + (Xs + Xext)2
(3.23)
P is maximised when: Zext = Z s
Usually BNC cables with a 50 
 impedance (acting like a transmission line)
are used. In that case, the phenomenon of mismatch of impedance mentioned
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Figure3.8:Schematicsofchargeextractionshowingthedevicewithaninter-
nalseriesresistanceRsandtheexternalreadingresistanceRext. Amismatchof
impedancealongthechargeextractionpathislikelytocreateparttransmission
andreﬂectionateveryinterfacewheretheimpedanceismismatched.
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Figure 3.9: Charge extraction traces under 1 sun equivalent illumination of the
same device (with internal series resistance Rs=140 
) with same protocol ex-
cept the reading resistance has been changed so that in the first case (dashed blue
line)Rext=50 
  5% and the second case (solid red line) Rext=140 
  5%.
above also concerns the interface solar cell (sample under study)/BNC cable. This
observation has an impact on the way charge extraction and transient photocur-
rent are conducted, in particular when the mismatch between total internal series
resistance of the sample and the reading resistance is non negligible (either due to
bulk series resistance or contact resistance).
3.6 Device fabrication
All the devices used in this thesis are in conventional architecture comprising
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/polymer:fullerene blend/metal electrode as shown in 2.4. More
details about the di erent polymer donors will be given in the next chapter. The
series of PBDTTT-C:PCBM presented in Chapter 5 was prepared by Steve Hawks
at UCLA (USA), following the preparation which can be found in the experimental
section of Hawks et al. (2013).
The 6.8% PCE PTB7:PCBM device presented in Chapter 4 was prepared at
SCUT university (China) according to the recipe in He et al. (2012b).
If not mentionned otherwise, all the other devices were fabricated by Dr. Pabi-
tra Shakya Tuladhar at Imperial College London. Details of device fabrication are
given in each result chapter. In addition, the details of the device fabrication of:
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Figure3.10: Chargeextractiontransientsthoughanexternalknownresistance
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• the PCDTBT based devices presented in Chapter 4 can be found in Kirchartz
et al. (2013).
• the BTT-DPP based device presented in Chapter 4 can be found in Dimitrov
et al. (2013).
• the PSOTT based device presented in Chapter 4 can be found in Shoaee et al.
(2013).
• the DPP-TT-T based devices presented in Chapters 4 and 7 can be found in
Bronstein et al. (2011).
• the PTB7 and the thin P3HT based devices presented in Chapter 6 can be
found in Deledalle et al. (2014).
3.7 AM1.5 current density-voltage measurements
The J   V characteristics presented in this thesis were obtained using a AM1.5, 100
mW.cm  2 solar simulator using a 150W ozone free Xenon arc lamp Sciencetech
200 series with a water cooled IR filter. The illumination is calibrated using a
silicon photodiode. The measurements are obtained with a Keitlhey 2400 source.
The voltage sweep is generally made from -1.5V to +1V with steps of 10 mV.
3.8 Corrected photocurrent measurements
To avoid overheating the devices while measuring the JV response at far reverse
bias between the dark and light conditions, pulsed measurements are used in
Chapter 7 using the same LEDs ring as in the charge extraction experiment. This
LEDs ring is made of 12 white 1W (Lumileds Luxeon iii/start O) with the use if a
fast switching MOSFET. The 1 sun equivalent illumination level was calibrated by
matching the recorded short-circuit current and open-voltage obtained under the
AM 1.5 solar simulator described just above. The light on-time was approximately
2 ms to allow reaching steady state to be reached and a much longer o -time was
used. The voltage bias was applied using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter unit and
the current is measured by obtaining the voltage across a known resistance using
a Tektronix TDS3032B with a 1 M
 input impedance. Light and dark responses
were measured alternatively at di erent bias to calculate the corrected photocur-
rent (Jph(V ) = Jlight(V )   Jdark(V ))
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3.9 Thickness measurements
Throughout this thesis many thickness measurements were necessary. These were
conducted using a Dektak profilmeter precalibrated using a 100 nm gold de-
posited on quartz calibration module.
3.10 UV-Vis spectrometer
UV-Vis spectra presented in this thesis were obtained at room temperature on de-
vices in absorbance mode using a PerkinElmer Lambda 25 spectrometer. Cali-
bration was done using an ITO patterned on glass substrate used in the device
fabrication. The scans are usually conducted from 350 to 1000 nm with a scan
speeds of 460 nm/min and a slit width of 1 nm
3.11 Impedance spectroscopy
To measure the doping level, Mott-Schottky analysis on thick substrates are per-
formed according to Kirchartz et al. (2012b). Unless differently mentioned, the
measurement of the capacitance was conducted between [-3V;+1V] with steps of
10 mV using a Schlumberger SI 1260 at 1, 10 and 100 kHz. During these measure-
ments, the devices are kept in a nitrogen sealed chamber. The measurements were
conducted by Prof. Dr. Thomas Kirchartz at Imperial College London.
3.12 ASA drift-diffusion modelling
One-dimensional macroscopic modelling based on drift-diffusion formalism is
regularly performed in this thesis in parallel of the experimental methods pre-
sented just above. ASA (Advanced Semiconductor Analysis) is the device simula-
tor used. It was first developed to model amorphous silicon solar cells by Zeman
and Krc (2008) and has been shown to be appropriate as well for the simulation
of the behaviour of organic semiconductors.(Scha¨fer et al., 2011; Kirchartz and
Nelson, 2013, 2012)
ASA can simulate the spatially resolved generation rate based on the Matrix
Modelling formalism using ellipsometry data as explained in the previous sec-
tion 2.3.2.
The simulator solves the system of three equations formed by the continuity
equations presented earlier in 2.3.3 Equations 2.4, 2.5 and the Poisson equa-
tion 2.3 in steady-state, following the Scharfetter-Gummel method.(Scharfetter
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and Gummel, 1969) In this model, the probability of occupation of the traps is
assumed to be in stead-state. Consequently, this would not be an appropriate
framework to simulate transient experiments where the probability of occupation
would be time dependent.
The boundary conditions are imposed by the currents at the contacts as shown
in APPENDIX A, Equation A.1. The difference in electrical potentials at the two
contacts is given by VBI   Vapplied.
Except when precised otherwise, the hole collecting electrode is assumed to be
at x =0.
According to the depiction of the disordered semiconductors presented in this
thesis in Figure 2.2, ASA is using two exponential band tails representing the shal-
low tail states in the band gap and are defined by the Equations 2.1.1
Direct and trap-assisted recombinations are considered in the simulations pre-
sented in this thesis. The recombination through trap states in the sub-bandgap
tails follows the Shockley-Read-Hall statistics.(Hall, 1952; Kirchartz and Nelson,
2013) More details about the different parameters used in the simulations can be
found in APPENDIX A.
Figure 3.11 depicts the method used to implement the 1D drift-diffusion mod-
elling using ASA. Measures of control devices are used to learn a proper set of
parameters representing the system under investigation. The parameters are var-
ied using MATLAB in a fitting loop which feeds ASA up to the point the constrains
are met. Once a relevant set of parameters is found, in Chapter 4, ASA is used to
simulate the light and dark ideality factors in different polymer:fullerene systems
to investigate their sensitivity to dark shunt, series resistance and surface recombi-
nations. These particular simulations about the ideality factors were performed by
Prof. Dr. Thomas Kirchartz. In Chapter 6 ASA is used to simulate the variation of
spatial distribution of carriers generated by a change in active layer thickness and
subsequently the effect the active layer thickness has on the apparent recombina-
tion rate. In Chapter 7, a thin fully depleted device is used to acquire a relevant
set of parameters. The effects of unintentional p-type doping on spatial distri-
bution of carriers, apparent recombination rate and linearity of the short-circuit
current with illumination are then investigated and compared with the obtained
experimental data.
1Although is is possible to include one amphoteric Gaussian deep defect with ASA, no recombi-
nation via deep defect will be considered in this thesis.
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Figure3.11: MethodsfolowedwhenusingASAmodeling.Controldevicesare
usedtolearnasetofparametersrepresentativeofthesystemstudied.Then,drift-
diﬀusionmodelingisperformedtostudytheeﬀectofactivelayerthicknesson
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3.13 Conclusion
In conclusion, charge extraction and transient photovoltage allow access to ex-
cess carrier densities under different operating conditions. As long as the sweep
out of excess carrier during extraction is efficient, the combined techniques
enable the determination of the non-geminate recombination dynamics, which
have been shown to control the Voc and J   V response in the fourth quad-
rant. The method was previously applied successfully to predict performance of
P3HT/P3HS fullerene solar cells. We will see in the next chapter that the method
is robust to changes of the polymer:fullerene system studied.
Chapter 4
Confirmation and extension of the
methodology
4.1 Introduction
The synthesis of new donor polymers is very intense and represents a large pro-
portion of the rapid growth in publications in organic photovoltaics over the last
ten years.(Luber and Buriak, 2013) Open-circuit voltage and J   V response in the
fourth quadrant have been predicted based on the assumption that non-geminate
losses were controlling the performance of P3HT:PC61BM solar cells.(Shuttle
et al., 2008c) These non-geminate losses were quantified using the experimental
methodology explained in the previous chapter. However, a robust method should
be able to be applied to very di erent types of systems. In this chapter, studies of
charge transport and recombination using charge extraction and transient photo-
voltage on di erent polymer:fullerene solar cells of very di erent levels of crys-
tallinity are presented. The use of ideality factors in polymer:fullerene solar cells
is explained and its limit of applicability defined.
The motivation for including this chapter is primarily to demonstrate that
these methodologies are indeed e ective at analysing the current-voltage perfor-
mance of many OPV devices. This is an important precursor to the following
chapters (and particularly Chapters 6 and 7), which are substantially focused on
specific limitations to these methodologies.
4.2 Model validation away from P3HT/PCBM
4.2.1 Achievements on di erent blends of diverse levels of crys-
tallinity
Here a series of polymer:fullerene optimised devices are analysed using charge
extraction and transient photovoltage according to the methodology detailed in
Chapter 3, following Shuttle et al. (2008a). These were part of di erent projects
and we note that these blends have di erent levels of crystallinity. The overall
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performance of these devices are presented in Table 4.1. The full name according
to the conventions of the IUPAC as well as the molecular structure are shown
for all the different donor polymers as well as device fabrication are detailed in
each section. More in depth analyses of the behaviour of OPV devices employing
several of these donor polymers is presented in Chapter 5-8.
In all these systems, a constant generation rate of carriers was assumed be-
tween short-circuit and open-circuit conditions. This means that any field depen-
dent generation was neglected in the fourth quadrant. The successful predictions
of open-circuit voltage for a wide range of light intensities and the current density-
voltage response in the fourth quadrant in the dark and under different light levels
confirms a posteriori the validity of this assumption. This does not mean however
that no geminate recombination was present but only that such recombination
losses were not field dependent and therefore cannot explain the observed loss of
photocurrent in the fourth quadrant.
Table 4.1: Overall performance of optimised devices presented in this study
blend Voc Jsc FF PCE Thickness
donor/acceptor [mV] [mA.cm−2] [%] [%] [nm]
PTB7:PC71BM 719± 5 14.5 ± 0.3 65.5± 1 6.8± 0.1 85± 5
PBDTTT-C:PC71BM 698± 3 14.6 ± 0.3 60.8± 1.2 6.18± 0.1 105± 5
PCDTBT:PC71BM 861± 3 9.08 ± 0.5 57.3± 0.5 4.49± 0.1 80± 5
PSOTT:PC61BM 532± 3 4.91± 0.1 58± 0.5 1.52± 0.1 68± 4
DPP-TT-T:PC71BM 625± 5 17.11± 0.2 60.2± 0.5 6.45± 0.1 100± 5
BTT-DPP:PC71BM 687± 3 9.48 ± 0.3 70± 0.2 4.55± 0.1 105± 5
4.2.1.1 PBDTTT-C:PC71BM
The first example system presented here is poly[4,8-bis-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-
benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl-alt-4-(2-ethylhexyloxy-1-one)thieno[3,4-
b]thiophene-2,6-diyl] (PBDTTT-C): [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester
(PC71BM) blend. The core unit of PBDTTT-C is a modification of the PTB7
unit. The synthesis of this donor was published in Hou et al. (2009). Mor-
phological studies suggest it forms a mostly amorphous blend showing little
polymer/fullerene aggregation. In particular, UV-Vis spectrum on films and
chloroform solution presented by Hou et al. (2009) are very similar. Its molecular
structure can be found in Figure 4.1. The device were fabricated in UCLA, USA,
in conventional architecture: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDTTT-C:PC71BM(1:2 wt%,105
nm)/Ca/Al. The donor/acceptor solution was prepared in a mixed solvent
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dichlorobenzene (DCB)/1,8-diiodoctane (DIO) (97%:3% by volume). Each pixel
area was 10 mm2. Electrochemical cyclic voltammetry (C-V) measurements found
a HOMO lying at -5.12 eV and a LUMO at -3.55 eV in neat film.(Hou et al., 2009)
Further details about device preparation can be found in Hawks et al. (2013). The
overall device performance are presented in Table 4.1.
We note that investigation of blend perturbation around the optimum blend
ratio (1:1.5) was performed and the resulting study of the optoelectronic proper-
ties of the perturbed blend are presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Figure 4.1: Molecular structure of PBDTTT-C. Blended with PC71BM, the active
layer shows an intimate mixing of polymer and PCBM.
Charge extraction and transient photovoltage were performed to investigate
the recombination dynamics of this system according to the methodology exposed
in the previous chapter. Figure 4.2 a) presents the prediction of open-circuit volt-
age (crosses) and the measured open-circuit voltage (open circles) for the range of
illumination levels [1;650]% sun. The predictions are well within the ± 5mV mar-
gin for the whole range of illumination and confirm a posteriori the assumption
that the generation can be assumed to be field independent between short-circuit
and open-circuit conditions. However, it can be noticed that the open-circuit volt-
age tails off for high intensities for this system. This hints towards a transition
around which the Voc was governed by the blend optoelectronic properties and
then capped by the built-in potential. The relationship between open-circuit and
built-in voltages is further discussed in Chapter 6. On this basis, charge extraction
was also performed across the current density-voltage response [-0.2;0.8]V in the
dark and finally under 25, 50 and 100% sun. Figure 4.2 b) presents the measured
(solid lines) and predictions (symbols) under these different light levels.
We note that similar successful predictions of open-circuit voltage and current-
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densityvoltageresponseofPBDTTT-C:PC71BMdeviceswereperformedwhilethe
blendratiodonor/acceptorwasperturbedaroundtheoptimum1:1;1:1.5;1:2
wt%.TheresultsarepresentedinChapter5
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Figure4.2:StudyofPBDTTT-C:PC71BM(amorphousblend)(a)Measured(open
symbol)andpredicted(crosses)open-circuitvoltageatdiﬀerentbackgroundilu-
minationlevelΦ.b)Predictionofcurrent-voltageresponseatdiﬀerentlightlevels
inthefourthquadrant.
4.2.1.2 PTB7:PC71BM
The second example system presented here is poly(thieno[3,4-
b]thiophene/benzodithiophene(PTB7): [6,6]-phenyl C71-butyricacid methyl
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ester (PC71BM) blend. PTB7 is a well known benzodithiophene based donor
polymer by Liang et al. (2010) whose molecular structure can be found in
Figure 4.3. This specific donor polymer was used in particular as it is currently
the efficiency record holder for polymer:fullerene solar cells at 9.2% PCE.(He
et al., 2012b) The device was fabricated in SCUT, China, in conventional ar-
chitecture: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC71BM(1:1.5 %w , 85 nm)/Ca(5 nm)/Al.
The donor/acceptor solution was prepared in a mixed solvent dichlorobenzene
(DCB)/1,8-diiodoctane (DIO) (97 %:3% by volume). Each pixel area was 16 mm2.
Electrochemical Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements found an HOMO lying
at -5.15 eV and a LUMO at -3.31 eV.Liang et al. (2010) Further details about
device preparation can be found in Liang et al. (2010). The donor/acceptor blend
shows no large phase seperation by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) when
prepared with this mixed solvent, with substantial miscibility of the polymer in
PCBM. (Liang et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2013) The overall device performance are
presented in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.3: Molecular structure of PTB7. Blended with PC71BM, a very fine inter-
penetrated network of polymer in PCBM is formed.
Charge extraction and transient photovoltage were performed to investigate
the recombination dynamics of this system according to the methodology exposed
in the previous chapter. Figure 4.4 a) presents the prediction of open-circuit volt-
age (crosses) and the measured open-circuit voltage (open circles) for the range of
illumination levels [1;600]% sun. The predictions are well within the ± 5mV mar-
gin for the whole range of illuminations and confirms a posteriori the assumption
that the generation can be assumed to be field independent between short-circuit
and open-circuit conditions for this specific blend ratio. On this basis, charge ex-
traction was performed across the current density-voltage response [-0.2;0.8]V in
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the dark and finally under 25, 50 and 100 % sun. Figure 4.4 b) presents the mea-
sured (solid lines) and predictions (symbols) under these different light levels. A
light dependent small underestimation of the fill factor visible in particular at 1
sun around the maximum power point can be noticed. There are several reasons
which could explain this small mismatch:
• beyond the maximum power point, the current density-voltage response be-
comes strongly series resistant dependent. It is assumed for the correction of
applied voltage to the device that the series resistance at forward bias is the
identical to the one in the dark.
• non total collection efficiency would lead to a slight underestimation of the
charge density and consequently of the total loss flux
• capacitance correction is usually performed using the geometric capacitance,
which has been shown earlier to be a correct approximation at reverse bias
and low illumination level. However, the correction could be overcompen-
sating at high light level.
• the generation flux is assumed to be constant. However, it is sometimes diffi-
cult to experimentally observe very small field-dependent generation, which
are yet not necessarily improbable.
4.2.1.3 PCDTBT:PC71BM
The third example system presented here is poly[N-9”-hepta-decanyl-2,7-
carbazole-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole](PCDTBT):[6,6]-
phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) blend. The synthesis of
this donor was published in Blouin et al. (2007b). In particular, morpho-
logical studies suggest it forms a quite amorphous blend though showing
little polymer/fullerene aggregation, with in particular a vertical gradient of
fullerene.(Staniec et al., 2011) Data from size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)
conducted by Blouin et al. (2007b) show some degree of polymer aggregation
in tetrahydrofuran and chloroform. Its molecular structure can be found in
Figure 4.5. The device were fabricated at Imperial, in conventional architecture:
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PCDTBT:PC71BM(1:2 %w ;80 nm)/Ca(25 nm)/Al(150 nm). The
donor/acceptor solution was prepared in a chloroform. Each pixel area was 4.5
mm2. Electrochemical cyclic voltammetry (C-V) measurements found an HOMO
lying at -5.45 eV and a LUMO at -3.6 eV in neat film.(Blouin et al., 2007a) Further
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details about device preparation can be found in Kirchartz et al. (2013). The
overall device performance is presented in Table 4.1.
Charge extraction and transient photovoltage were performed to investigate
the recombination dynamics of this system according to the methodology exposed
in the previous chapter. Figure 4.6 a) presents the prediction of open-circuit volt-
age (crosses) and the measured open-circuit voltage (open circles) for the range of
illumination levels [1;750]% sun. On this basis, charge extraction was also per-
formed across the current density-voltage response [-0.2;0.9]V in the dark and fi-
nally under 25, 50, 100 and 200% sun. Figure 4.6 b) presents the measured (solid
lines) and predictions (symbols) under these different light levels.
4.2.1.4 PSOTT:PC61BM
The fourth example system presented here is poly[(4,4’-bis(2-octyl)dithieno[3,2-
b:’,3’-d]silole)-2,6-diyl-alt-(2,5-bis(3-octylthiophen-2yl)thiazolo[5,4-
d]thiazole)(PSOTT):[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM) blend.
The synthesis of this donor was published in Subramaniyan et al. (2011). In
particular, morphological studies suggest it forms a very crystalline blend with
fullerene.Subramaniyan et al. (2011) Its molecular structure can be found in
Figure 4.7. The device were fabricated at Imperial, in conventional architec-
ture: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PSOTT:PC61BM(1:2 wt% ;68 nm)/Ca(25 nm)/Al(150
nm). The donor/acceptor solution was prepared in a hot mixed solvent of
1,2-dichlorobenzene (ODCB) and 1,8-octanedithiol (ODCB:ODT in 100:2.5 % v)
at 100◦C. Each pixel area was 4.5 mm2. Electrochemical cyclic voltammetry (C-V)
measurements found an HOMO lying at -5.1 eV and a LUMO at -2.9 eV in neat
film. Further details about device preparation can be found in Subramaniyan
et al. (2011). The overall device performance are presented in Table 4.1.
Charge extraction and transient photovoltage were performed to investigate
the recombination dynamics of this system according to the methodology exposed
in the previous chapter. Figure 4.8 a) presents the prediction of open-circuit volt-
age (crosses) and the measured open-circuit voltage (open circles) for the range of
illumination levels [0.3;850]% sun. The prediction is well within the ± 5 mV mar-
gin for the whole range of illumination and confirms a posteriori the assumption
that the generation can be assumed to be field independent between short-circuit
and open-circuit conditions. The slight mismatch at very low light level is a shunt
effect. On this basis, charge extraction were also performed across the current
density-voltage response [-0.2;0.6]V in the dark and finally under 100 % sun. Fig-
ure 4.8 b) presents the measured (solid lines) and predictions (symbols) under
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these different light levels.
4.2.1.5 DPP-TT-T:PC71BM
The fifth example system presented here is poly[[2,5-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-2,3,5,6-
tetrahydro-3,6-dioxopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-diyl]-alt-[[2,2-´(2,5-thiophene)bis-
thieno[3,2-b]thiophen]-5,5-´diyl]])(DPP-TT-T):[6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid
methyl ester (PC71BM) blend. The synthesis of this donor particularly redishifted
was published in Bronstein et al. (2011). In particular, morphological studies
suggest it forms a quite crystalline blend with fullerene thanks to the planarity
of the DPP units and their acceptance for hydrogen bondings which favour
    stacking. Its molecular structure can be found in Figure 4.9. The device
were fabricated at Imperial, in conventional architecture: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/DPP-
TT-T:PC71BM(1:2 wt%; 100 nm)/Ca(25 nm)/Al(150 nm). The donor/acceptor
solution was prepared in binary solvent(chloroform:dichlorobenzene in 4:1).
Prior to electrode vacuum deposition the device was thermally annealed at 120  C
for 10 minutes. Each pixel area was 4.5 mm2. Electrochemical cyclic voltammetry
(C-V) measurements found an HOMO lying at -5.06 eV and a LUMO at -3.68 eV
in neat film.(Bronstein et al., 2011) Further details about device preparation can
be found in Bronstein et al. (2011). The overall device performance is presented
in Table 4.1.
Charge extraction and transient photovoltage were performed to investigate
the recombination dynamics of this system according to the methodology exposed
in the previous chapter. Figure 4.10 a) presents the prediction of open-circuit
voltage (crosses) and the measured open-circuit voltage (open circles) for the range
of illumination levels [1;400]% sun. The slight mismatch at very low light level is a
shunt effect. Charge extraction was performed across the current density-voltage
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Figure 4.9: Molecular structure of DPP-TT-T.
response [-0.2;0.7]V in the dark and finally under 25, 50 and 100% sun. Figure
4.10 b) presents the measured (solid lines) and predictions (symbols) under these
different light levels.
4.2.1.6 BTT-DPP:PC71BM
Finally, the sixth example system presented here is poly[(5-decylbenzo[1,2-b:3,4-
b’:5,6-d”]trithiophene-2,8-diyl)-alt-co-(3,6-bis(2-thienyl)-2,5-dihydro-2,5-di(2-
octyldodecyl)pyrrolo[3,4c]pyrrolo-1,4-dione-5,5’-diyl)](BTT-DPP)::[6,6]-phenyl-
C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) blend. The synthesis of this donor was
published in Dimitrov et al. (2011). The specificity of this blend resides in the
fact that most of the photocurrent comes from the PCBM absorption and hole
injection into the donor at the heterojunction. Furthermore, another specificity
from the device perspective is that with a high molecular weigth fractionnated
batch (90 kg.mol−1), high fill factor (70-71%) under 1 sun equivalent illumi-
nation have been obtained.(Dimitrov et al., 2012) In particular, morphological
studies suggest it forms a crystalline blend with fullerene. Dimitrov et al. (2011)
showed that TEM images of this polymer:PCBM blend shows the presence of
of variety of PCBM rich domains. It was suggested that this blend was formed
of more intimate mixed regions of polymer:fullerene and other relatively pure
polymer and PCBM domains. Its molecular structure can be found in Figure
4.11. The device were fabricated at Imperial, in conventional architecture:
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/BTT-DPP(90 kg.mol−1):PC71BM(1:2 wt%; 105 nm)/Ca(25
nm)/Al(150 nm). The donor/acceptor solution was prepared in binary solvent(a
chloroform:o-dichlorobenzene (4:1)). Each pixel area was 4.5 mm2. Photoelectron
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spectoscopy in air gives an HOMO lying at -5.20 eV and a LUMO at 3.65 eV in
neat film.(Bronstein et al., 2011) Further details about device preparation can be
found in Dimitrov et al. (2013). The Overall device performance can be found in
Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.11: Molecular structure of BTT-DPP:PC71BM.
Charge extraction and transient photovoltage were performed to investigate
the recombination dynamics of this system according to the methodology exposed
in the previous chapter. Figure 4.12 a) presents the prediction of open-circuit volt-
age (crosses) and the measured open-circuit voltage (open circles) for the range of
illumination levels [1;500]% sun. The predictions is well within the ± 5mV mar-
gin for the whole range of illumination and confirms a posteriori the assumption
that the generation can be assumed to be field independent between short-circuit
and open-circuit conditions. The slight mismatch at very low light level is a shunt
effect. Charge extraction was also conducted across the current density-voltage
response [-0.2;0.7]V in the dark and finally under 25, 50, 75, 100, 150 and 200 %
sun. Figure 4.12 b) presents the measured (solid lines) and predictions (symbols)
under these different light levels.
4.2.2 Comparison between two high fill factor polymer:fullerene solar
cells
Figure 4.13 shows a comparison of carrier transport properties between two of
the efficient polymer:fullerene systems presented just above. From Figure 4.13
a), it appears that these systems have effective drift mobilities  ∗ ranging from
[4×10−5;4×10−4] cm2.V−1.s−1 and from Figure 4.13 b), the total carrier lifetime
 n is ranging from [1×10−4; 1×10−6] s over the typical illumination range [10%;
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500-600%] suns. The devices here have a similar thickness ≈100 nm. We saw
just above that the main loss process in the fourth quadrant in both systems is
non-geminate recombination. Combining the two previous graphs can give an
insight into the reason why the fill factor of BTT-DPP based device is higher than
the PTB7 based device (70% and 64% respectively). Although the PTB7 based
device shows slightly longer carrier lifetimes at any given excess carrier density,
its effective mobility is lower than that of BTT-DPP device. Overall, the ratio of
the drift length LD = V BI=dto the device thickness d is slightly superior for the
BTT-DPP device, as shown in 4.13 c). Here both built-in voltages are around 0.7
V. Hence probably the higher fill factor.
We note this method to access experimentally to the mobility-lifetime product
represents an upper bound for the drift length as the measured lifetime has been
conducted here at open-circuit and overestimates the lifetime at short-circuit. This
should therefore be more considered as a qualitative comparison more than quan-
titative. A more detailed comparison of transport versus recombination is given in
Chapter 8.
4.2.3 Limit of the methodology in its current setup in case of poor fill
factor
It is apparent in the previous sections that quantifying non-geminate recombina-
tion using charge extraction and transient photovoltage is successful in predicting
the device performance of many efficient polymer:fullerene devices. However, all
these devices present relatively high fill factor, in other words, relatively good col-
lection efficiency. This thesis is limited to the analysis of such devices. There are
however several cases where the same methodology would fail predicting with
sufficient accuracy the device performance:
• Field dependent generation: we saw in the previous chapter that the gen-
eration flux at open-circuit could be approximated by the short-circuit cur-
rent. In other words, the generation of polarons in the device is assumed
to be independent of the voltage. However, this method applied to some
devices with relatively low fill factors can show poor agreement with de-
vice performance, in particular the response of the open-circuit voltage
to illumination level, indicative of extra loss pathways. It is the case for
instance when the generation term is field dependent as found for ex-
ample with poly(2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-
benzothiadiazole) APFO3:PC71BM by Dibb et al. (2013a). In this specific
case, the generation flux needs to be modelled with a voltage dependent com-
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ponent. Usually, the voltage dependence of the polaron yield can be followed
by Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) if the non-gemiante recombina-
tion does not occur too early (10-100 ns), as shown earlier in Chapter 3. Al-
ternatively, Albrecht et al. (2012b) showed field dependent photogeneration
in poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b”]dithiophene)-
alt-4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiozole)] PCPDTBT:PC71BM using time-delayed col-
lection field (TDCF).
• Photoactivated leakages: the selectivity of the contacts can usually be as-
sessed by studying the dark curve as being shown later in this chapter in
Figure 4.16: in reverse bias, the current in the dark with selective contacts
should be zero. However, this selectivity can only hold up to a finite reverse
bias. Compensating for leakage at the wrong contact can be taken into ac-
count if it is already visible in the dark current-voltage response. However,
it is much harder (if not too complex) if the carrier leakage is activated by
light, what is called sometimes photoactivated shunt.(Mu¨lbacher et al., 2006;
Schilinsky et al., 2004)
• Deep trap states: in Chapter 2, we described an exponential density of tail
states within the bandgap. These traps are usually shallow enough that the
carriers can be collected under short-circuit condition. However, it is possi-
ble that some carriers are located too deep relative to the mobility edge to
be detrapped under no applied bias. The presence of deep trap states was
experimentally shown for example using X-rays by Street et al. (2012). In
this case, the total excess carrier density would be underestimated by charge
extraction, while these specific traps can be actively involved into recombi-
nation processes. The charge extraction occurs usually at short-circuit and
we saw that the time needed to extract charges accumulated under open-
circuit condition under 1 sun illumination was typically on the order of
1 s, as shown in Figure 3.1. However, using transient photoconductiv-
ity, Shuttle et al. (2012) showed that some long lived carriers in the 100 s
timescale could be observed in N-alkylthieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD)
based polymer:fullerene systems, which in this particular experiment rep-
resented 30% of the total extracted charges. Those deep trap states were
assessed to be deeper than 0.45 eV below the band edge. To counter this
issue of deeply trapped carriers, the extraction method could be performed
under higher field strength than the one at short-circuit (typically / VBI=d).
Bias Amplified Charge Extraction (BACE) has been recently proposed to op-
erate for that purpose by Lange et al. (2013) and is a logical development of
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the charge extraction method, but beyond the scope of this thesis.
4.3 Investigating the different types of non-geminate re-
combinations: light and dark ideality factors
We saw just above that non-geminate recombination was a major loss process in
many efficient polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells. According to
Chapter 3, many different types of recombination events can be considered as non-
geminate. There is currently intense debate and sometimes conflicting results, on
which type of recombination is dominating the carrier losses.(Street et al., 2010,
2012; Wetzelaer et al., 2011; Street, 2010; Deibel and Wagenpfahl, 2010; Wetzelaer
et al., 2012) To target higher power conversion efficiencies and reduce those losses,
a more precise knowledge of the dominant recombination mechanism is neces-
sary.(Garcia-Belmonte and Bisquert, 2010; Nayak et al., 2011, 2012) The analy-
sis of the order of the recombination via the study of how the recombination rate
scales with carrier density can, in some cases, inform on which mechanism is dom-
inating the non-geminate losses.(Shuttle et al., 2008c,b; Mozer et al., 2005a; Leong
et al., 2011; Garcia-Belmonte et al., 2010) However, we will see in Chapter 6 that
it is sensitive to the variations in spatial distribution of carriers.(Kirchartz and
Nelson, 2012; Deledalle et al., 2014) Another way to differentiate recombination
mechanisms is via the study of ideality factors.(Foertig et al., 2012a; Giebink et al.,
2010; Kirchartz and Nelson, 2012; Cowan et al., 2011b; Foertig et al., 2012b; Tress
et al., 2013)
4.3.1 Describing ideality factors
The main question regarding non-geminate recombination is the extent of which
the presence of localised states within the band gap are involved into the dominant
recombination pathway. The ideality factor describes the way the local recombi-
nation rate R(x) is exponentially dependent on voltage, according to the Equation
4.1:
R(x) = R0(x)exp
 
E f(x)
nidkBT
!
(4.1)
where E f(x) is the local splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels, kBT the thermal en-
ergy and R0(x) the recombination rate at equilibrium. From this relationship, the
ideality factor nid can in theory be defined in all cases by:
) nid = 1kBT
d E f
dln(R) (4.2)
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According to this definition, the ideality factor is expected to change between the
case where the local recombination is free-to-free and in the case where the recom-
bination event is mediated by a trap (we only consider the free-to-trap recombina-
tion here):
• if the active layer is assumed to be intrinsic semiconductor and that there
are as many free holes as free electrons (nfree = pfree / exp

E f
2kBT

), with equal
capture coecients by traps on both types of carriers, then these traps are
occupied with a probability nfree=(nfree +pfree) = 0:5. Consequently, the prob-
ability of occupancy is independent of the local splitting of quasi-Fermi level
and the recombination of a free hole with a trapped electron would be de-
scribed by R(x) / pfree / exp

E f
2kBT

. In the case of trap mediated bimolecular
recombination, the local ideality factor would be equal to 2.
• if the recombination is free-to-free, then on the other hand R(x) / nfreepfree /
exp

E f
kBT

. In this case the ideality factor is 1.
When the distribution of traps is more complex, the ideality factor is expected to
be ranging from [1;2].(van Berkel et al., 1993) Consequently, in principle, the more
the traps are mediating the majority of the recombination events, the higher the
ideality factor should be.
However, local recombination rate and quasi-Fermi levels are not easily exper-
imentally accessible. Instead, the ideality factor is commonly measured either by
the dark current density-voltage (Jdark   V ) response (dark ideality factor) or via
the way the open-circuit voltage is scaling with light intensity Voc = f ( ) (light
ideality factor) according to the two relations:
ndarkid =
q
kBT
dV
dJdark
(4.3)
n
light
id =
q
kBT
dVoc
dln( )
(4.4)
Although the two ways of measuring the ideality factor should coincide, substan-
tial di erences between light and dark ideality factors can be measured in organic
solar cells.(Wetzelaer et al., 2011) Figure 4.14 shows the obtained values calcu-
lated according to the equations presented just above. While both ideality factors
quantitatively agree at least in some voltage range for P3HT:PC61BM device, these
are completely di erent for DPP-TT-T:PC71BM device. Moreover, when calculated
di erentially for many light levels, the obtained light ideality factor is strongly
voltage dependent and can easily range from values  1.5 at low voltages to 1 for
high voltages.
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Furthermore, the dependence in voltage of the current density in the dark is
influenced by both shunt resistance (at low bias) and by the total series resistance
(internal and external to the active layer) at high forward bias. Shunt resistance is
also influencing how the open-circuit voltage is function of light intensity at low
illumination background. On the other hand, the latter is immune to the influence
of series resistance as no net current exists at open-circuit.
Consequently, the observed differences between ideality factors measured ei-
ther through the dark current voltage response or by the open-circuit voltage func-
tion of light intensity lead sometimes to completely different conclusions to what
kind of dominant recombination mechanism is occurring in some bulk hetero-
junction solar cells. For instance, dark and light idealities shown for P3HT in
Figure 4.14 are both substantially higher than 1 which would hint that the lo-
calised trap states are involved in the dominant recombination mechanism, which
is consistent with other publications.(Wetzelaer et al., 2011; Street, 2010; Deibel
and Wagenpfahl, 2010; Wetzelaer et al., 2012) However, other reports mention
ideality factors for P3HT:PCBM near 1, concluding that free-to-free recombina-
tion is dominant and showing that the loss mechanism can be controlled by film
deposition process.(Cowan et al., 2010)
In what follows, experimental results comparing light and dark ideality fac-
tors on different polymer:fullerene solar cells are presented. These experimental
observations are completed by drift-diffusion analysis to understand the effects of
some crucial parameters which can vary when comparing one device to another
on the obtained experimental ideality factors.
4.3.2 Results and discussion
First, in this study, the light ideality factor is calculated from the measurement of
open-circuit voltage at many different light levels (with enough close data points)
so that the differential can be defined over a sufficient voltage range, unlike pre-
vious reports.(Wetzelaer et al., 2011, 2012; Cowan et al., 2010) Figure 4.15 shows
a typical measurement of the open-circuit voltage over a wide range of light in-
tensities (45 points over [0.1;400]% sun). A simple fit of the data would give a
unique value of the light ideality very close to 1, while the differential measured
on the same device and presented in Figure 4.14 allows better resolution and al-
lows to differentiate transition of types of recombination mechanism nid  1 to
nid  1. Furthermore, it enables comparing both idealities as the dark ideality fac-
tor is, as explained just above, either constrained by the shunt resistance at too
low bias or the series resistance at too high bias. Consequently, the only range
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Figure 4.14: Dark and light ideality factors for a) P3HT:PCBM and b) DPP-
TT-T:PCBM. Although the two ideality factors are relatively consistent for
P3HT:PCBM device, they are substantially different for DPP-TT-T:PCBM. Further-
more, the light ideality factor for DPP-TT-T is very voltage dependent.
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In one study, we have been able to inadvertently modify the dark leakage of a
device with a very thin active layer (≺ 20 nm) using corrected photocurrent. First,
the device showed strong dark leakage as presented in Figure 4.16 a) and after cor-
rected photocurrent (when the device has been put into far reverse bias (≈ −15V))
the device dark current response shifted to the second sets of JV curves with less
leakage (at that stage the device was stable into its new state and the modification
of the shunt was irreversible). Although the origin of the shift is unclear, one can
speculate that the current driven into reverse bias might have burned some leak-
age pathways between the two electrodes. This has been observed previously in
amorphous silicon solar cells.(Johnson et al., 2003) and previously suggested in or-
ganic solar cells.(Mihailetchi et al., 2006) Figure 4.16 b) shows the apparent dark
(solid lines) and light (open symbols) ideality factors of the same device into these
two different leakage states. Although non intented, this study showed clearly the
effect of the dark shunt on the measured idealities. While the series resistance
and the right side of the parabolas of the dark ideality factors were unchanged,
the decrease of the dark leakage (increase in shunt resistance) substantially and
irreversibly decreased the calculated idealities in the dark and in the light at low
voltages.
To further explore the effect of series resistance onto the apparent dark ide-
ality factor, a thickness series of PCDTBT:PC71BM was performed. The de-
vices architecture was the following: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PCDTBT:PC71BM/LiF (10
nm)/Al(150 nm). The solution was in 1:2 wt% in chloroform at 13 mg/mL con-
centration. Spin speed was varied to obtain 65 ±5 nm, 85 ±5nm and 158 ±10 nm
thick active layers. We note here that the evaporation of the metal electrode was
conducted on the three devices at the same time. This allows, to some extent, to
reduce any change in energetics at the interface active layer/metal electrode be-
tween the devices that would otherwise be very likely if the metal electrode was
evaporated on the active layers at different runs. Figure 4.17 a) shows experi-
mental dark (solid lines) and light (open symbols) idealities for the three different
thicknesses. The observation of the dark ideality curves could lead to conclude
that the minimum of the three dark ideality factors follows a trend in thickness.
However, at low bias (on the left side of the parabolas), the dark ideality of the
thinnest device is apparently the highest, while it becomes the lowest at high bias
(the right side of the parabolas) as the total series resistance of the device (internal
to the bulk+contacts) is the lowest of the three devices. Consequently it is most
likely that the thick devices have an apparent high dark ideality factors due to
their higher series resistance rather than due to a localised states within the band
gap which are more involved into recombination of polarons.
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Figure 4.16: a) Dark (dashed lines) and AM1.5 equivalent (solid lines) current
density-voltage response of the same device in two different leakage states. b)
Ideality factors , light (open symbols) and dark (solid lines) calculated according
to Equations 4.3 and 4.4 relative to the two shunt states of the same device. The
left part of the parabolas of the dark curves are directly governed by the shunt
resistance while in forward bias while the series resistance governed right side
of the parabola are unchanged. The light ideality factors is strongly influenced by
the change in shunt resistance. The lower the shunt resistance (the higher the dark
leakages), the higher the apparent light ideality factor.
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To further support this argument of the series resistance effect on the dark ide-
ality factor, drift-diffusion simulations according to previous publications were
performed.(Kirchartz et al., 2011; Kirchartz and Nelson, 2012) The software used
was ASA implemented by Pieters et al. (2011), in which band-to-band and trap
mediated non-geminate recombination as well as surface recombination were all
considered. The lists of parameters used in these simulations are presented in Ap-
pendix A1-A2. Figure 4.17 b) presents the result of the simulated dark and light
ideality factors when no manual change in external series resistance was necessary
to reproduce the same trend at high voltages as in the experimental data. Indeed,
the increase in the bulk series resistance due to transport for thicker devices di-
rectly causes the change in dark ideality at high bias while the surface recombina-
tion velocity, the capture of traps and the free-to-free recombination coefficients
were all kept constant from one device to the other.
Finally, while the light ideality factors presented in this study are usually above
1 over a wide range of voltages, they tend to fall down to 1 at high bias. In the
case of PCDTBT thickness series, on Figure 4.17, the light ideality factors can be
observed falling substantially towards and below 1. We hypothesize here that in-
creased surface recombination at high illumination could explain this low value
on the ideality observed in the thickness series based on modelling and experi-
mental studies recently published, in particular on the change in PCDTBT:PCBM
performance by modification of the contacts interfaces.(Kirchartz et al., 2009; Wa-
genpfahl et al., 2010; Scha¨fer et al., 2011; Ratcliff et al., 2011, 2013; Xia et al., 2013)
While the illumination level is increased, the open-circuit voltage increases and
becomes closer to the built-in potential. At some point, the carrier concentration
of the minority carrier (holes at the cathode for instance) keep accumulating, while
the voltage does not increase further. When the open-circuit voltage reaches the
built-in voltage, there is absolutely no net electric field remaining in the device,
nor helpful concentration gradients to extract one charge carrier to its electrode
rather than the counter electrode. The electrodes to this stage are not selective any
longer. According to Equation 4.1, the light ideality factor is decreasing substan-
tially.
Figure 4.18 a) shows the measured idealities on two devices of same thickness
(≈ 80nm) of PCDTBT:PCBM (same solution, same deposition process of the active
layer) with two different contacts: in the first case (circles), the electrode is a se-
quential evaporation of Ca(25 nm)/Al(150 nm) and in the second case (squares)
only Aluminium is directly deposited onto the active layer. These experimental
data show that the change in electrode has directly influenced the ideality factor.
Calcium has a lower workfunction than Aluminium.(Brabec et al., 2001a) As a re-
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Figure 4.17: a) Experimental data of light (open symbols) and dark (solid lines)
ideality factors of three different thickness of active layer of PDCTBT:PC71BM.
b) simulated equivalent ideality factors obtained by drift-diffusion by changing
the thickness of the active layer from 65 nm to 158 nm. The simulations were
conducted by Pr. Dr. Thomas Kirchartz.
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sult, the built-in voltage of the device with Ca/Al is expected to be higher than
just Aluminium if any change in impurities at the interface electrode active layer
is neglected. In this study, according to Table 4.2, the higher VBI resulted directly
in higher open-circuit voltage. This indicates that the open-circuit voltage at high
light level is constrained by the electrode in this particular system.
Figure 4.18 shows that simulations conducted by Prof. Dr. Thomas Kirchartz
support further these experimental observations as the change of back contact
energy barrier ( bc = 100 meV (Cal/Al) and 240 meV (Al)) and surface recom-
bination velocities S = 105 cm.s 1 (Ca/Al) and 10 (Al) cm.s  1 ) did reproduce the
high voltage decrease of light ideality factors for the two di erent types of con-
tact, all the other parameters being kept constant. The list of parameters used
cane found in Appendix A2 with in particular further explanations on the pa-
rameters related to energy barrier at the contacts  bc and surface recombination
velocities S. Altogether, ideality factors below 1 can be observed and these can
be explained at high light levels by increased surface recombination at the inter-
face active layer/electrode. Therefore, despite the measured idealities observed
dropping below 1 at high voltages, these measurements are still compatible with
previous reports of trap assisted recombination in PCDTBT:PCBM system at lower
light levels.(Beiley et al., 2011)
Table 4.2: Overall performance of optimised devices for ideality factor study
Blend Voc Jsc FF PCE Thickness
donor/acceptor [mV] [mA.cm 2 ] [%] [%] [nm]
PCDTBT:PC71BM 897 5 8.93 0.1 58 1 4.63 0.1 65 5
PCDTBT:PC71BM 884 5 8.34 0.2 54 1 3.95 0.1 85 10
PCDTBT:PC71BM 880 5 7.56 0.1 45 1 2.98 0.1 158 10
PCDTBT(Ca/Al):PC71BM 859 5 8.51 0.1 53 1 3.89 0.1 80 5
PCDTBT(Al only):PC71BM 760 5 9.9 0.1 34 1 2.59 0.5 80 5
DPP-TT-T:PC71BM 725 5 17 0.2 60 1 6.4 0.2 100 10
4.4 Conclusions
To conclude this chapter, non-geminate recombination quantified by charge ex-
traction and transient photovoltage enabled the prediction of performance of
many di erent polymer:fullerene systems. As non-geminate losses are shown to
be crucial in the power generating quadrant of di erent polymer:fullerene blends,
it seems logical to attempt to reduce their e ect by understanding more precisely
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Figure 4.18: a) Experimental data of light (open-symbols) and dark (solid lines)
ideality factors for two PCDTBT:PC71BM devices of same active layer (same
solution, same deposition process, thickness ≈80 nm) with two different con-
tacts Aluminium (150 nm) evaporated or Ca(25 nm)/Al(150 nm) coevaporated
onto the active layer. b) simulated equivalent ideality factors obtained from
drift-diffusion by changing the surface recombination coefficient (contact barrier
 =100 meV(Ca/Al) and 240 meV (Al) and surface recombination velocity S =105
cm.s−1 (Ca/Al) and 10 cm.s−1(Al). The simulations were conducted by Prof. Dr.
Thomas Kirchartz.
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what exact recombination mechanism is predominant. Ideality factors can do so
under specific conditions. As influenced both by shunt at low bias and series re-
sistance at forward bias, the dark ideality factor calculated traditionnaly from the
dark current density-voltage response happens to be complicated to interpret if
not misleading. On the other hand, on the condition that shunt resistance is suf-
ficiently high, the light ideality factor measured differentially with enough data
points from the response of open-circuit voltage to light intensity can distinguish
field regions where trap mediated recombinations are predominant and where
free-to-free recombination is. We observe that at high light intensities, surface
recombination become predominant in all the systems studied. We proved by
a combine drift-diffusion modeling and experiments that surface recombination
can explain low values of light ideality falling to 1 or even below. In particular,
Auger type recombination has not been observed in the polymer:fullerene sys-
tems studied and does not matched with the hypothesis of trimolecular recombi-
nation.(Jusˇka et al., 2008)
Chapter 5
Variations of electronic properties
upon blend ratio perturbation
5.1 Introduction
Device optimisation is a long, often tedious process aiming at obtaining the high-
est performance from a definite donor/acceptor couple. The choice of blend ra-
tio, contacts, active layer and deposition technique will inevitably have to find
a balance between charge generation and charge transport/extraction. Using an
amorphous efficient polymer:fullerene blend, the electronic properties of the ac-
tive layer are explored while the blend ratio donor/acceptor was slightly perturbed
around its optimal. Validated techniques presented in the previous chapters com-
bined with electroluminescence were used to quantify the resulting shifts in ener-
getics and kinetics.
5.2 Methods
To understand the effect of the perturbation of the blend on device recombination
dynamics and performance, a representative, high efficiency polymer:fullerene
system has been chosen. The donor was poly[4,8-bis-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-
benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-diyl-alt-4-(2-ethylhexyloxy-1-one)thieno[3,4-
b]thiophene-2,6-diyl] (PBDTTT-C) and the acceptor was [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric
acid methyl ester (PC71BM). PBDTTT-C:PC71BM is an efficient system relatively
close to the most performant systems published to date and has been already
presented in Chapter 4.(Liang et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2009a; Tan et al., 2012;
He et al., 2012b; You et al., 2012; He et al., 2012a; Zhou et al., 2012; Seo et al.,
2012; Liang et al., 2008, 2009a; He et al., 2011) The synthesis of this donor was
published in Hou et al. (2009). In particular, morphological studies suggest it
forms a mostly amorphous blend showing little polymer/fullerene aggregation.
Figure 5.1 presents the structures of the donor and acceptor as well as the
complete architecture of the devices chosen in this study. The perturbation of the
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Figure5.1: MolecularstructureofthedonorpolymerPBDTTT-C,acceptor
fulerenePC71BMandoveralconventionalarchitectureofthedevicesusedinthis
study.Theblendsformedareamorphous.
blendratiowaschosenrelativelyclosetoitsoptimalat1:1.5wt%. Thechoice
oftheseratioswasgovernedbythewilingnesstoworkwithgoodoperating
deviceswith,forinstance,littledarkleakageswhichwerelikelytobeobservedif
theratiodonor/acceptorwastooimbalanced.Threediﬀerentblendratioswere
decided:1:1wt%,1:1.5wt%and1:2wt%.Toobtainafaircomparisonbetween
thediﬀerentblendratios,eachblendwasseparatelyoptimisedforthethickness
oftheactivelayer.ThisdeviceoptimisationwasconductedbySteveA.Hawks.
AstheamountofPCBMisslightlychangingbetweenthethreeblends,aslight
changeinviscosityshouldresultfromit.Inconsequence,identicaldeposition
treatmentusingspincoatingwouldresultinslightvariationsoftheobtainedﬁlm
thickness.Moreover,diﬀerentblendratiosareexpectedtorequirediﬀerentactive
layerthicknesstoperformatbest. TheregisteredperformanceunderAM1.5
equivalentiluminationduringtheprocessofthicknessoptimisationcanbefound
inFigure5.2.Table5.1summarisestheperformanceoftheoptimiseddevicefor
eachofthethreeblendratios.
AccordingtopreviousreportsincludingHouetal.(2009)the1:1.5wt%is
indeedtheoptimalblendratioforPBDTTT-C:PC71BM.Twomainobservations
relatingthedeviceperformanceandtheperturbationoftheblendratioscanbe
extractedfromthisdata.Theseobservationshavebeenreproducedfrombatches
tobatchesandtheerrorsbarsusedtoinFigure5.2correspondtothestandard
deviationsoutof6pixels(samesubstrate).First,itcanbenoticedthatthe60wt%
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Figure 5.2: Thickness optimisation process realised by Steve A Hawks for the three
blend ratios 50, 60 and 67 wt%. Overall performance function of spin speed dur-
ing spin coating a) fill factor, b) short-circuit current c) open-circuit voltage and d)
total power conversion efficiency. While 60 and 65 wt% can maintain high fill fac-
tor and increase the short-circuit current close to the first interference maximum,
50 wt% cannot. A robust trend in open-circuit voltage is noticed with the highest
for the 50 wt%.
Table 5.1: Overall performance of optimised devices for each blend ratios 50, 60
and 67 wt%
Composition Voc Jsc FF PCE Thickness
[wt%] [mV] [mA.cm−2] [%] [%] [nm]
50 wt% PC71BM 715± 3 11.4± 0.1 61.3± 0.5 4.98± 0.1 67± 4
60 wt% PC71BM 708± 1 13.6± 0.2 64.5± 0.5 6.22± 0.1 82± 2
67 wt% PC71BM 698± 3 14.6 ± 0.3 60.8± 1.2 6.18± 0.1 105± 5
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and 67 wt% PCBM blends can maintain a high fill factor while increasing the Jsc
with increasing thickness (and consequently in thin devices, this leads to an in-
creased photon absorption). However, with the 50 wt% blend, a high fill factor
cannot coincide with high short-circuit current. Although it has not been possible
to access to measured refractive index n˜ and extinction coecient k˜ of our partic-
ular system, it can be hypothesised that the total thickness (see table 5.1) of the
optimal 60 wt% and 67 wt% devices are closer to their first interference maximum
than is the 50 wt%.(Burkhard et al., 2010; Albrecht et al., 2012a; Hadipour et al.,
2011; Dennler et al., 2009) This might hint to a loss of collection eciency with a
reduced content of PCBM which would inherently prevent from making the most
of the better absorption of the polymer related to PCBM. Furthermore, a robust
trend in open-circuit photovoltage Voc with PCBM loading can be observed. Here,
as presented in Figure 5.2 c) and table 5.1, the less PCBM, the higher the open-
circuit voltage. This has been observed between batches and over di erent device
fabrication runs in two di erent laboratories. It is not the first time that the open-
circuit voltage is reported to increase with less PCBM loading over a certain range
of compositions leading to operating devices.(Piersimoni et al., 2011; Vandewal
et al., 2008; Tvingstedt et al., 2009; Mihailetchi et al., 2005; Parmer et al., 2008;
Yuen et al., 2009; Scharber et al., 2003) Although the e ect of contacts cannot be
completely ruled out here to account for this e ect of composition over the open-
circuit voltage, the fact that it is generally observed over di erent batches, from
one electrode evaporation run to another, in di erent laboratories (UCLA and
Imperial College London), leads to conclude that these changes in open circuit
are rather consequences of changes in the optoelectronic properties of the bulk.
In this context, according to the methodology exposed in a previous chapter, the
change of open-circuit voltage can be expected to result from shift in energetics at
the heterojunction and/or change in charge carrier dynamics.(Cowan et al., 2010;
Credgington and Durrant, 2012; Dibb et al., 2013a; Kirchartz et al., 2008a) Fur-
thermore, previous reports showed a shift of CT-state energy levels with change
in fullerene loading on other systems.(Piersimoni et al., 2011; Tvingstedt et al.,
2009) To attempt to pinpoint the exact reasons for this change in Voc with com-
positions, charge extraction, transient photovoltage and electroluminescence have
been used.
Charge extraction and transient photovoltage were conducted as detailed pre-
viously in Chapter 3.
Electroluminescence measurements were conducted by D.G. Rebois and T. Kir-
chartz. EL spectra were measured using a Princeton Instruments Acton SP 2500
spectrograph combined with a liquid nitrogen-cooled InGaAs photodiode array
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(Acton OMAV:1024). The spectral intensity was corrected with the spectrum from
a calibrated halogen lamp according to Faist et al. (2011).
5.3 Results and discussion on the Optoelectronics
5.3.1 Energy levels: change of Density of States
Following the methodology presented in Chapter 3, charge extraction at open
circuit enables accessing the apparent density of states.(Shuttle et al., 2008c,a,b,
2010b; Dibb et al., 2011; Maurano et al., 2011; Credgington et al., 2012; Dibb et al.,
2013a; Credgington and Durrant, 2012; Credgington et al., 2011) As tackled just
above, potential change in energy barriers for extraction at the contacts with the
electrodes is not likely to be the cause of the recurrent change in open-circuit volt-
ages with composition in this study. Moreover, the three devices being each op-
timised for their related blend ratio have sufficient fill factor (see table 5.1) to be
confident the collection efficiency in these devices under study are high enough
to have access to an accurate value of the total charge in the bulk under different
operating conditions. Indeed, by sweeping charges out under short-circuit condi-
tions, high collection efficiency is required to access to the real number of charges
present under different illumination levels. With these safeguards in place, the
data presented in figure 5.3 a) were obtained after correction for geometric capac-
itance (at these thicknesses, the active layers are fully depleted, which makes the
correction using the geometric capacitance a reasonable choice) and compensated
for incurred charge carrier losses. The data, as explained earlier in the methodol-
ogy chapter, are analysed using the empirical relations at open circuit:
 ∆n =  0 exp
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#kBT
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(5.1)
n = n0 exp
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mkBT
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(5.2)
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# + 1 (5.3)
 n =  ∆n  (5.4)
krec =
n   2
  0n
  1
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(5.5)
The fitted parameters are presented in the tables below. In particular, to attempt to
reproduce the effect of the change in dielectric properties of the blend induced by
an increase in PCBM loading, a slight increment in relative permittivity was been
implemented in the calculations. We note that the uncertainty in relative permit-
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tivity was included in the calculation of the uncertainty for the calculation of the
recombination rate krec shown below. It can be noted that over the entire range
of illumination levels, at constant open-circuit voltage Voc, the charge density of
the three blends required to split the quasi-Fermi levels to the same magnitude
at the contacts are different and the trend follows: n(50wt% PC71BM) n(60wt%
PC71BM)  n(67wt% PC71BM). As a result, the perturbation of the blend over
this narrow range of compositions has significantly induced a change in the ap-
parent density of states. In this context, two possible changes in the DoS might
have happened which could result both in the same experimental observation: as
depicted in Figure 5.3 b), either at constant energy level, less states are available
in the band tails of the polymer HOMO and PCBM LUMO or the two band tails
were pushed further away from each other when reducing the PCBM loading. A
combination of both is also possible, the technique in itself cannot distinguish the
two cases. Nevertheless, these changes happened without modifying the shape of
the DoS as the shape of the curves n(Voc) at high background illuminations is rela-
tively constant.(Kirchartz et al., 2011) Table 5.2 shows that the parameter q=mkBT
is constant at 12.25 10% .
Table 5.2: Recombination dynamics fitting parameters and their uncertainty mar-
gins from the data obtained during charge extraction at open circuit and transient
photovoltage on the three optimised devices of different blend ratios.
Composition Parameter measured high value low value
50 wt% PC71BM q=#kBT 23.9 V  1 24.4 V  1 23.6 V  1
60 wt% PC71BM q=#kBT 21.6 V  1 22 V 1 21.2 V  1
67 wt% PC71BM q=#kBT 22.8 V  1 22.9 V  1 22.3 V  1
50 wt% PC71BM q=mkBT 13.5 V  1 13.8 V  1 12.7 V  1
60 wt% PC71BM q=mkBT 10.9 V  1 11 V 1 10.7 V  1
67 wt% PC71BM q=mkBT 10.9 V  1 11 V 1 10.7 V  1
50 wt% PC71BM  ∆n0 2 s 2.8 s 1.7 s
60 wt% PC71BM  ∆n0 2.5 s 3.2 s 2 s
67 wt% PC71BM  ∆n0 4.8 s 5 s 3.5 s
50 wt% PC71BM n0 2.1 1012 cm  3 4.1 1012 cm  3 1.6 1012 cm  3
60 wt% PC71BM n0 2.1 1013 cm  3 2.5 1013 cm  3 1.9 1013 cm  3
67 wt% PC71BM n0 2.8 1013 cm  3 3.3 1013 cm  3 2.7 1013 cm  3
Previously, correlations between PCBM loading, open-circuit voltage and CT-
state emissions have been observed in different polymer:PCBM systems.(Vandewal
et al., 2010; Tvingstedt et al., 2009; Veldman et al., 2008). To confirm the trend
observed in energetics measured by charge extraction, electroluminescence study
was conducted on the different blends. 5.4 a) shows the spectrum of the three
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Figure 5.3: a)Excess charge carrier densities at open circuit obtained by charge
extraction for the three blend ratios 50, 60 and 65 wt% b)schematics of the poten-
tial change in Density of States which could explain the data obtained by charge
extraction. The lower the fullerene content, the higher the energy levels at the
heterojunction donor/acceptor. c) total lifetime at different charge density for the
same three blend ratios. Here, at constant charge density, the higher the fullerene
content, the longer the carrier lifetime.
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Table 5.3: Electric parameters and thickness of active layer of the three optimised
devices used during data treatment.
Composition " r Built-in Voltage [V] Thickness [nm]
50 wt% PC71BM 3.7 0.790 67 4
60 wt% PC71BM 3.8 0.805 82 2
67 wt% PC71BM 3.9 0.780 105 5
blends as well as that of pure polymer film. The normalised 50 wt% PCBM blend
is very similar to that of the pure polymer, with an energy downshift of  0.1 eV
as well as a stronger low-energy emission tail. While the loading of the acceptor
is increased, the EL spectra keeps being gradually redshifted. The intermediary
blend ratio 60 wt% PCBM seems to be in a transition phase between the spectrum
of 50 wt% and 67 wt% PCBM. However, while in these two latter ratios, the posi-
tion of the emission maximum peaks are quite stable, the one of the 60 wt% PCBM
is strongly dependent on the injection current. For instance, 5.4 shows that for
low injection currents (40 mA.cm  2 ) the emission is similar to that of the 67 wt%
PCBM blend while at higher injection currents, the spectrum shifts towards the
one of 50 wt% PCBM blend.
As a result, this luminescence transition observed over the composition range
is consistent with the observation of shifts in the density of states measured by
charge extraction. The emission spectra seem to be a sum of two emission bands:
one of them being centered around  1-1.15 eV and the second at  1.4 eV. Each
spectrum can be reduced and deconvoluted into the two gaussians as has been
done previously by Vandewal et al. (2010). The first peak around 1.4 eV was at-
tributed to the pure polymer singlet emission and the low energy one to the CT-
state emission. As a result, it appears that CT state energy and PBDTTT-C singlet
energy are relatively close and as the PCBM loading modulated the DoS, the sin-
glet activation can be observed in some cases like here in the 50% w blend ratio,
which is also the worst performing photovoltaic blend, as empirically observed
previously by Faist et al. (2011) during singlet activation process. Recently, Hoke
et al. (2013); Di Nuzzo et al. (2013) highlighted that a certain number of processes
could occur when the energy levels at the heterojunction are close to each other.
In the case of PBDTTT-C:PC71BM blends, it seems that the injected electrons from
the acceptor phase can more easily transfer to the donor phase when the PCBM
loading is low. Hence, maybe, the observed higher non-geminate recombination
rate in the 50 wt% blend. Finally, the shifts in energetics have been observed using
two di erent methods, namely charge extraction at open circuit and electrolumi-
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Figure 5.4: a) Electroluminescence spectra for the three blends as well as PBDTTT-
C neat film (injection current J=160 mA.cm  2 ). b) Variation of the EL emission
maximum of the three blends with injection currents. The EL emission peak con-
firms the observation of the shift in energetics at the heterojunction measured
by charge extraction at open circuit. The more PCBM the more redshifted the
EL spectrum is. While the spectrum of 50 wt% PCBM is similar to(slightly red-
shifted)to the neat polymer singlet emission, addition of PCBM results in an ap-
parent transition from polymer singlet emission to CT state. 60 wt% PCBM blend
possess both gaussian emission and is the only blend whose EL peak position is
strongly correlated with injection current.
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nescence,anditistheﬁrsttimethataquantitativeagreementbetweenthesetwo
techniquesisreported.Figure5.5showsthemeasuredopen-circuitvoltageat
equivalentchargedensity(heren=2×1016cm−3)andthepositionofthecentreof
massoftheCTemissionbandforthethreeblendratios.TheVoc(atn=cst)and
ECTvaryina1:1mannerandthetrendisrobustformostoftheiluminationlevels
(i.ediﬀ
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Figure5.5: Measurementsoftheshiftsinenergeticsattheheterojunctionupon
blendperturbationmeasuredbychargeextractionatopencircuitandelectrolumi-
nescence.Bothtechniquesprobethesamephenomenonandvaryina1:1manner
withtheblendratios50,60and67wt%.
However,accordingtothetable5.1,theobserveddiﬀerenceinopen-circuit
voltagebetween50wt%PC71BMand67wt%PC71BMis≈17mV±6whileat
constantchargedensity,theshiftintheDoSobservedinthechargeextraction
datais≈60mV±10. Therefore,theshiftinenergeticsattheheterojunction
donor/acceptorcannotexplainalonethechangeinopen-circuitvoltage.Further
insightsintochargecarrierdynamicsareconsequentlyrequired.
5.3.2 Kinetics
Toinvestigatetherecombinationdynamicsofthethreeblends,chargecarrierlife-
timesandeﬀectivemobilitieswereexperimentalydetermined.
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5.3.2.1 Carrier lifetime
Following the approach described in the method section, transient photovoltage
measurement has been conducted on the three optimal devices. The resulting
macroscopic lifetime  n is deduced from the measurement of the small perturba-
tion lifetime 
n by the relation:
 n =  n   (5.6)
In this experiment, the measurements of 
n were performed with a pulsed excita-
tion centered at  =620 nm. Figure 5.3 c) shows the total carrier lifetime function
of space averaged charge density. Once again, the carrier lifetimes of the three
blends show di erences across the entire range of charge concentrations studied
herein. At a fixed charge density n0 over the range [1  1016;1  1017] cm  3 ,  (50
wt% PC71BM)  (60 wt% PC71BM)  (67 wt% PC71BM). At high charge density
( 7  1016 cm 3 ), the magnitude of the transient photovoltage created by the injec-
tion of the small optical perturbation is small and the signal to noise ratio degrades
substantially. This explains the apparent higher variations in the last data points.
Regarding the recombination lifetime, the observed trends are opposite from the
shift in the density of states with fullerene loading. Although the energetics at the
heterojunction are favorable for the 50 wt% PC71BM to maximise the open-circuit
voltage at the interface donor/acceptor compared with the other blends ratios, the
recombination lifetime of the polarons seem the shortest. Therefore, the change
in open-circuit voltage upon perturbation of the blend over the narrow window
[50 wt% PC71BM; 67 wt% PC71BM] are partly compensated by the recombination
processes during charge transport to the electrodes. The exact origin of these loss
processes will be scrutinised below. We show that non-geminate recombination
alone can explain the behavior of the devices within the fourth quadrant.
5.3.2.2 Carrier mobility
As the carrier lifetimes were studied just above, further measurements focused
on carrier mobility. Although FET mobilities are a very meaningful way of as-
sessing the carrier mobility in transistors, it is not guaranteed that the sheet like
transport close to the gate will be similar to the vertical transport of charge carrier
through the active layer in bulk heterojunction solar cells, in particular under low
macroscopic field. This leaves SCLC (Kettle et al., 2011), photo-CELIV (Kumar
et al., 2009) and charge extraction at short circuit (Shuttle et al., 2010a)) meth-
ods. The latter was implemented since it did not require significant change of
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thesetupusedforthestudyofrecombinationsdynamicsatopencircuit.Further-
more,ithasbeenpreviouslyshowntoprovidereasonablevaluesofmobilitiesin
P3HT:PC61BMoperatingdevices,(Shuttleetal.,2010a)althoughitshouldbemore
consideredasaneﬀectivemobilityasthetwooppositecarrierscannotbedistin-
guishedbythismethod. Figure5.6presentstheeﬀectivedriftmobilityofthe
threeoptimiseddevicesmeasuredusingchargeextractionatshortcircuitandthe
methodologyexplainedearlierintherelevantexperimentalchapter.They-axiser-
rorbarsrepresenttheuncertaintyofthicknessoftheactivelayeranduncertainty
ofthecorrectionfactorf(δ)oncarriereﬀectivemobility,whereδdependsonthe
recombinationdynamics.First,itcanbenoticedthatthedependenceoftheef-
fectivemobilitiesisweaklydependentincarrierconcentration.Thisobservation
seemstoshowthattrapsinthethreeoptimisedblendsareonlyweaklyaﬀecting
thecarriermobilityundershort-circuitconditions. Althoughthechangesinef-
fectivemobilityarenotmajor,itcanbenoticedthatanincreaseinPCBMcontent
leadstoanincreaseintheeﬀectivemobility.Thisobservationisconsistentwith
previousreportsontheeﬀectofPCBMloadingonelectronmobilityinsomepoly-
mer:fulerenesolarcels.(Choetal.,2008
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Figure5.6:Eﬀectivemobilitymeasuredbychargeextractionatshort-circuitfunc-
tionofcarrierdensityforthethreeblendratios50,60and67wt%.Themore
fulerene,thehighertheeﬀectivemobility.
5.3.2.3 Mobility-lifetimeproduct
Itbecomesapparentfromthetwopreviousmeasurementsthatthehigherthe
fulerenecontent,thehighertheproductmobility×lifetimeinthePBDTTT-
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C:PCBM blends, by a combination of both improvement in mobility and carrier
lifetime. Figure 5.7 shows the experimental product    over the range of car-
rier concentrations common between the measurements of drift mobility and car-
rier lifetime. It becomes clear from this study that the slight perturbation of the
blend ratio resulted in significant change in transport properties and resulted in a
change of near one decade in mobility lifetime product. As a result, the drift length
Ldrift =   E=dis lower for the 50 % w PC71BM and as the ratio drift length over
thickness is function of 1=d2, the transport properties of this blend ratio degrades
quickly with the active layer thickness as pictured in the continuous decrease of
short-circuit current with active layer thickness in Figure 5.2 b) and c). This ex-
plains in particular why the 50 wt% blend could not be optimised around its first
interference maximum. Indeed, it has been only possible to obtain a reasonably
high fill factor at 1 sun illumination for the 50 wt% blend (61:3%  0:5 compared
with 64% for 1:1.5 and 60% for 1:2) at the cost of active layer thickness and as a
result at the cost of more limited light absorption (Jsc =11.4 mA.cm  2 for 50 % w
blend while Jsc =14.6 mA.cm  2 for the 1:2 blend, while the spectral absorption of
the blend is lower than that of 1:1).
Figure 5.7: Product mobility lifetime for the three blend ratios 50, 60 and 65 wt%.
The measured degraded transport properties of the 50 wt% blend explain the over-
all performance with thickness and why the active layer of the optimised device is
lower than the two other blends.
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5.4 Results and discussion on the open-circuit voltage and
current-density responses
Following the approach developed earlier in the method section, we assume that
in these systems, non-geminate recombination, i.e. recombination of initially sep-
arated opposite charges, is the major loss process in the fourth quadrant. From the
measurements of recombination dynamics, prediction of the open-circuit voltage
over a wide range of light intensities was attempted assuming no field dependence
of generation according to the equation as detailed in Chapter 3:
Voc =
1
 + 
ln
 Jsc(1 + ) n 0
edn0
!
(5.7)
Figure 5.8 presents the predictions (open symbols) and the measured open-circuit
voltages (solid symbols) for the three optimised blends. The predictions are well
within the 5 mV margin and confirms a posteriori the validity of the assump-
tions. To further support the hypothesis that non-geminate recombination only
can explain the entire loss of photocurrent in the fourth quadrant for the poly-
mer:fullerene blends under study, charge extraction across the J   V curve with
the sweep under short-circuit condition, at di erent light intensities, has been con-
ducted. Completed with the recombination dynamics, predictions of the current-
voltage curves in the fourth quadrant have been calculated with the same sets of
assumptions than for the prediction of the open-circuit voltages according to the
equation:
J = Jsc + Jdarkshunt + Jnongemloss (5.8)
Figure 5.9 presents the predicted current-voltage responses of the three blends
(open symbols) at di erent light intensities (dark, 25, 50, 100 % sun) and the mea-
sured ones in solid lines. The excellent agreements of the predictions of open-
circuit voltages and current-voltage responses in the fourth quadrant under di er-
ent illumination levels confirm that the losses are mostly non-geminate and that
the generation in these systems seems to be field independent for all the di erent
blend ratios in this study.
5.5 Further discussion: non Langevin type recombination,
e ect of fullerene aggregation
We just saw that non-geminate recombination was the dominant recombination
process in these polymer:fullerene systems that morphology studies show are sub-
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Figure 5.8: Predictions (open symbol) and measured (solid symbol) open-circuit
voltage Voc for the three optimised devices. No field-dependent generation and
non-geminate recombination as main loss process seem a valid set of assumptions.
This does not rule out the presence of geminate recombination in itself. Never-
theless, experimental evidence show that if geminate losses there are, these do not
result in field-dependent generation, in other words, these do not explain the loss
of photocurrent between short-circuit and open-circuit conditions.
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Figure 5.9: Predictions (open symbol) and measured (solid lines) current-voltage
response of the three devices in the dark, 25 % 50 % and 100 % sun. Successful
prediction of the JV curves in the fourth quadrant confirms non-geminate losses
are the main loss process and explain the open-circuit voltage and fill factor of
three devices.
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stantially amorphous. Understanding the fundamental mechanisms involved in
this loss process seems therefore of interest given their impact on device perfor-
mance, as mentioned in Chapter 4. A common approach for the description of
non-geminate losses is using the extreme case of Langevin type of recombination
(polarons getting into the coulomb capture radius of each other result in recom-
bination with a probability of 1) where the recombination rate of opposite charge
carriers is proportional to their local mobility, according the the following equa-
tion, developed in a previous chapter:
klangevin =
q
"
 (5.9)
This principle is very widespread and commonly used to draw design rules for
bulk heterojunction solar cells.(Deibel and Dyakonov, 2010) Figure 5.10 shows to-
gether the e ective carrier mobility measured by charge extraction at short circuit
and the recombination rate krec calculated according to equation 5.1 using open-
circuit measurements. First, it can be seen that the mobility  and recombination
rate krec, do not share the same dependency in carrier concentrations contrary
to Shuttle et al. (2010a). This has been already observed by Rauh et al. (2012) in
(thieno[3,4-b]thiophene/benzodithiophene) PTB7:PC71BM. We will see in the next
chapter that this is the result of a complex variation of spatial distribution of excess
carriers throughout the active layers when those are thin ( 100 nm). However,
the most important observation is indeed that the e ect of blend perturbation on
mobility and recombination rate is completely opposite to what is expected if the
fundamental mechanism of annihilation of carriers was of Langevin type. Here,
we saw that increasing the fullerene content improved simultaneously the carrier
mobility and lifetime. Given the weak dependency in carrier concentration of the
e ective mobility, it seems that at least close to short-circuit conditions, the traps
are not influencing substantially the carrier transport. This is further supported
by the values of light ideality factors from open-circuit voltage function of light
intensity which are, for most of illumination levels, near 1. This is likely to suggest
that the main loss process is rather free to free recombination. As the blends have
been shown to be amorphous, it is dicult to access to the change of morphology
at the nano scale resulting from the slight change in blend ratio donor/acceptor.
Nevertheless, it is well known that fullerenes tend to aggregate.(Veldman et al.,
2008) In consequence, the blend should rather be considered as a multi phase sys-
tem rather than binary system, according to Jamieson et al. (2012). Here based on
the measurements of charge extraction and electroluminescence, we suggest that
the e ect of phase segregation was responsible for the change in recombination
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Figure5.10:Eﬀectivedriftmobilityµandrecombinationratekrecofthethree
diﬀerentblendratios50,60and65wt%functionofaverageexcesscarrierdensity.
Thehigherthefulereneloading,thehighertheeﬀectivemobilityandtheslower
therecombinationrate.Thisideaisgoingagainstthecommonunderstandingof
Langevintyperecombination.
5.6 Conclusions
Usingchargeextraction,transientphotovoltageandelectroluminescence,theef-
fectsofaslightperturbationoftheblendaroundtheoptimalblendratioofeﬃ-
cientPBDTTT-C:PC71BMdeviceswereinvestigated.Acombinationofclearshift
inenergeticsattheheterojunctionandchargecarrierdynamicsuponblendpertur-
bationhavebeenproventoexplaintheregulardiﬀerenceobservedinopen-circuit
photovoltage. Accordingtosuccessfulpredictionsofopen-circuitvoltageand
current-voltageresponseatdiﬀerentlightintensities,noﬁelddependencegen-
erationseemstooccurinthesesystems. Non-geminaterecombinationhasbeen
showntobethemajorlossprocessoverthecompositionrangestudiedherein.
Inparticular,ithasbeenpossibleintheseratheramorphouspolymer:fulerene
systemstoincreasesimultaneouslycarriermobilityandlifetime,whichisgoing
againstthecommonapproachofLangevintyperecombination.Thisputsinanew
anddiﬀerentperspectivehowdesignrulestoaddressproblemsofcarriertransport
inpolymer:fulerenesolarcelscanbeformulated.Unfortunatelyhere,simulta-
neousenhancementofcarriermobiltyandlifetimeseemtobeonlypossibleupon
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increaseinfulerenecontentandconsequentlyatthecostofblendabsorptionca-
pacity.
Chapter 6
Shifts in spatial distribution of
carriers
6.1 Introduction
As we saw in the previous chapter investigating charge transport in PBDTTT-
C:PCBM blends, despite the substantial improvements in overall efficiencies of
polymer:fullerene solar cells, the electronic properties of the blends with low band
gap polymers still hardly ever allow fabrication of efficient devices with absorber
thickness much larger than 100 nm due to low mobilities and/or insufficient long
charge carrier lifetimes.(Faist et al., 2013; Kirchartz et al., 2012a; Li et al., 2013;
Peet et al., 2011) The resulting non-geminate recombination of carriers follows
recombination dynamics in the general form: dndt =  k recnp where krec = krec(n)
with n and p the total carrier concentrations and krec the non-geminate recombi-
nation rate. Extensive studies have investigated the recombination rate constant
and it has been reported in the early studies on P3HT:PC61BM that the decay dy-
namics were showing an approximately third order dependence in charge density
i.e. (dndt / n3). This has been experimentally found for instance using large per-
turbation techniques such as Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) and con-
firmed later with small perturbation measurements like transient photovoltage
(TPV).(Clarke et al., 2009; Shuttle et al., 2008c)
The origin of the carrier dependence in recombination rate krec was shown
by modeling to be possible when integrating an exponential tail of trapped
states within the band gap.(Nelson, 2003) Within the framework of the multiple-
trapping model, both recombination rate and carrier mobility should increase with
carrier concentration.(Tanase et al., 2003, 2004; Street et al., 2011; Nelson, 2003;
Gill, 1972; Borsenberger et al., 1992) In the past, krec was reported to show dif-
ferent degrees of carrier density dependence varying with the crystallinity of the
P3HT:PCBM blend.(Kim et al., 2006; Ohkita et al., 2008)
Currently, with the development of the techniques and the intense supply in
new polymer:fullerene blends, comparative studies between a range of different
systems are possible. Empirically, the recombination follows the general power
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law dependence in space average density R = dn=dt / n¯  where  is known as
the order of the reaction. Recently, investigations using di erent characterisa-
tion techniques observed large variations in these reaction orders,(Shuttle et al.,
2008c,b; Mozer et al., 2005a; Leong et al., 2011; Garcia-Belmonte et al., 2010; Fo-
ertig et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2011) and intense debate to whether the origin of
the recombination process is changing according to these observed changes in re-
action order is currently ongoing in the literature.(Rauh et al., 2012; Leong et al.,
2011)
The concept of disorder is therefore used to interpret observed mobilities and
reaction orders however, normally under the assumption that charge carriers dis-
tributions are uniform. Yet, every recombination event is local. Recent device
simulation studies have shown that limited device thickness can result in inflated
apparent reaction orders as a result of strong spatial variations in charge density
at open circuit.(Kirchartz and Nelson, 2012) In this chapter, we build upon this
study by showing experimentally that the observed di erences in reaction orders
between several experimental polymer:fullerene systems can be explained by tak-
ing into account their di erent thicknesses without having to invoke any di erent
recombination mechanisms.
6.2 Theoretical and simulation background
6.2.1 Recombination dynamics assuming n = p
If we assume for the moment that recombination of one free carrier with free or
trapped charges of opposite polarity dominates recombination in the blend and
follows a Langevin type relation,(Kirchartz et al., 2011; Kuik et al., 2011) we would
obtain locally for the recombination rate (of for example a free electron and a hole)
under forward bias (V  kBT ):
R / nfreeptot =
nfree
ntot
ntotptot / k recntotptot (6.1)
Here, nfree is the free electron concentration, ntot and ptot are the total electron
and hole concentrations and k rec is the e ective recombination constant accessed
experimentally representing recombination within exponential trap states in the
sub bandgap.(Monroe, 1985; Nelson, 2003) The e ective mobility   of an electron
in the same model would be:

 =
nfree
ntot
 n0 (6.2)
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where  n0 is the mobility of free electrons above the mobility edge, which means
that the e ective mobility of electrons is reduced relative to the mobility of free
electrons by the fraction of those electrons that are trapped (note that the term
nfree=ntot appears in both equations just above). Therefore, the e ective recombi-
nation constant k rec is expected to be proportional to the e ective mobility   in
this model and has also the same dependence on total electron concentration ntot.
Shuttle et al. (2010a) showed that experimental evidence investigating car-
rier transport dynamics resulted in the non-geminate recombination rate being
of Langevin type in poly(3-hexylthiophene): [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl
ester P3HT:PC61BM devices indicated the same dependency in carrier concen-
trations for both recombination rate and drift mobility, as one would expect
from a multiple trapping model.(MacKenzie et al., 2011; Rauh et al., 2012) How-
ever, more recently Rauh et al. (2012) proposed a similar study with (thieno[3,4-
b]thiophene/benzodithiophene(PTB7): [6,6]-phenyl C71-butyric acid methyl ester
(PC71BM) in which these two key variables were found to show a di erent depen-
dence on carrier density at room temperature, with reaction orders substantially
higher than two (3.5), similar to what has been presented in the previous chapter.
These experimental observations investigating the reaction order are appar-
ently inconsistent with the multiple trapping model discussed above and might
suggest that the fundamental recombination mechanism is di erent for di erent
devices made from the same polymer:fullerene blend or from one material to an-
other. Since we do not observe k rec(ntot) / (n tot) in some experiments one of our
assumptions must be violated.
6.2.2 Net electric field and variation in spatial distribution of carriers
Another interpretation is that Equation 6.1 describes a local model valid at a point
x in the device, while the experiment only measures spatially integrated values of
¯ntot and ¯ptot. Indeed, experimental methods are usually limited to the macroscopic
scale, for instance the overall change in optical density (OD ) or the spatially av-
eraged charge density using charge extraction technique access to ¯nCE =
1
d
Rd
0 nx dx.
Moreover, when investigating experimentally the recombination dynamics in op-
erating devices, the presence of electrodes with di erent work functions will nec-
essarily lead to an external field proportional to their di erence. In particular, at
short circuit, in the dark, the macroscopic field across the active layer of thickness
d is proportional to the built-in field Ebuilt in =
e( anode   cathode)
d and while this exter-
nal field is absent in film studies, Ohms law requires the carriers within the bulk
in a device contacted with di erent electrodes to respond to Ebuilt in . As the blend
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is here assumed to be an intrinsic semiconductor, the distribution of opposite car-
riers are mirror of each other in the dark. Consequently, while the spatial average
of ¯ntot and ¯ptot are identical (if only excess carriers are counted) they are not iden-
tical at any point in the volume of the absorber,(Deibel et al., 2009) but instead are
strongly function of the external field and position.
Yet, for recombination to occur, the opposite carriers involved in the recom-
bination process need first to meet. Whatever the operating point of the device
under illumination, the probability of non-geminate recombination at the point x
in the blend will be first and foremost dependent on the overlap of the distribution
of carriers in this precise location. The weaker the external electric field, the more
these spatial distribution will overlap. There are di erent ways of acting on this
net field:
• the thickness d of the active layer by spacing the two electrodes at fixed
potentials.
• the external applied bias V leading to a net applied electric field:
Efield =
(VBI   V )
d (6.3)
• the illumination level as the more the bulk is populated, the more the distri-
bution of excess carriers is governed by the photogenerated population and
the more the spatial distribution of opposite carrier overlap.
In the early experiments reported with P3HT:PCBM, the devices investigated via
TAS and transient photovoltage/charge extraction employed relatively thick ac-
tive layers  200 nm.(Shuttle et al., 2010a; Li et al., 2007) On the other hand,
many more devices in the literature recently, like the ones based on PTB7, have
optimised thicknesses in the range 80-110 nm, usually assigned to inferior prop-
erties of carrier transport compared with P3HT.(He et al., 2012b) Moreover, the
measurements related to e ective mobility are done under short-circuit condition
while the measurements of decay dynamics are conducted at open circuit, in other
words, at di erent states of the electric field across the active layer and conse-
quently in di erent state of overlap of the distribution of carriers.
6.3 Methods
This chapter is a combined modelling and experimental study of the reaction order
at di erent thicknesses.
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6.3.1 Simulations of spatial ditributions of carriers
The simulations of the spatial distribution of carriers were performed using the
drift-diffusion based modelling as explained in Chapter 3 using ASA. Based on
the experimental data relative to the control devices (60 nm thick PTB7 and 85 nm
thick P3HT devices) presented in what follows, a representative set of parameters
were found to simulate via ASA the thickness behaviour of PTB7 and P3HT based
solar cells. The influence of active layer thickness on the apparent reaction rate
k rec is then crosschecked between simulations and experiments.
6.3.2 Device fabrication
The devices used in the experiment are PTB7:PC71BM and P3HT:PC61BM, as
detailed in Chapter 4. In particular, the protocol for device preparation is
as follows. PTB7 based solar cells were designed in conventional architec-
ture ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7:PC71BM/Ca/Al. ITO on glass substrates were all
pre cleaned with isopropanol and acetone and plasma treated during 7 min at
2.5 mbar. The solution was prepared in 1:1.25 wt% blend ratio in chloroben-
zene (CB) with 3 vol% of 1,8-Diiodooctane (DIO) leading to a final concentra-
tion of 25 mg/mL. The solution was kept under stirrer at 80°C overnight. The
films were made by spin casting the solution on preheated substrate at 80°C.
Likewise, P3HT based solar cells were prepared in conventional architecture
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PC61BM/Ca/Al. The solution was prepared in 1:1 blend
ratio in CB at the concentration of 30 mg/mL. The solution was kept stirring
overnight at 60°C. The P3HT based films were made by blade coating. In both
systems, the cathodes were deposited by evaporation to obtain Ca and Al whose
thicknesses were assessed to be 25 nm and 150 nm respectively. Each pixel area
was 4.5 mm2. For the series based on PTB7 blends, the devices originate from the
same solution and the same run of cathode evaporation, to be in a position where
any effect on the interfaces active layer/electrodes can be neglected. The overall
performances of the devices used in this study are presented in the Table 6.1.
6.3.3 Experimental determination of reaction order
The recombination dynamics were studied using charge extraction and transient
photovoltage as explained in Chapter 3.
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Table 6.1: Overall performance of the two thickness series of PTB7:PC71BM and
P3HT:PC61BM
Material Thickness Voc Jsc FF PCE
donor/acceptor [nm] [mV] [mA.cm 2 ] [%] [%]
PTB7:PC71BM 605 6355 11.80.1 581 4.30.1
PTB7:PC71BM 9010 6255 13.20.1 511 4.20.1
PTB7:PC71BM 13010 6315 13.40.1 501 4.10.1
P3HT:PC61BM 858 5745 13.10.1 561 1.90.1
6.4 Results and discussion on the simulations of spatial
distributions
In order to verify that the spatial gradient of charge carriers is responsible for the
observed high reaction orders and the discrepancy between k rec(ntot) and   (ntot)
observed, 1D device simulations were conducted. These simulations are based
on a drift diusion model where recombination via tail states has been consid-
ered alongside direct band to band recombination to maintain the generality of
the results to di erent recombination types. The device simulation based on Ad-
vanced Semiconductor Analysis (ASA) has been previously used in Kirchartz and
Nelson (2012); Kirchartz et al. (2011); Scha¨fer et al. (2011). More details about
the modeling including the tables of parameters can be found in Appendix B1-B2.
Figure 6.1 presents the simulated spatial distribution of excess carriers (compared
with short circuit in the dark condition) at open circuit, similarly to what Kirchartz
and Nelson (2012) published previously with the addition of short circuit condi-
tion for two di erent thickness of the active layer 50 nm and 150 nm. First we
can compare the excess electron and hole concentrations at open circuit for the
two thicknesses. The built-in voltage VBI is the change of the electrostatic poten-
tial over the absorber layer, which is defined by the di erence of work functions
of the two electrodes while the open-circuit voltage Voc represents the splitting of
the quasi-Fermi levels measured at the contacts and is therefore light dependent,
i.e. the di erence of electrochemical potential over the absorber layer. Thus, for a
wide range of light intensities VBI is larger than Voc and the bands are never com-
pletely flat. In this case, the excess carriers are created by a combination of both
optical absorption and injection at the contacts and the lower the illumination
level, the more the injected carriers will dominate the population of excess carri-
ers within the active layer. Figure 6.1a shows that for a rather low thickness of
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50 nm, the excess carrier profiles at open-circuit are rather steep and the increase
in concentration vs. voltage is strongly position dependent. The excess hole con-
centration for instance increases strongly with voltage at the cathode, i.e. where
the hole concentration is very low, and will be weakly voltage dependent close to
the anode. The integral hole concentration will not change much with voltage at
least for low light intensities and open-circuit voltages because the large increase
close to the cathode will hardly contribute to the integral. At higher light inten-
sities, the open-circuit voltage will approach the built-in voltage and the excess
carrier concentrations will be more homogeneous and the average excess carrier
concentrations will increase with voltage more strongly.
In essence, the large spatial gradient leads to a situation where the measured
average excess carrier density  n¯  1d
Rd
0 ntot(x)dx over the thickness of the active
layer d, increases with illumination (di erently said open-circuit voltages) only
very slowly. Since the recombination rate is usually expressed as:
R = k rec  (np   n0p0) (6.4)
in forward bias and given it is commonly assumed that n = p within the active layer
as well as the photogenerated population of carriers (mostly trapped) is largely
superior to the one at equilibrium (which is usually similar to implying the ma-
terial is not doped), the e ective recombination constant k rec needs to increase
quite steeply with 4 n¯ to obtain the observed exponential voltage dependence of
the recombination rate. Therefore, the steep gradients in n directly cause large
apparent reaction orders as has been predicted in previous simulations.(Kirchartz
and Nelson, 2012) Figure 6.1c shows the excess electron and hole concentrations
for a device with an active layer of 150 nm thickness. Here, the spatial gradients
of electron and hole concentrations are substantially less steep relative to the 50
nm thick device. Thus, the situation at 150 nm thickness will much more resem-
ble the zero-dimensional model discussed in the context of Equations 6.1 and 6.4
and the reaction orders will be more consistent with the charge density depen-
dence of mobility. Figures 6.1 b) and d) show the dependence of excess electron
and hole density at short circuit for the same two thicknesses (50 nm and 150 nm).
In this case, the spatial distribution of charges is controlled by absorption rather
than injection from the contacts. Since the optical generation rates are not strong
functions of position in these thin films (compared to the charge carrier gradi-
ents simulated for open-circuit), the thickness will not have a strong influence on
the result and a zero-dimensional model will result in a good agreement with the
one-dimensional simulation. The calculated profiles of optical absorption across
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the active layer thickness at 50 nm and 150 nm thick devices are presented in
Figure 6.2. Finally, we note that the measurements of mobility are done at short-
circuit condition while the carrier lifetimes are usually measured at open-circuit.
This crucial observation might result in a fundamentally different way the ob-
served mobility will scale with carrier concentration compared with the apparent
recombination rate. Moreover, one change in the dependence on carrier concen-
tration between mobility and recombination rate would not necessarily hint to a
change in recombination mechanism.
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Figure 6.2: Calculated profiles of optical absorption function of position within
the active layer based on published refractive index n˜ and extinction coefficients k˜
for P3HT:PC61BM at 85 nm a), 230 nm thick b) and PTB7:PC71BM at 60 nm c) and
130 nm thick d). Although the generation profiles are not constant throughout the
entire active layer due to interference effects at multiple wavelengths, these are not
as strong function of position as the charge carrier gradients found in simulations
at open-circuit condition.
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6.5 Results and discussions on the experimental determi-
nation of the recombination dynamics
To further investigate the effect of thickness on the dependence in charge density
of k rec and   as well as to confirm the trends observed in the simulations, several
thickness studies of devices based on PTB7:PC71BM and P3HT:PC61BM have been
conducted using charge extraction and transient photovoltage measurements.
The range of thickness for the PTB7 series was limited by the number of de-
vices whose measurements of charge densities using charge extraction method us-
ing 0V sweep out could lead to accurate values; in other words, whose collection
efficiencies are still adequate. Following the approach used in the past,(Shuttle
et al., 2008b, 2010a) predictions of the open-circuit voltage Voc for a long range of
light intensities assuming no field dependence generation has been calculated for
the devices used herein. The accurate predictions of Voc are well within  5 mV for
a wide range of light intensities and confirm that for all the devices used in this
study, non-geminate recombination thus governs the loss of photocurrent in the
fourth quadrant (see Figure 6.3). Figure 6.4 a) shows the dependence in excess
carrier density of the non-geminate recombination rate k rec calculated from the
measurements of  n¯ using charge extraction (after correction of geometric capaci-
tance and incurred charge carrier losses occurring during sweep out)(Shuttle et al.,
2008a) and carrier lifetime measured by transient photovoltage, according to the
empirical relations used previously 5.1-5. The dashed lines represent the recom-
bination rate calculated from the monoexponential fits of excess carrier density
 n¯(Voc) and carrier lifetimes  TPV(Voc) while the dots represent the recombina-
tion rate obtained from direct calculation via 1=( n¯   n) and the effective drift
mobility (open symbols) of PTB7:PC71BM systems at three different thicknesses,
namely 60, 90 and 130 nm. Similar to the results presented by Rauh et al. (2012)
for PTB7:PC71BM and Hawks et al. (2013) for PBDTTT-C:PC71BM, the carrier de-
pendence of drift mobility   and recombination rate k rec show a clear discrepancy
for thicknesses around 100 nm. However, the thicker the active layer, the less steep
k rec becomes. This observation is consistent with what was developed in the pre-
vious subsection.
An intentionally suboptimal thin P3HT:PC61BM device, measured to be 855
nm thick, was fabricated. Figure 6.4 c) shows both the data published previously
using a 230 nm thick device for reference (in triangles) and the results obtained for
the 85 nm thick device (in circles). It becomes clear that although the thick P3HT
device presents a similar dependency in excess carrier concentration for both k rec
and   , the former is still strongly thickness dependent just like in the case ob-
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Figure6.3:Predictions(opencircles)andmeasured(crosses)open-circuitvoltage
atdiﬀerentbackgroundiluminationlevelsforPTB7:PC71BMthicknessseriesat
(a)60nm,(b)90nmand(c)130nmaswelas(d)thinP3HT:PC61BMdevice85
nmthick.Accuratepredictionsoftheopen-circuitvoltageassumingnoﬁeldde-
pendentgenerationinthefourthquadrantconﬁrmsnon-geminaterecombination
onlycanexplainthelossofphotocurrentinthefourthquadrant.Iftherearegem-
inaterecombinationevents,thesearenotvoltagevoltagedependentandarenot
thereforeresponsibleforalossofphotocurrentbetweenshort-circuitandopen-
circuitconditions.
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served in the PTB7:PC71BM series. This threshold, beyond which the mobility
and the apparent recombination rate do not share the same dependency in carrier
density highlights indirectly when the distribution of carriers varies within the
bulk. For the simulations, we used parameters representing the thin P3HT:PCBM
device which is the only P3HT based device fabricated for this study. To make
sure we were consistent, the thickness was then increased for the active layer and
everything else was kept constant. The outcome of the simulations is reproducing
what was expected from the recombination rate.
The simulated mobility of the thick device is lower than the published one by
Shuttle et al. (2010a), but this should not be that surprising given:
• unlike the PTB7 experiment, these P3HT devices are from two different
batches.
• vertical segregation in P3HT:PCBM has been covered in the literature (see for
instance Kim et al. (2005); Xu et al. (2009)) and makes the choice of param-
eters very thickness specific, especially between 85 nm and 230 nm films.
Consequently, observing lower mobility for the thicker device, which is assumed
to be fully depleted and unchanged at all in morphology, is then not necessarily
contradicting anything as the two thicknesses of P3HT:PCBM are different in many
ways.
Moreover, it can be noticed that these observations were obtained for two dif-
ferent systems with different blend morphology,(Li et al., 2007, 2005; Hammond
et al., 2011; Erb et al., 2005) as well as for another system with intermediate crys-
tallinity PCDTBT:PC71BM whose results can be found in Figure 6.5.
6.6 Further discussion: high reaction orders
It becomes clear from experimental and modeling observations on the thickness
series of PTB7:PC71BM that the apparent reaction order increases to values sub-
stantially greater than 2 for thin devices, as for instance summarised and depicted
in Figure 6.6. However, it is extremely unlikely that the predominant loss pro-
cess involves more than two carriers. Furthermore, while the reaction order de-
creases with increasing thickness, the light ideality factors, as presented below in
Figure 6.7, are within the same range, constantly larger than 1 and do not no-
ticeably change when increasing the thickness of the active layer. According to
what has been explained earlier in Chapter 4, this supports the idea that within
the range of thickness [60; 130] nm of absorber thickness, the main mechanism
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Figure6.4:Eﬀectivemobilityµ∗(leftaxis,opensymbols)andnon-geminatere-
combinationratek∗rec(rightaxis,solidsymbols)functionofspaceaveragedex-cesscarrierconcentration∆n¯forPTB7:PC71BMthicknessseries(60,90and130
nm,leftgraphs)andP3HT:PC61BMdevice(85nm,rightgraphs).Dataobtained
throughexperimentalmeasurementsareshownin(a)and(c)andthesimulated
onesarein(b)and(d).Datapreviouslypublishedonthick(230nm)P3HTdevice
hasbeenaddedinc)forcomparison.Inbothsystems,asubstantialchangeinhow
k∗rec(measuredatopen-circuit)scaleswithspatialyaveragedexcesscarriercon-centrationisobservedwithincreasingthickness,whilethemobilityisaﬀectedto
amuchlesserextent.Thereactionordersaremuchsuperiorto2inthindevicesas
consequenceofthemoreheterogeneousspatialdistributionofcarrierswithinthe
activelayercomparedwiththickerlayersaspresentedinFigure6.4.
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of non-geminate recombination has probably not changed in nature, contrary to
what the apparent reaction order would suggest.
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Figure 6.7: Light ideality factors function of illumination measured at room tem-
perature of PTB7:PC71BM devices at 60 nm, 90 nm and 130 nm thick. While the
apparent reaction order is strongly dependent on the device thickness, the ideality
factors stay within the same range confirming that the predominant non-geminate
recombination mechanism has probably not changed over the range of thickness
studied.
Ideally measurements of thick devices would be recommended to experimen-
tally access the ”bulk” reaction rate. Previous simulations predict a saturation of
the reaction order at around 150 nm.(Kirchartz and Nelson, 2012) However, due
to low mobility-lifetime products, charge extraction under short-circuit might be
inefficient for thicker devices leading to an underestimation of the total excess car-
rier densities, or Bias Amplified Charge Extraction (BACE) mentioned in Chapter 4
is needed. Furthermore, unintentional doping might lead to small space charge
region width even for thicker devices which would then also lead to high appar-
ent reaction orders, which are not correlated to the recombination mechanism.
Alternatively, the simulations show that higher overlaps of the spatial distribu-
tions of carriers are achievable even for relatively thin devices if measurements
are done under higher illuminations. The challenge here would be to make sure
these high illumination levels would still be representative of operating condi-
tions. Overall, when the thickness or the doping concentration are a barrier to
obtain meaningful insight into the exact recombination mechanism, the study of
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the ideality factor derived from illumination dependent open-circuit voltage mea-
surements would be a relevant alternative indicator of the recombination mecha-
nism.(Kirchartz et al., 2013)
6.7 Conclusions
In conclusion, the hypothesis that at any point in the bulk heterojunction blend,
the spatial gradients in holes and electrons can be neglected, has been often im-
plicitly assumed in the studies of recombination dynamics. I have demonstrated
here using modeling and experimental studies on blends of different crystallinity
that the active layer thickness is a key determinant of the spatial distribution of
carriers within the active layer and confirmed the predictions from recent sim-
ulations regarding the reaction order. This spatial distribution of carriers varies
for thin devices where the assumption neglecting the spatial gradients in carri-
ers breaks down, in particular at open-circuit condition. This in turn will have a
fundamental impact on the way the recombination rate and carrier mobility will
correlate with carrier concentration and is therefore crucial to be considered while
attempting to identify the fundamental mechanism behind non-geminate recom-
bination by studying the reaction orders or by applying the Langevin theory to
carrier recombination. Since these shifts in the overlap of carriers spatial distribu-
tions are governed by the active layer thickness and the electrodes, it is valid for
all the bulk heterojunction solar cells. This consequently cannot be ignored when
trying to establish some general rules for improving charge transport in organic
solar cells.
Chapter 7
Unintentional doping in
polymer:fullerene solar cells
7.1 Introduction
There is currently extensive research on the design and synthesis of low band gap
semiconducting polymers to enhance the efficiency of such solar cells,(Luber and
Buriak, 2013) and many families of polymers and synthesis routes are currently
being explored.(Danieli et al., 1986; Heck, 2004; Miyaura and Suzuki, 1995; Sono-
gashira et al., 1975; Stille, 1986; Tieke et al., 2010) In this chapter, we focus upon
one polymer design parameter which has received relatively little attention in such
research to date, namely the impact of chemical doping. Doping is widely em-
ployed as one of the key design parameters in inorganic semiconductors to con-
trol the device electrostatics and carrier densities such that a desired functionality
is achieved; it is for example used to generate the electric fields which separate
photogenerated charges in p-n junction diodes used for inorganic photovoltaic de-
vices.(Landsberg, 1991; Street, 1991)
In contrast, in solution processed organic solar cells, the built-in electric field
is typically generated by appropriate contact materials like a low workfunction
metal and a TCO or organic hole conductor. These electric fields drive photogen-
erated charges to the required device electrodes, with the initial charge separation
being primarily a molecular process driven by a difference in the electronic energy
levels of the donor and acceptor components of the photoactive layer. Molecular
doping has been employed in such devices to enhance the performance of electron
and hole collection layers and is generally perceived as beneficial.(Frohne et al.,
2002; Lu¨ssem et al., 2013; Nicht et al., 2014; Siebert-Henze et al., 2014)
However doping in the photoactive layer of OSCs has received relatively little
attention to date. Such doping is nearly always unintentional,(Dicker et al., 2004;
Ferguson et al., 2011; Gregg, 2009; Liang et al., 2009b; Liao et al., 2008; Meijer
et al., 2003; Morfa et al., 2011; Mozer et al., 2005b) but has been shown to have
a potentially large influence on the distribution of electric fields in the device by
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Trukhanov et al. (2011); Kirchartz and Nelson (2012). Understanding how de-
vice performance, and in particular charge carrier transport and recombination
dynamics, respond to changes in electric field distribution resulting from inadver-
tent photoactive layer doping is therefore a key consideration, both with regard to
the synthetic and purification strategies employed to control such doping levels,
and its impact on the choice of device architecture for optimum solar cell perfor-
mance.
7.2 Background theory: depletion zone and charge collec-
tion in organic solar cells
In most models of organic solar cells,(Barker et al., 2003; Cuiffi et al., 2010; Hauser-
mann et al., 2009; Kirchartz et al., 2008b; Koster et al., 2005a; Kotlarski et al.,
2008; Lacic and Inganas, 2005; Marsh et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2007; Mottaghian
et al., 2013; Shuttle et al., 2008c) the photoactive layer acceptor/donor blend sand-
wiched between two electrodes is considered as an intrinsic semiconductor. Con-
tacting for instance a p-type semiconductor with a low workfunction contact, will
lead to band bending and the formation of a space charge region. To illustrate
the influence of doping on the electric field distribution in a device, we calculated
band diagrams (at 0V applied bias in the dark) for a situation with low and high
doping as shown in Figure 7.1, employing the Advanced Semiconductor Analysis
(ASA) modeling detailed in the previous chapters. Figure 7.1 a) shows the case
of a low p-type doping density (1.5×1016 cm−3) leading, in this example of an ac-
tive layer of 150 nm, to a relatively homogeneous electric field as a function of
position in the active layer. In the case of a higher p-type doping concentration
(7×1016 cm−3), Figure 7.1 b) shows that the electric field is distributed such that it
is high close to the cathode and much lower further away from the electrode. This
is due to the width of the space charge region w:
w =
s
2" 0" r(VBI −V )
qNA
(7.1)
which is much lower than the active layer thickness. Here " r" 0 is the total permit-
tivity of the active material, q the elementary charge, VBI the built-in potential, V
the applied voltage across the two electrodes and NA the apparent doping density.
For the thick, 150 nm device, Figure 7.1b shows that while in the range x ∈
[90;150] nm (i.e within the space charge layer according to equation 7.1 the steep
bands at short circuit allow efficient carrier collection, the range x ∈ [0;90] nm has
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rather flat bands and low electric fields. Here the minority carriers (electrons) have
to diffuse to the edge of the space charge region at x =90 nm, while in presence
of a large concentration of holes. In contrast, if the doping is such that width of
the space charge region is comparable to the active layer thickness, the absorber
will be fully depleted with or without that doping concentration and thus, the
influence of the doping on the electric field is low as shown in Figure 7.1 a).
Simulations of band diagrams highlight a threshold of doping level reason-
ably accessible beyond which the active layer is partially depleted at thicknesses
used for standard device fabrication and are consistent with previous modelling
work.(Trukhanov et al., 2011; Kirchartz and Nelson, 2012) Substantial experimen-
tal evidence for the impact of inherent doping level on the optimization of carrier
transport and analysis is still scarce in the current literature. This chapter is at-
tempting to address this for one organic semiconductor system.
7.3 Methods
Even without the use of extra molecular dopants, the level of unintentional dop-
ing in typical efficient polymer batches can vary over an order of magnitude or
more and have a large impact on fundamental optoelectronic properties of the
device. These include the optimisation of transport and the typical analysis of
non-geminate recombination. These points are discussed in the following para-
graphs.
To attempt to study specifically the effect of doping on polymer:fullerene
devices, while keeping everything else equal as far as possible, an efficient donor
DPP-TT-T (Poly[[2,5-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrahydro-3,6-dioxopyrrolo[3,4-
c]pyrrole-1,4-diyl]-alt-[[2,2-´(2,5-thiophene)bis-thieno[3,2-b]thiophen]-5,5-´diyl]])
was used. DPP-TT-T is a redshifted polymer (see the UV-Vis shown in Figure 7.6a)
synthesised by microwave Stille coupling according to the recipe in Bronstein
et al. (2011). When blended with [6,6]-phenyl C71-butyric acid methyl ester
(PC71BM), high performance devices can be obtained,(Meager et al., 2013) as
detailed previously in Chapter 4.
7.3.1 Mott-Schottky analysis of material doping
It appeared from preliminary research that depending on the purification process
of the donor polymer, large variations in unintentional doping can be measured
from batch to batch, while this doping was completely unintentional. The same
group showed already the impact that a change in purification process could have
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Figure 7.1: Band diagram using ASA modeling in the dark at short circuit for a 150
nm thick device(the anode is at the position x =0) at two doping levels : 1.510 16
cm  3 (a) and 710 16 cm  3 (b). The undoped device is fully depleted at 150 nm; a
strong electric field across the entire active layer at short circuit allows a sucient
charge collection. However, for the same thickness, the change of doping level to
710 16 cm  3 creates only a partial depletion of the active layer. The carriers can
only drift within the space charge layer while in the quasi-flat band region, only a
very weak electric field exists and carrier can only diuse.
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on device performance.(Ashraf et al., 2013) While the origin of the doping species
her in this study is not certain, the doping levels were stable and stayed within
13% over one month. This was an unique opportunity to study the effect of dop-
ing while keeping the molecular content of the active layer constant. Figure 7.2 a)
shows the measurements of capacitance at 1 kHz at different voltage bias V per-
formed by Michelle S. Vezie and Prof. Dr. Thomas Kirchartz. The capacitance is
varying by the change in space charge layer wcontrolled by the applied bias fol-
lowing the relation C = " 0" rA=w. Nevertheless, the space charge layer w is linked
to the apparent doping level NA by the Equation 7.1 above. Consequently, the
level of doping can be deduced from the gradient of C  2 function of applied bias
V according to:
C  2 = 2(VBI   V )q"0" rA2NA
(7.2)
and presented in Figure 7.2 b). The reason why C  2 is plotted as a function of Vdc
here is to highlight where the function is approximately linear as expected from
Equation 7.2. At low and high applied biases (and consequently very high and
low w respectively), the C-V plot is not dominated by the space charge region ca-
pacitance anymore. The use of Mott-Schottky does not assume that NA is constant
and the plot only shows the NA obtained at every particular applied voltage, at the
distance x to the junction. Furthermore, many artifacts can influence the profile
obtained, as for example, when the trap densities are significant. As a result, the
profile here should be used to obtain assessment of the differences in doping levels
between different polymer:fullerene films instead of as a way to obtain the actual
profile of doping through typical organic solar cells films.
In this study, the device fabrication process was strictly identical from one
batch to the other and particular attention has been paid to evaporate the elec-
trodes in the same run. This would enable ruling out major shifts in energetic
barriers at the interface active layer electrodes which were unnecessary if not mis-
leading in our present study. Furthermore, storage was also identical for both
series of devices. According to Kirchartz et al. (2012b), the doping level NA has
been measured on devices whose active layer are not too thin ( 150 nm). The
resulting apparent doping levels of the devices from the two batches made from
different purification processes are ranging from  1:5  1016 in open-triangles
(labeled in what follows DPP-TT-Tu) to  7   9  1016 cm  3 in open squares (la-
beled in what follows DPP-TT-Td). DPP-TT-Td (has an average molecular weight in
number: Mn = 11 kDa, in weight Mw= 69 kDa and a polydispersity index PDI=
Mw/Mn=6.2) and DPP-TT-Tu (Mn = 24 kDa, Mw=89 kDa and PDI=3.7). Previous
work on   conjugated polymers reported apparent doping levels ranging from
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Figure 7.2: (a) Mott-Schottky plot in the dark at 1kHz for two thick devices of DPP-
TT-Tu :PC71BM (open up triangles) and DPP-TT-Td:PC71BM (open squares). The
capacitance is inversely proportional to the space charge layer which is controlled
by the applied bias. Nevertheless, the space charge layer is also governed by the
doping level. (b) the gradient of C 2 function of V is inversely proportional to
the apparent doping level NA. There seem to have strong variations of the level of
unintentional doping from one batch to another of yet the same molecular content.
These measurements were conducted by Michelle S. Vezie and Prof. Dr. Thomas
Kirchartz.
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[1014;1017] cm−3.(Dicker et al., 2004; Gregg, 2009; Mozer et al., 2005b; Kirchartz
et al., 2012a; Jain et al., 2001; Mozer et al., 2005a; Wang et al., 2008) Here, assum-
ing an homogeneous distribution of dopants NA, these would be on average spaced
by N −1=3A ≈ 25 nm in the doped batch. Mott-Schottky analysis cannot determine
the type of doping, in other words on which side the depletion region is located.
Nevertheless, as will be developed below, the device behavior in conventional ar-
chitecture lead us to conclude that the doping is p-type.
7.3.2 DPP-TT-T:PC71BM devices fabrication
Details about purification process can be found in Ashraf et al. (2013). The solu-
tion used DPP-TT-T (Bronstein et al., 2011) and PC71BM (Solenne) blended in 1:2
blend ratio in 4:1 chloroform (CF)/o-dichlorobenzene (ODCB) leading to a final
concentration of 15 mg/mL. This was prepared 24 hours prior to spin coating and
kept under stirring at room temperature in a sealed environment. Indium tin ox-
ide (ITO) pattern glass substrates (Psiotech) were all precleaned with isopropanol
and acetone, dried under nitrogen and further cleaned by plasma treatment (7
min at 2.5 mbar). Immediately following this treatment, a PEDOT:PSS solution
was spin coated onto the substrate with an acceleration rate of 10k rpm/s and a
plateau at 3500 rpm for 40 seconds. The films were annealed at 150◦C for 15 min-
utes resulting in a thickness of ≈ 30 nm. After cooling, the photoactive films were
deposited by spin coating the solution on preheated substrates at 80◦C. The accel-
eration rate used was 10k rpm/s and the plateau speed ranged from 300 to 3500
rpm to obtain the thickness series. For both series, the calcium and aluminium
cathodes were deposited by evaporation whose thickness was assessed to be 10
nm and 150 nm respectively. The evaporation was performed in one unique run
so that variations in the electrode interface energetics could be neglected. Each
pixel area was assessed to be 4.5 mm2. The devices were stored in a nitrogen
glovebox and for all the measurements were confined in a nitrogen sample cham-
ber. To attempt to bring answers to the objectives of this study stated above, two
thickness series of DPP-TT-T:PC71BM have been conducted using the two batches
of DPP-TT-T which happened to have di erent doping levels. The protocol fol-
lowed for device fabrication applied strictly the recipe in Bronstein et al. (2011).
Moreover, the same blend ratios, same concentration, same spin speed and same
metal electrode evaporation run for the two thickness series have been used for
series. More details can be found just below. The device general conventional ar-
chitecture is a follows: (glass/ ITO/ PEDOT:PSS /DPP-TT-T:PC71BM/Ca/Al) with
the donor being either DPP-TT-Td or DPP-TT-Tu , respectively the higher and lower
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doping level versions of the donor.
7.4 Results and discussions on thickness studies of doped
and undoped DPP-TT-T:PC71BM devices
7.4.1 Current-voltage characteristics
As detailed in the theory section above, doping is expected to impact particularly
on the space charge layer width w of the device, and therefore upon device perfor-
mance as a function of photoactive layer thickness. As such, devices were fabri-
cated as a function of photoactive layer thickness with a conventional architecture.
The performances of the presented devices are summarised in Table 7.1. Although
the thin devices of both the doped and undoped series generally show a good per-
formance, in particular with high fill factors (58% and 62% for the doped and
undoped devices respectively) indicative of ecient charge carrier collection, the
trends observed while increasing the thickness are significantly di erent. While
the current density under forward bias in the dark decreases with thickness ac-
cording to the increase of the internal series resistance for thicker active layers, in
the low doping version presented in Figure 7.3 a), the fill factor decreases drasti-
cally and the short-circuit current as well though to a lesser extent. Nevertheless,
in the doped cases presented in Figure 7.3 b), the fill factor stays high while the
short-circuit current decreases significantly even for films thicker than 300 nm.
In the first case, charge collection can be understood using the band diagram
presented in Figure 7.1 a). Due to a low doping level and full depletion, the elec-
tric field is strong at short circuit and only decreases around the maximum power
point resulting in strong voltage dependent losses. With increasing thickness, the
drift component in charge transport is lowered due to an insucient mobility-
lifetime product and the fill factor is decreased substantially with the active layer
thickness as the ratio Ldrift=d=  (VBI=d)=ddecreases with the square of the ac-
tive layer thickness d. This typical drop of cell performance with increasing de-
vice thickness has already been reported in di erent systems like by Ameri et al.
(2008); Nam et al. (2010); Zeng et al. (2010) and addressed by Kirchartz et al.
(2012a); Kotlarski et al. (2008); Dibb et al. (2013a); Dyakonov (2004a); Gupta et al.
(2010); Koster et al. (2011); Kotlarski et al. (2011); Lenes et al. (2006); Pivrikas
et al. (2005a); Vandewal et al. (2013). The thickness dependence of the impact of
non-geminate recombination on the fill factor is further supported by the success-
ful predictions of open-circuit voltages and current density-voltage responses at
di erent light levels for fully depleted devices. These results can be found in Fig-
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ure 7.4 and indicate negligible loss in the fourth quadrant due to field dependent
generation for this blend ratio. Overall, the performance degradation will even-
tually be the results of the combined consequences of interference effects within
the active layer and the competition between carrier sweep out and recombination
dynamics. Applying now equation 7.1 for doping level of the order of NA 7-8
Table 7.1: Overall performance of the two thickness series of DPP-TT-Td:PC71BM
and DPP-TT-Tu:PC71BM
Material Thickness Voc Jsc FF PCE
donor/acceptor [nm] [mV] [mA.cm  2 ] [%] [%]
DPP-TT-Tu:PC71BM 605 5965 9.10.1 621 3.350.1
DPP-TT-Tu:PC71BM 16010 5755 8.30.1 471 2.240.1
DPP-TT-Tu:PC71BM 30010 5605 5.00.1 421 1.190.1
DPP-TT-Tu:PC71BM 37510 5575 4.00.1 401 0.910.1
DPP-TT-Td:PC71BM 755 5745 13.10.1 581 4.360.1
DPP-TT-Td:PC71BM 815 5725 12.90.1 551 4.070.5
DPP-TT-Td:PC71BM 16010 5765 70.1 471 3.740.5
DPP-TT-Td:PC71BM 39030 5055 2.30.1 461 0.550.5
1016 cm  3 , the width of the space charge region is estimated to be approximately
 70   80 nm. In this second case, the field assisted collection is only happen-
ing partially through the active layer, as pictured in Figure 7.1 b). In this case,
the common way of understanding charge collection explained earlier based on
the carrier mobility-lifetime product throughout the entire active layer is not cor-
rect. Most charge carriers that contribute to the photocurrent are generated in the
small space charge region, which does not change width with active layer thick-
ness. Thus, the short-circuit current density will be reduced with thickness as less
light is absorbed in the space charge region, but the FF will stay rather constant
because the width of the space charge region stays constant and the diffusion of
carriers generated out of the space charge is not voltage dependent, it will be sub-
sequently constant between short circuit and open circuit. The measured increase
in absorbance shown in Figure 7.6 a) did not result in more collected charges
and subsequently in a higher Jsc consistent with previous simulations.(Dibb et al.,
2013b) From the UV-Vis spectrum, it can be observed that the 0-1 absorption tran-
sition is slightly larger in thick films with respect to the 0-0, which could indicate
that thin films might be slightly more crystalline. This observation could chal-
lenge the assumption that the microstructure of the blend film over the range of
thickness 60 to 375 nm is constant and the resulting hole mobility could have
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Figure 7.3: Experimental dark (dashed lines) and AM1.5 (solid lines) current-
voltage responses of the devices from the two thickness series. (a)DPP-TT-
Tu :PC71BM (NA  1:5  1016 cm 3 ) at 60, 160, 350 and 375 nm and (b)DPP-TT-
Td:PC71BM (NA  7   9  1016 cm  3 ) at 75, 81, 160 and 390 nm. The degrada-
tion of the carrier transport over the thickness range due to insucient product
mobilitylifetime in case (a) cannot explain the behavior of the doped counterpart
(b) which have higher fill factor at comparative thicknesses due to ecient collec-
tion strictly within the space charge layer which is fixed (so constant here) by the
doping level and not the device thickness.
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Figure7.4:Prediction(crosses)andmeasured(opencircles)oftheopen-circuit
voltageVocforarangeoflightintensitiesfor(a)60nmthickdevicewithlow
dopinglevel(NA≈1.5×1016cm−3)and(b)75nmthickdeviceathighdoping
level(NA≈7−9×1016cm−3).Theassumptionsarenon-geminaterecombinationas
mainlossprocessofphotocurrentinthefourthquadrantandnoﬁelddependence
generation.Theaccuracyofthepredictionsiswithin±5mV.
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consequently decrease over the thickness series. However, as shown previously
with P3HT:PC61BM by Vanlaeke et al. (2006); Mu¨ller et al. (2008), the change in
hole mobility was observed for substantially larger shifts in UV-Vis spectrum than
the data presented here. Although the holes are the majority carriers in the case
of p-type doping, those photogenerated within the space charge region will still
need to be transported throughout the entire neutral region whose thickness in-
creases with increasing total active layer thickness. This results in an increase of
the internal series resistance for the holes and a slight decrease of fill factor with
thickness as observed in this series. Eventually, towards to the second interference
maximum, even with a density of dopants of the order of NA 1.5 1016 cm  3 , the
width of the space charge region becomes smaller than the device thickness. Nev-
ertheless, the fill factor of the low doping level devices has already substantially
degraded before the active layer thickness starts to be partially depleted (beyond
150 nm).
The result of the shift in interference pattern which is supplying the e ective
collecting zone in carriers when the active layer thickness is increased was quanti-
fied. A calculation of the integrated generation rate within the space charge zone at
di erent thicknesses of the total active layer is presented in Figure 7.5 b) based on
ellipsometry data measured by Dr. Mariano Campoy-Quiles, ICMAB and shown
in APPENDIX D. A calculation of the integrated generation rate within the space
charge zone at di erent total thickness of active layer is presented in Figure 7.5 us-
ing the MMT modeling as detailed in Chapter 3, based on the measured refractive
index n and extinction coecient k following:
GSCR =
1
d
Z d
d  w
Gx dx (7.3)
In this definition, d is the thickness of the active layer, w is the space charge zone
(which is here on the side of the cathode) and x =0 corresponds to the position of
the anode. These calculations are consistent with the continuous decrease of Jsc
with active layer thickness in case of high p-type doping level and quantitatively
explains why the short-circuit current decreases with thickness for the series of
doped devices.
7.4.2 Corrected photocurrent obtained in far reverse bias
Finally, to further support the idea that the loss of the extra carriers photogener-
ated in greater active layer thicknesses in doped and undoped batches has di erent
fundamental origins, the corrected photocurrent Jph(V ) = Jlight(V )   Jdark(V ) was
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Figure7.5:SpatialaverageoverthewidthofthespacelayerofthegenerationG
ratecalculatedbyMMTmodeling.
measuredtoexploretheresponsetofarreversebiasofadopedandanundoped
devicewhoseactivelayerswerespincoatedat300rpm.Althoughaslightchange
inviscosityisexpectedbetweenthetwobatches,theresultingthicknesswassim-
ilarandmeasuredtobe≈375nm.Figure7.6b)showstheobtainedcorrected
photocurrentsforthedoped(opensquares)andtheundoped(solidspheres)de-
vices.Thevaluesoftheobtainedcorrectedphotocurrentsinfarreversebias[-30;
-25]Vareﬁrstsubstantialysuperiortotheirshort-circuitcurrentseveninthecase
ofthedopeddeviceandthenareverysimilarbetweenthetwolevelsofdoping.
Thevaluesofcorrectedphotocurrentobtainedatfarreversebiasconvergetowards
thevaluespredictedbytheJscassumingperfectcolectioncalculatedfromMatrix
ModelingTechnique(MMT)asshowninFigure7.7.Accordingtoequation7.1,
thewidthofthespacechargeregionincreaseswithnegativebiassincetheincrease
inelectricﬁeldleadstolongerdriftlengthsLdriftatgivenµτ−productandthere-
forebettercolection.Incaseoftheundopeddevice,whichismuchmoredepleted
thanthedopedoneat0V,thesweepinreversebiaswilcontinuouslyincreasethe
colectioneﬃciencywithincreasingnegativebias.Incaseofthedopeddevice,this
increasewilbemuchslowerasinitialyonlythewidthofthespacechargeregion
wilincreasewhilemostofthedeviceisstilﬁeldneutral.Onlyoncethedoped
deviceisfulydepletedwilitapproachthesamelevelofphotocurrentthanthe
undopeddevice.
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Figure7.6:(a)UV-Visspectrabetween350and950nmofathicknessseriesof
doped(NA≈1×1017cm−3)DPP-TT-T:PC71BMdevicesat67,160and250nm
thickapproximately.From67to250nm,themoreabsorber,themorelightis
absorbeddespitethespacechargelayerbeingmuchsmalerthan250nmatthis
dopinglevel.(b)correctedphotocurrentJph=Jlight−Jdarkofapproximatelythe
samethickness(≈375nm)attwodiﬀerentdopinglevels(opensquaresNA≈7×
1016cm−3andsolidsphereNA≈1.5×1016cm−3). Despitediﬀerencesatshort-
circuitconditions,thecorrectedphotocurrentsofbothhighandlowdopinglevels
devicesconvergeatfarreversebiasandmatchthetheoreticalvalueobtainedfrom
MMTmodeling.
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Figure 7.8 is representing the situation in both cases of charge transport in
fully depleted (a) and partially depleted (b) devices.
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Figure 7.7: Theoretical short-circuit current Jsc assuming perfect collection calcu-
lated by MMT with the values (n;k) measured by ellipsometry for a range of active
layer thickness d 2 [0-400] nm for the following multilayers stack glass/ITO(110
nm)/PEDOT:PSS(30 nm)=DPP-TT-TPC71BM(d)/Ca(10 nm)/Al(150 nm). At d 
375 nm, the theoretical value of the photocurrent is expected to be  22.7
mA.cm 2 .
7.4.3 Comparison of e ective mobilities at two di erent doping levels
The e ect of doping on current-voltage responses is crucial for device optimisa-
tion as it shows that although a promising OPV material might show very good
transport properties, trying to optimise the devices towards the second interfer-
ence maximum to obtain higher short-circuit current is doomed to failure if the
material happens to be unintentionally doped. The previous results confirm that
unintentional doping will be overall detrimental if thin devices show relatively
well balanced transport as explained by Trukhanov et al. (2011). However, these
modelling studies also show that doping can be beneficial for thin devices if the
carrier mobilities were initially asymmetric. We measured here e ective drift mo-
bility of thin DPP-TT-Tu:PC71BM and DPP-TT-Td:PC71BM devices using charge
extraction at short circuit as described in Chapter 3. The drift e ective mobilities
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obtainedarerepresentedinFigure7.9.Botheﬀectivedriftmobilitiesareat1.2×
10−4cm2.V−1.s−1±3×10−5.Thismeasurementsuggeststhattransport(atleast
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Figure7.9:Eﬀectivedriftmobilitymeasuredusingchargeextractionatshortcir-
cuitontwofulydepletedDPP-TT-Tu:PC71BM(100nm)andDPP-TT-Td:PC71BM
(75nm)devices.
7.4.4 Impactofdopingontheanalysisofthelinearityoftheshort-
circuitcurrentwithillumination
Asexplainedabove,theincreaseinthethicknessofanundopedabsorberresulted
inamonotonicdecreaseoftheﬁlfactorwhichleadtoasubsequentdecreasein
theshort-circuitcurrent.Onequickassayofthedevelopmentofbimolecularre-
combinationatshortcircuitintheliteratureistheanalysisofthelineairtyofJsc
asafunctionofiluminationlevelΦ.Indeed,ithasbeenwelestablishedthat
theshort-circuitcurrentinpolymer:fulerenesolarcelstendtoshowapower
law(Jsc∝Φαwithα 1;thesublinearityofJscwithiluminationhasbeenwel
observedandinterpretedasaconsequenceofthedevelopmentofsecondorder
carrierlossprocessesatshortcircuit.(Dyakonov,2004a;Kosteretal.,2011;Gao
etal.,1997;Riedeletal.,2004;Schilinskyetal.,2002;vanDurenetal.,2004)
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Figure 7.10 presents dln(Jsc)=dln( ) at di erent light intensities as obtained ex-
perimentally and from simulation. The list of parameters used for these simula-
tions can be found in Appendix D. In this case, the linearity of the short-circuit
current is a correct assay of the degradation of carrier transport at 0V condition.
The greater linearity of Jsc for the thin undoped device compared with a thicker
undoped device is indeed synonymous of less bimolecular recombination at 0V.
However, we found experimentally that the trend was not followed in the
doped thickness series as presented in Figure 7.10 b). Here, the linearity of Jsc
stays high even for thick devices of 350 nm, for which the space charge layer is
significantly thinner than the thickness of the absorber. In this case, the substan-
tial number of carriers photogenerated outside of the space charge region, which
are recombining with the excess of holes, is not translated into the degradation of
the linearity of Jsc which is composed mostly of the carriers generated within the
space charge region whose thickness is fixed by the doping level. Moreover, the
recombination of minority carriers within the neutral region occurs with a large
excess of holes, therefore, is pseudo-first order and consequently is unlikely to
a ect how Jsc scales with illumination. This change is captured in the simulation
when the doping level is increased from NA = 1:5  1016 cm  3 to NA = 8  1016 cm  3
(all other parameters are kept constant). These data clearly show that a device with
a relatively high fill factor and a very linear response of the short-circuit current
with light intensity is not necessarily immune to major losses of photogenerated
carriers if the active layer is not fully depleted.
7.4.5 Impact of doping on recombination dynamics
The importance of non-geminate recombination in many optimised organic solar
cells has been emphasised over the last chapters of this thesis. In particular, at-
tention is paid to the changes in reaction order which might hint to a change in
fundamental recombination mechanism.(Shuttle et al., 2008c; Mozer et al., 2005a;
Chen et al., 2011; Foertig et al., 2009; Garcia-Belmonte et al., 2010; Leong et al.,
2011) In our study, the increase in total density of carriers will respond di erently
to illumination, especially at low light and voltage biases since the electrons will
mostly originate from photon absorption while the holes originate from a combi-
nation of the ionisation of p-type dopants and photogeneration. This is likely to
substantially change the way recombination dynamics is usually tackled.
Here charge extraction and transient photovoltage/photocurrent have been
conducted on the two thickness series and the results are presented in the next
two subsections.
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Figure7.10:Linearityoftheshort-circuitcurrentJscwithiluminationatdiﬀerent
thicknessesforDPP-TT-T:PC71BMdeviceswithlowlevelofdoping(experimental
a,simulationc)andhighleveldoping(experimentalb,simulationd).Theloss
oflinearityiscompatiblewithsecondorderlossprocess. However,thelinearity
appearsnotdegradedinthedopedthicknessserieswhilethereissubstantialnon-
geminaterecombinationwithintheneutralregion.
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7.4.5.1 Impact of doping on charge extraction
Figures 7.11 a) and b) present experimental raw charge extraction data at open-
circuit for the doped and undoped thickness series of DPP-TT-T:PC71BM and show
how they radically differ depending on the doping level. By collecting charges at
0V, the method is sensitive to excess carriers which managed to be swept out under
short-circuit conditions. Since charge extraction measures the excess charge carri-
ers relative to the dark short-circuit situation, the charge extraction will not see the
holes created by the ionisation of the p-type dopants. The correction for geometric
capacitance in our case would be inappropriate if the space charge region would
be thinner than the total active layer thickness. Here, the chemical capacitance of
the injected charges (diffusion capacitance), would be used instead, as detailed in
Chapter 3. In the low doping level case where collection is made throughout the
whole active layer, these experimental observations are confirming the predictions
of Kirchartz and Nelson (2012) where at high thickness the change in spatially av-
eraged excess carriers with voltage is higher than in the thin devices where the
spatial distribution of carriers is more heterogeneous. If the excess carrier concen-
tration n is following an exponential dependence on voltage (Voc) according to
the following:
n = n 0 exp
 
qVoc
mkBT
!
(7.4)
it becomes apparent that in the first case on Figure 7.11 a), m is decreasing with
thickness while the spatial distribution of excess carriers becomes more homoge-
nous. This has been experimentally observed as well for polymers with low doping
level such as PTB7:PC71BM and PCDTBT:PC71BM devices at different thicknesses
as shown in Appendix C. On the other hand, in the doped case shown in Fig-
ure 7.11(b), all the devices presented here have actually the same effective space
charge layer width (70 nm). The way the excess carriers scale with voltage is weak,
similar to thin undoped devices. Basically, hardly any change in m is observed in
the series of charge extraction data at open circuit for all the partially depleted
devices since the charge extraction method is sensitive to excess carriers which
only exist in the space charge region (fixed by the high doping level) and in the
neutral region, the concentration of holes is mostly governed by the dopants, i.e.
constant between the dark and under illumination. Furthermore, for the reason
given above, the collection is only efficient in the space charge region so the charge
extraction would not see the excess carriers in the neutral region anyway. There-
fore, the data obtained are not going to change with the total active layer thickness
as experimentally observed.
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Figure7.11: Chargeextractionatopen-circuitandTPVlifetimesforDPP-TT-
T:PC71BMdevices.Rawchargesatopen-circuitextractedundershort-circuitbias
fordiﬀerentthicknessesforlowleveldoping(a)andhighleveldoping(b).The
wayextractedexcesscarriersscalewithlightintensityisradicalydiﬀerentde-
pendingonthedopinglevel.TPVlifetimeatdiﬀerentopen-circuitvoltagesand
thicknessesforthelowleveldoping(c)andthehighleveldoping(d).
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7.4.5.2 Impact of doping on transient photovoltage
Moreover, the observed TPV lifetimes in Figure 7.11 (c) and (d) of the thickness
series have a unique response in the presence of doping. While the TPV lifetime
versus Voc in Figure 7.11 (c) changes with thickness at low doping level, no change
is observed for all the partly depleted devices (one monoexponential is necessary
to fit how the small perturbation lifetimes scale with Voc). At open circuit, re-
combination via traps is typically largest in the space charge region, where elec-
tron and hole concentrations are roughly equal. This is confirmed by the fact that
even in the doped systems the lifetime is still a monotonically decreasing function
of open-circuit voltage and not just a constant as expected if recombination was
dominated by the neutral zone. In this case, the space charge region dominates the
lifetime. Since the doping keeps the width of the space charge region constant as
a function of total active layer thickness, the TPV lifetime does not change appre-
ciably with device thickness in the doped series. In this case, if the TPV lifetime
has the following form:

n =  n0 exp
 
 
qVoc
#kBT
!
(7.5)
# has a typical value of 1.73  0.04 according to Figure 7.11 d), which was pre-
dicted to be obtained for doping levels of  910 16 cm  3 , consistent with our ini-
tial Mott-Schottky analysis (See Figure 7.12 for the comparison between prediction
from Kirchartz and Nelson (2012) and our data presented here.)
7.5 Further discussion: high reaction orders, doping level
and 2nd interference maximum
Consequently, given how insensitive the charge extraction data and the small per-
turbation lifetimes are regarding the thickness for doped devices and then how
strongly the dark charges are involved in non-geminate recombination, the appar-
ent reaction orders of doped devices are excessively high (here   5) due to the
strong heterogeneity of carriers distribution within the active layer. Moreover, the
reaction order does not change with the total active layer thickness since the e ec-
tive layer of absorber, coinciding with the width of the space charge region, is fixed
by the doping level. Figure 7.13 presents the calculated apparent reaction order
of doped devices at two di erent thicknesses, namely 75 and 350 nm. For these
doped devices, the width of the space charge was assessed to be approximately 70
nm.
While the spatial distribution of carriers changes substantially when the total
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Figure7.12:Comparisonoftheexperimentalvalueofﬁttingparameterϑandthe
predicteddopingrelatedtothatvalue(opensymbols)inKirchartzandNelson
(2012).
activelayerthicknessisincreasingfrom75nmto350nm,theapparentreaction
orderdoesnotchangeatal.Obviously,theeﬀectiveactivelayerina350nmde-
viceisactualymuchreducedandiftheapparentrecombinationrateiscalculated
withthewidthofthespacechargeregioninsteadofthetotalactivelayerthickness,
theobtainedkreccoincideswiththatofthethin75nmdevice.Thishighlightshow
similartheeﬀectsofthedopinglevelandthinactivelayersareontheapparent
recombinationdynamicscoveredinthepreviouschapter.
7.6 Conclusions
Toconclude,wediscussedhowthelevelofdopingsitesintheactivelayeraﬀects
theperformanceandtheapparentrecombinationdynamicsofpolymer:fulerene
solarcels.Inthecaseofhighdopinglevels,weseethatchargetransportis
stronglyaﬀectedduetobandbendingatshortcircuitwhichonlyalowseﬃcient
carriercolectionwithinthespacechargelayerwhosethicknessisgovernedbythe
densityofthedopants.Consequently,thehighestoptimalthicknessoftheactive
layerislimitedbytheintrisicdopinglevelandnotonlybytheabilityoftheblend
totransportchargecarriers,whichmeansthattheeﬀortsofmoleculardesignaim-
ingatfastchargetransportaswelasthepotentialoflightabsorptionoftheactive
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Figure 7.13: Measured recombination rate krec function of excess carrier concen-
trations at open circuit for two DPP-TT-Td:PC71BM at 75 nm (hexagons) and 350
nm (open up triangles). If the recombination rate of the device d=350 nm is cal-
culated with the e ective width wdoped of the space charge region instead of the
total active layer, the recombination rate obtained (in solid up triangles) coincides
with that of the thin device.
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layer could be partially wasted. We emphasise in this study bringing intensive ex-
perimental evidence that, although the origin of doping in organic material might
be very diverse (not only oxygen), the awareness of doping level from molecular
synthesis to final device fabrication is crucial to make the most of the potential
of every material proposed to attempt to push the overall performance of organic
solar cells over 10 % power conversion efficiency.
This work shows that for a doping level as high as 7−9×1015cm−3 and beyond,
the usual way of understanding device carrier collection and recombination dy-
namics in organic bulk heterojunction solar cells is challenged. Due to the dei-
verse origins of the dopants and the fact that n-type doping will have similar ef-
fect as p-type doping in the vicinity of the anode, the results presented hereby
are likely to be relevant for a wide range of organic blends independent of their
general architecture of the device used. It appears that the key for improving
the performance of the blends will be i) to first and foremost control/find meth-
ods to decrease the unintentional doping level so that the active layer is still fully
depleted at the second interference maximum around 200-250 nm. This can be
insured by increasing the relative perimittivity or decreasing the doping levels to
values ≤ 6 − 7 × 1015 cm−3 as shown in Figure 7.14. Once this is fulfilled, ii) on
the main target would be to obtain materials and nanomorphologies which en-
able sufficient mobility×lifetime product up to the second interference maximum
while maintaining a substantial quenching of the excitons for photogeneration.
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Chapter 8
Analysis of Langevin and
non-Langevin recombination in
organic solar cells
8.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we saw that when the active layer had a doping level
as low as 7−9×1015cm−3 and good contacts were fabricated, charge transport to
the first and second interference maxima could be optimised by maximising the
product mobility-lifetime. In other words, non-geminate recombination can be
overcome with enough carrier mobility, or if the mobility of the carrier through
the bulk heterojunction material is not that high, the recombination lifetime must
be long enough to let the carriers to be collected.
We confirmed and validated that charge extraction and transient photovolt-
age can quantify non-geminate recombination in efficient polymer:fullerene so-
lar cells. Also, we saw that the way the dependence of the recombination rate
on carrier density was sensitive to the overlap of distributions of opposite carri-
ers. Yet, even when the overlap of spatial distributions of electrons and holes is
large enough, the apparent recombination rate is very often slower than the the-
oretical Langevin recombination rate. This has been observed and confirmed in
many different experimental setups investigating non-geminate recombination in
polymer:fullerene solar cells.(Pivrikas et al., 2005a; Jusˇka et al., 2006; Koster et al.,
2006; Sliauzˇys et al., 2006; Shuttle et al., 2008c; Deibel et al., 2008; Lungenschmied
et al., 2009)
Understanding the reason why some polymer:fullerene systems show a non-
Langevin behaviour (as was for instance the case in Chapter 5 with PBDTTT-
C:PCBM with simultaneous improvement in carrier mobility and lifetime) and not
others, is crucial, as ultimately, enhancing further performance of these systems
will require further reduction of non-geminate losses in thicker active materials.
Langevin recombination rate is often used in modeling and is implicitly assumed
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when formulating some design rules for performant organic solar cells. Yet, there
is still no consensus on whether crystalline blends should be favored to amor-
phous blends for high efficiency polymer:fullerene solar cells. In this last chapter,
we propose a method to quantify the degree to which the bulk recombination is
similar to Langevin predictions for a wide range of systems. Then, different ex-
planations for observing recombination rate slower than predicted by Langevin
recombination are reviewed. Finally, the discussion is extended by further consid-
ering the underlying assumptions behind these different suggested explanations.
8.2 Degradation of the fill factor with thickness
As shown previously in this thesis or in the following Figure 8.1, efficient poly-
mer:fullerene systems fabricated around their first interference maximum will not
necessarily be able to transport the charges beyond that point. In Chapter 7, we
addressed the effect of doping on the optimisation of transport for one particu-
lar efficient blend. Except when the devices are limited by their doping level, the
ability of transporting carriers through larger thicknesses and lower drift force
will govern whether or not a polymer:fullerene blend will continue to operate ef-
ficiently at higher thicknesses.
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Figure 8.1: Measured fill factor at different thicknesses of P3HT:PC61BM, DPP-TT-
T:PC71BM and PCDTBT:PC71BM. Substantial differences in transport properties
lead to different fill factor around the second interference maximum.
We saw in the last chapters, in particular with the  concept, that in fully
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depleted devices, there will be a threshold thickness of the active layers beyond
which either the imbalance of transport will enhance the build-up of a space
charge reducing the electric field inside the device, which will impede further
the carrier to drift, or simply the polaron lifetime will be insufficiently short com-
pared with the typical time needed for the carrier to sweep away from the bulk.
Goodman and Rose (1971) for instance showed in particular by simulation that a
difference of carrier mobilities of one order of magnitude is sufficient to result in
a degradation of the fill factor due to the formation of space charge beyond active
layer thickness of ≈150 nm. In this case, the space charge limited photocurrent
would follow the relation:
Jph = (qG)0:75(9=8" 0" r  slowcarrier)0:25
√
V (8.1)
In other words, in the extreme case of space charge limited devices, the reverse
bias corrected photocurrent would scale with the generation rate of carrier G with
the power 0.75.
If the device is thin enough or the transport of opposite carriers is balanced
enough, the only barrier to carrier sweep out will be the actual non-geminate re-
combination. Although Langevin recombination is commonly used to describe the
recombination in the bulk of polarons in polymer:fullerene solar cells, attempting
to compare the recombination rate and carrier mobility is not an easy task inspite
of the abundance of techniques available to quantify them. There are indeed a
large range of techniques investigating the recombination dynamics, such as Mon-
tanari et al. (2002); Westerling et al. (2003); Pivrikas et al. (2005a,b); Mozer et al.
(2005a); Sliauzˇys et al. (2006); Dennler et al. (2006); Pivrikas et al. (2007); Koster
et al. (2006); Shuttle et al. (2008b) and as many are focusing on carrier transport
such as Jusˇka et al. (2006); Shuttle et al. (2010a); Clarke et al. (2011); Wehren-
fennig et al. (2014). The question becomes which recombination rate and which
carrier mobility need to be considered, similarly to what has been done in DSSC
over the last few years.(Barnes et al., 2013) In the next section, a method to com-
pare recombination rate and carrier mobility in a few efficient polymer:fullerene
solar cells is suggested.
8.3 Method
8.3.1 Polymer:fullerene devices used for comparison
For the comparison between apparent bulk recombination rate and effective drift
mobility, high fill factor polymer:fullerene devices were chosen. These are the
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same as the one detailed previously in Chapter 4. In particular, the device prepa-
ration is detailed in the before-mentioned chapter. The comparison is restricted to
high fill factors devices to limit the deviation from pure drift driven mobilities at
short circuit.
8.3.2 Recombination dynamics and effective mobility
As detailed previously in Chapters 3 and 4, the measurements of recombination
dynamics were undertaken using a combined use of charge extraction at open cir-
cuit and transient photovoltage. Effective drift mobilities were measured using
charge extraction at short circuit.
8.4 Results
8.4.1 Comparing measured bulk recombination rate and Langevin pre-
diction
In Chapter 6, precisions were added suggesting the observed recombination rate
obtained with these techniques is free from the variations in spatial distribution
of carriers once the device thickness is reaching approximately 150 nm or equiv-
alently at high illumination. Figure 8.2 presents the recombination lifetimes as a
function of excess carrier density for the different systems presented previously in
Chapter 4. The recombination rate is then selected at high illumination (several
suns, depending on what is accessible), in order to make sure that the obtained ex-
cess carrier density can be reproduced during mobility measurement as explained
just above. Although these data correspond to devices with relatively high fill fac-
tor (FF  57% as shown in Table 4.1), the observed recombination lifetimes are
substantially different.
To compare the recombination rate obtained as explained above with the
Langevin prediction, the measurement of carrier mobility is necessary. Since
the recombination rate corresponds to a macroscopic, bulk recombination rate in
an operating device, it is necessary to measure an effective transverse mobility
across the whole active layer representative of operating devices, which probably
rules out data obtained using techniques such as Time of Flight or TeraHerz spec-
troscopy. Although obtaining drift mobility data from charge extraction at short
circuit, as explained previously in Chapter 3, is limited by the fact that it only gives
access to an effective mobility without being able to differentiate both types of car-
riers, this method is chosen so that it can still offer a consistent comparison on
all the systems studied, rather than trying to obtain data from the literature origi-
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Figure8.2: Totallifetimeatdiﬀerentchargedensitiesobtainedbycombined
chargeextractionandtransientphotovoltageexperimentsofdiﬀerentpoly-
mer:fulereneblends.
natinglikelyfromdiﬀerenttechniques.Figure8.3presentsdiﬀerentshort-circuit
currentdensitiesmeasuredatdiﬀerentlightintensitiesasafunctionofthecorre-
spondingexcesscarrierdensities.Accordingtoequation3.6,theslopeisdirectly
governedbytheeﬀectivecarrierdensityassumingthetransportisdriftdriven.It
appearsthatalthoughthediﬀerenceinmobilityisnotrangingovermorethan2
decades,theobtainedmobilitiesareindeedsubstantialydiﬀerentfromonean-
other.Thecarriermobilityisthenselectedatthesameexcesscarrierdensitythat
therecombinationrateismeasured.
8.4.2 Comparisonobtainedforsomeeﬃcientpolymer:fullerenesolar
cells
Byapplyingthe methodexposedaboveondiﬀerentsystemsofdiﬀerent mor-
phologies,andwithitsownlimitofapplicability,interestingvariationsareob-
served.Figure8.4presentstheratiooftheapparentrecombinationrateobtained
bycombinedchargeextractionandtransientphotovoltagetotheratepredicted
withLangevinexpressionusingtheeﬀectivemobilityobtainedbychargeextrac-
tionatshortcircuit.Toalowfaircomparisonandcountertheeﬀectthatthickness
hasonthevariationinspatialdistribution(aspresentedinChapter5),theval-
ueswereobtainedathighlightintensities(afewsunsgivingn≈2.5×1016cm−3).
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Figure 8.3: Short-circuit current and their related excess carrier densities mea-
sured by charge extraction at short-circuit for the same blends BTT-DPP:PC71BM,
DPP-TT-T:PC71BM, PCDTBT:PC71BM and PTB7:PC71BM. The ratio will lead to
the calculation of the drift effective mobility.
The P3HT device data is extracted from Shuttle et al. (2010a) and was obtained
with the same techniques. From this figure, it appears there are some deviations
to different degrees from the Langevin prediction as defined in equation 2.17. As
mentioned earlier in this chapter, this non-Langevin behaviour has been observed
using different techniques.(Pivrikas et al., 2005a; Jusˇka et al., 2006; Koster et al.,
2006; Sliauzˇys et al., 2006; Shuttle et al., 2008c; Deibel et al., 2008; Lungenschmied
et al., 2009)
In Chapter 5 of the thesis, we saw that the charge transport properties of
PBDTTT-C:PCBM blend improved with PCBM loading with simultaneous im-
provement of drift mobility and carrier lifetime was observed. Interestingly, Ta-
ble 8.4.2 presents the values obtained using the method detailed above at the ex-
cess carrier density of n=2.510 16 cm  3 corresponding to relatively high illumina-
tion.
To guarantee the space charge limited photocurrent is not established at these
thicknesses (100 nm), the corrected photocurrent was measured and the value
obtained in reverse bias (-1.25 V) was measured at different illumination levels.
Figure 8.5 presents the reverse bias corrected photocurrent obtained for the three
blends ratios. The power law appears to be linear and consequently much higher
than the theoretical 0.75 which would be synonymous of space charge limited
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photocurrentasexplainedjustabove.
Table8.1: PBDTTT-C:PC71BM,comparisonapparentrecombinationrateand
Langevinprediction
Blendratio µdrift(n=2.5×1016cm−3) k∗rec(n=2.5×1016cm−3) γLangevin
[%w] [cm2/Vs] [cm3s−1] [cm3s−1]
1:1 2.6×10−5 1.2×10−11 1.25×10−11
1:1.5 3.7×10−5 7.2×10−12 1.75×10−11
1:2 4.9×10−5 4.3×10−12 2.25×10−11
AscanbeobservedfromFigure8.6,atthe1:1blendratio,itisremarkablethat
theapparentrecombinationrateisactualyveryclosetotheonepredictedbythe
caseofidealLangevinrecombination. AsPBDTTT-C:PCBMisveryamorphous,
onecouldthinkthatnospeciﬁcorderingintheblendmakesoveralthetransport
quiteisotropic.(Houetal.,2009)Nevertheless,asthePCBMproportionisslightly
increased,theeﬀectivemobilityisincreasedandinparalel,theratioofeﬀective
mobilitytotheonepredictedbythecaseofidealLangevindecreases.Itcouldbe
arguedthatthePCBMloadingincreasedthephaseseparation,however,overthis
narrowrangeofblendratio,theblendsareamorphous.Inthisparticularsystem,
itseemsthatthePCBMloadimprovedtherecombinationlifetime,notdirectly
aﬀectingγtransport−limited.
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macroscopicdensityobtainedbychargeextractionatshortcircuitforPBDTTT-
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port(athigherPCBMloading)byimprovementofmobilityandcarrierlifetime
werepossiblebydecreasingtheeﬃciencyofrecombinationwhen”colision”oc-
curs.TheratiorecombinationovercolisiondecreaseduponPCBMloading. We
notethat1:1blendwasveryclosetoextremecaseofLangevinrecombination.
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8.5 Discussion: Non-Langevin recombination in the litera-
ture
Four main different explanations have been proposed to account for the slower
observed recombination rate compared with predictions from Langevin’s defini-
tion. Deibel et al. (2009) previously reviewed a few alternative explanations and
these form a part of the review. Very often, recombination rate is compared to
carrier mobility. However, the first and common difficulty resides in the fact that
every recombination event is local while local variables are generally impossible
to access.
8.5.1 The slower of the two
With the general definition of the Langevin recombination rate in Equation 2.17,
if the two carriers have substantially different local mobilities, the recombination
rate is determined by the fast carrier. However, Koster et al. (2006) noted that
despite the intimate mixing of donor and acceptor in the bulk heterojucntion, the
bulk recombination event had to happen at the interface donor/acceptor. In this
context, the limiting step for the two oppositely charged polarons to meet was ac-
tually governed by the slow carrier joining the heterojunction.. Consequently, it
was suggested that the observed recombination rate K    langevin was less than
that predicted by Langevin theory due to the phase separation of the two semicon-
ductors and the fact that the two carriers might evolve into their relative phases
with different mobilities. They suggested a correction of the Langevin recombina-
tion rate as follows:
 =
e:min( e;  h)
" 0" r
(8.2)
8.5.2 Phase separation
Another explanation that considers the spatial separation of the carriers uses the
concept of random potential landscape in disordered semiconductors introduced
by Adriaenssens and Arkhipov (1997). In this approach, the band gap is constant,
however, the electrons and holes in disordered media will accumulate in the lo-
cal minima of potentials, as represented in Figure 8.7. In this way, the opposite
carriers are physically separated, evolving separately from one mimimum to an-
other in their respective bands. To recombine, the energy barrier E representing
the spatial fluctuations of potential energy needs to be overcome. Consequently
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AdrianssenssuggestedcorrectingtheLangevinrecombinationrateasfolows:
γ=exp−∆EkBT
eµT
ε0εr (8.3)
Thisexpressionis,inparticular,consistentwithsomeobservationsofthetem-
peraturedependenceoftherecombinationrateobservedinsomepolymersys-
tems.(Kosteretal.,2006;Juˇskaetal.,2006
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Figure8.7: Depictionoftheeﬀectofrandompotentiallandscapeindisordered
mediaontherecombinationrate.
8.5.3 Spatialdistribution
AspresentedinChapter6ofthisthesis,thespatialdistributionsofcarriersare
notalwayshomogeneous,inparticularwhentherecombinationrateisassessed
(atopencircuit)forlightlevelsthatarenotexcessivelyhigh(inthindevices
≤100nm). Consequently,especialyatlowlightlevels,thecarriersare more
shelteredfromtheoppositecarriersduetounevenspatialdistributions,making
theapparentrecombinationratelowerthanpredictedbyLangevinrate,assum-
ingthatalthechargescanexplorethesame3D-space.Deibeletal.(2009)sug-
geststheinclusionoftheprefactorζinfrontoftheLangevinexpressionsuchthat
ζ=Klangevin/K∗where:
ζ=
1
d
d
0n(x)p(x)dx
n¯(x).¯p(x) (8.4)
Inpractice,amismatchbetweenthecorrectedexpressionandtheapparentre-
combinationratecanbeobserved:ζ=ζconcentrationgradient×ζstaticwhereζstaticwas
thoughttorepresenttheeﬀectsofdiﬀerencesbetweenthedielectricsconstantsof
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the two acceptor/donor phases as suggested by Szmytkowski (2009). The latter
could even represent the potential presence of deep traps within the band gap, too
deep to be able to be thermally activated or to let a free opposite carrier recombine
with a carrier sitting in one of these states.
8.5.4 Deep trap states within the band gap
Finally, as previously mentioned, the presence of localised states within the band
gap will slow down the recombination rate and is generally responsible for the
carrier density dependence of the mobility and recombination rate. In effect, the
trapped carrier is temporarily protected from meeting opposite charge carriers.
TAS measurements usually probe at much higher excitations densities and a tran-
sition from a trap limited to a free-to-free recombination mechanism has been
previously observed.(Clarke et al., 2009) The higher excitation densities will also
suppress problems of variation in spatial distribution of carriers.
8.5.5 The common assumption
Comparing macroscopic values to local events is a particularly difficult task in
the disordered media that are polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunctions. Variations
from one system to another are expected to be substantial and not only sensitive to
the specific blend morphology but also to deposition techniques. All the different
cases explained above are likely to be present to varying extents in the different so-
lar cells found currently in the literature. However, conceptually, these four points
share a common fundamental assumption: that in the process of non-geminate re-
combination in polymer:fullerene blends, the carriers finding each other is the
limiting step. With this in mind, it seems logical that faster carriers are more
likely to recombine, as the process of finding each other is faster. Following the
same logic, every event that prevents the opposite carriers from finding each other
will slow down the apparent recombination rate. However, within the current lit-
erature, there is no proof that the ratio recombination over collision is generally
unity. For instance, as pictured in Figure 8.8, once a carrier is under an electric
interaction with an opposite carrier which is stronger than thermal energy, the
likelihood of escape is probably higher if the carrier is very mobile in its phase
than if it is slow or even ”waiting” at the interface. Furthermore, at the scale of
capture radius, the spatial extent of wavefunctions could be probably more appro-
priate to describe the charges similarly to how charge separation is usually tackled,
with charge transfer states and the Onsager-Braun theory. Moreover, if entropy is
sometimes mentioned as an extra driving force to enhance charge separation at the
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heterojunction, non-geminate recombination is definitely not assisted by entropy
effects.
8.5.6 Langevin’s work on recombination of ions in gas phase
Langevin recombination rate was used and verified experimentally in different
organic systems. However, in its original context of recombination of ions in gas
phase, Langevin’s statement was slightly different from how it is used today: if we
assume p = ePand n = eN and the recombination of ions  such as:
dp
dt
=
dn
dt
=  pn (8.5)
Langevin states that the ratio " , which defines the number of recombinations over
collisions between two ions of opposite charges, is always smaller or equal to unity
" =

4 (k1 + k2)
(8.6)
In the original paper, the demonstration was conducted in GCS units and given
that:
• the Gauss law in vacuum in CGS system is 5:E = 4  while it is 5:E = = (" 0)
in SI system.
• that the material is a real dielectrics and not vacuum.
• in Langevin’s demonstration the number of charge per unit volume is N and
P.
One can easily come back to the Langevin recombination rate  langevin as it is tra-
ditionally used today. Experience confirms that this ratio " is always smaller than
1 and tends toward this value when the pressure in the gas increases.(Langevin,
1903)
8.6 Further discussion
Langevin type recombination was proposed and verified to explain non-geminate
recombination in organic materials very early in the research in organic semicon-
ductors.(Karl and Sommer, 1971). However, in these early cases, the media were
usually very homogeneous (like anthracene) and not always very representative of
a bulk heterojunction.
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Indeed, in our system, transport is rarely 3D and isotropic. Once in the On-
sager sphere, the drift of one charge into the electric field created by a neighbour
opposite charge was taken into account to establish the Langevin expression (see
Chapter 2). However, this assumed a very isotropic transport. If the morphology
of the blend is such that the transport is non 3D and some specific directions are
favored, the diffusion term must be taken into account, as has been suggested by
Nenashev et al. (2010); Greenham and Bobbert (2003). In particular, it is argued
that a high degree of ordering is likely to impose some specific anisotropy in the
transport of polarons.
To mirror Langevin’s work adapted to non-geminate recombination in bulk
heterojunctions, two classes of arguments must be taken into account: all the ar-
guments which will influence the extreme case of Langevin recombination with
”the carriers finding each other” being the limited step ( transport limited ) and on
the other end, the ratio " , also termed ’recombination efficiency’ by Groves and
Greenham (2008).
k eff = "   transportlimited (8.7)
In the light of the previous section, it is difficult to bring definitive answer
to the phenomenon responsible for the observed non-Langevin behaviour of the
devices presented herein. Regarding P3HT:PCBM and PSOTT:PCBM, the non-
Langevin behaviour is most likely driven by phase segregation (so a transport
limited argument) as these two systems show generally low photoluminescence
quenching, high crystallinity and evidence of large domains.(Subramaniyan et al.,
2011; Shoaee et al., 2010) Interestingly, DPP-TT-T which is crystalline according
to Chapter 4, is showing a much closer match to the Langevin prediction than the
other crystalline materials especially for BTT-DPP (with the same blend ratio and
crystallinity level). Regarding the blend ratio perturbation study with PBDTTT-C,
no morphology study indicated any degree of crystallinity and the CT emission
was shown in Chapter 5 to shift with the slight fullerene loading. Further mea-
surements would be necessary to probe the energetics at the heterojunction prior
to a recombination event in the bulk and this goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
No evidence can exclude the non unity of the recombination efficiency " in some
of the systems presented. Nevertheless, it becomes apparent that a shift away
from a macroscopic approach of recombination might be necessary to attempt to
understand further the nature of the recombination events. The consideration of
the spin of the polarons prior to recombination and the formation of singlet and
triplet charge transfer states and their influence on the recombination efficiency
" in OPV is for example a step towards a more molecular view of non-geminate
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recombination.(Rao et al., 2013; Lakhwani et al., 2014)
8.7 Conclusions
Carrier mobility is usually accessed experimentally at short circuit. Investigating
charge transport in different systems requires a comparison between mobility and
lifetime in the same net field conditions. Furthermore, the highly disordered na-
ture of polymer:fullerene solar cells makes the link between macroscopic measure-
ments and local physical events in the blend difficult to establish. Nevertheless,
many techniques showed that non-geminate recombination rate was substantially
lower than the one predicted by the ideal case of Langevin recombination.
We reviewed different explanations in the literature to account for these ob-
servations. The underlying assumption that the recombination is transport lim-
ited is highlighted and discussed. This analysis suggests that the non-geminate
recombination rate should be considered as a product between transport limited
recombination rate (called Langevin type of recombination) times the efficiency of
recombination (once the carriers are in strong electrostatic interaction).
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
The main focus of this thesis was to investigate the non-geminate recombina-
tion by combined experimental and modeling studies in bulk heterojunction solar
cells. A range of different polymer:fullerene systems were studied to obtain an in-
sight into the fundamental parameters which would eventually enable these losses
to be reduced. The conclusions of each chapters are briefly summarised before
suggesting future works on this topic.
9.1 Conclusions
After a description of the optoelectronic techniques used regularly in this the-
sis, we saw in Chapter 4 that charge extraction and transient photovoltage tech-
niques are robust experimental techniques to quantify non-geminate recombina-
tions not only in polythiophene devices but also in many different types of poly-
mer:fullerene solar cells with various levels of crystallinity. Charge transport
seems to be critical for device performance in the power generating quadrant once
these devices have been optimised and further improvement of these solar cells re-
quires more precise understanding of the exact dominant loss process which can
be, in principle, numerous. Light ideality factor measured by the way the open-
circuit voltage scales with many illumination levels allowed, when the dark shunt
resistance is sufficiently high, the investigation of the different types of dominant
non-geminate losses in more details. In particular, a consistent transition from
bulk (either trap mediated or free-to-free) recombination to surface recombina-
tion at higher light levels was observed. This indicates that transport and contacts
are equally important.
In Chapter 5, the resulting shifts in electronic properties of an amorphous
blend upon blend ratio perturbation was investigated. The method employed
proved, in this case, to allow powerful quantification of the clear variations in
energetics at the heterojunction and carrier dynamics with yet a slight change
in fullerene content and allowed understanding the overall devices performance
observed for three blend ratios. In particular, the effective mobility of the car-
riers and lifetimes were observed to be simulateously improved with increasing
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PCBM loading, which goes against the concept of transport limited recombination
(Langevin type recombination) proposed regularly in the literature. Furthermore,
a quantitative agreement between charge extraction at open circuit and electrolu-
minescence probing the energetics at the heteorjunction was demonstrated.
In Chapter 6 and 7, two challenges relating to the experimental techniques for
investigating non-geminate recombination were tackled. First, in Chapter 6, the
effect of variations in spatial distribution of carriers on the quantification of the
non-geminate recombination rate were studied by combined drift-diffusion mod-
eling and experiments. The results confirm previous modeling studies of open-
circuit recombination dynamics. In particular, we find that the reaction order can
substantially increase in thin devices, while the actual recombination mechanism
is not changed. Moreover, using the same approach, the effects of the variations
in doping level from batch-to-batch on device performance and the analysis of re-
combination dynamics were investigated in depth. It was eventually demonstrated
that optimised polymer:fullerene solar cells have to have a maximum doping level
of N maxA  6   7  1015cm  3 to maximise power conversion efficiencies and make
the most of the absorption of the active layer.
Finally, in the final chapter, the different interpretations of reduced Langevin
recombination in the literature were briefly reviewed. Based on experimental data,
the common underlying assumption that the ratio collision over recombination
should be unity is seriously questioned as this neglects the way Langevin stated his
initial results and some rare experimental results. An alternative way to formulate
Langevin recombination is needed, knowing that its impact on proposed design
rules for improved organic solar cell performance is substantial.
9.2 Suggestions for future work
First, from a pure experimental viewpoint, it would be useful to be able to im-
plement the charge extraction technique on devices with poor collection or with
deep trap states. To do this, a change in the way the sweep out of excess carriers is
required. Instead of conducting this sweep at short circuit, reverse bias could be
employed. A few experimental pitfalls will also have to be avoided, such as carrier
injections while the sweep out is conducted under reverse bias.
Although many investigations of non-geminate recombination are focusing on
bulk recombination, surface recombination seems as critical in some systems, even
at operating illuminations. More work is needed today on optimising the interface
electrode/active layer and see how different experimental techniques allow fine
investigations of these surface recombinations.
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The potential sources of unintentional doping in polymer:fullerene blends
are many, from the synthesis, to device fabrication, storage or even operation.
However, methods to control and (if possible) to reduce it irreversibly, to values
enabling device optimisation at the second interference maximum, are strongly
needed.
While we saw that increased fullerene content resulted in higher effective mo-
bility in one system, more device optimisation for systems where PCBM is the
major absorber could potentially be interesting, as the loss of absolute absorp-
tion can be compensated by thicker active layer due to enhanced charge transport
properties with higher fullerene loading.
Finally, a more detailed understanding of why non-geminate recombination in
some polymer:fullerene systems is transport limited (extreme case of Langevin re-
combination) while in others, it is limited by the efficiency of recombination is of
particular interest. This eventually could lead to finer rules on optimal molecular
structures and film deposition techniques to enhance the mobility-lifetime prod-
uct for thicker active layers and allow optimal light harvesting in the organic solar
cells.
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Table A.1: Parameters used for the PCDTBT:PCBM thickness series.
Name Symbol 65nm 85nm 158nm
Generation rate G [cm−3] 8.9×1021 6.3×1021 3.2×1021
Parallel resistance light Rplight [
cm 2] 120 88 180
Parallel resistance dark Rpdark [
cm 2] 5×105 4×106 7×106
electron mobility  n[cm2.(Vs)−1] 5×10−4
hole mobility  p[cm2.(Vs)−1] 5×10−4
e ective DoS-cb NC[cm−3] 1×1019
e ective DoS-vb NV [cm−3] 1×1019
conduction band tail NCtail [cm−3] 2.2×1018
valence band tail NV tail [cm−3] 2.2×1018
tail slope cb EchC [meV] 110
tail slope vb EchV [meV] 110
capture coecients  +n [cm
3.s−1] 2×10−13
capture coecients  0p [cm
3.s−1] 1.2×10−10
capture coecients  −p [cm3.s−1] 2×10−13
capture coecients  0n [cm
3.s−1] 1.2×10−10
band gap Eg [eV] 1.3
Ext serie resistance Rs [
cm 2] 0
surface recombination S [cm2.s−1] 105
contact barrier front ’ bf [meV] 200
contact barrier back ’ bb [meV] 50
temperature TT [K] 300 300 300
The shape of tail states in the band gap assumed in the ASA modelling used in
this thesis was previously described with Equation 2.1 using EchC, EchV, N0CBtail
and N0VBtail as parameters.
Furthermore,  p and  n are the band mobilities.
In the simulations about the influence of the surface recombination on the light
ideality factor presented in Chapter 4, the recombination velocity is proportional
to the density of surface states active in recombination at the interface between the
active layer and the electrode as well as the capture cross section of these states.
At this interface, the accumulation of minority carriers (here holes at the cathode)
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Table A.2: Parameters used for the PCDTBT:PCBM CaAl comparison.
Name Symbol Ca/AL Al
Generation rate G [cm−3] 8.3×1021 6.1×1021
Parallel resistance light Rplight [
cm 2] 1300 1300
Parallel resistance dark Rpdark [
cm 2] 3000 104
Ext series resistance Rs [
cm 2] 0 60
contact barrier back ’ bb [meV] 100 240
surface recombination S [cm2.s−1] 105 10
electron mobility  n[cm2.(Vs)−1] 7×10−4
hole mobility  p[cm2.(Vs)−1] 7×10−4
e ective DoS-cb NC[cm−3] 1×1019
e ective DoS-vb NV [cm−3] 1×1019
conduction band tail NCtail [cm−3] 1.1×1018
valence band tail NV tail [cm−3] 1.1×1018
tail slope cb EchC [meV] 110
tail slope vb EchV [meV] 110
capture coecients  +n [cm
3.s−1] 1.5×10−12
capture coecients  0p [cm
3.s−1] 1.2×10−10
capture coecients  −p [cm3.s−1] 1.5×10−12
capture coecients  0n [cm
3.s−1] 1.2×10−10
band gap Eg [eV] 1.29
temperature TT [K] 300 300
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depends on the ease with which the holes are diffusing against any built-in electric
field. However, the measurements of light ideality factors are conducted at open
circuit. Consequently, the built-in field is weak and the diffusion of holes at the
cathode will be only controlled by their mobility according to the Einstein rela-
tion between diffusion coefficient and mobility. On the other hand, The majority
carrier at the contacts are fixed by the workfunctions and the related band edges
according to Equation 2.9.
The surface recombination flux JS is directly proportional to density of mi-
nority carriers (hence an ideality factor of 1) and it is assumed that the surface
recombination velocity does not depend on the density of minority carriers:
JS = qSminority n minority (A.1)
In practice, only a difference between Sminority being low (typically 1-10
cm2.s 1 ) and high (typically 104-106 cm2.s  1 ) is observable, which means beyond
a certain value of surface recombination velocity, every minority carrier arriving
at a surface state active in recombination is considered to recombine necessarily.
Moreover, the trap assisted recombination is considered in the model based
on Shockley-Read-Hall statistics. In Figure A.1, the four capture and emission
processes involving a single trap interacting with both the valence and conduction
bands are depicted. In the case of a single trap captures both one electron and one
hole, there is trap-assisted recombination. On the other hand, if one trap captures
first and then emits one same carrier, the trap participates to slow down the carrier
transport. In quasi-equilibrium, these four rates are connected and the calculation
of the occupation probability of this trap fSRH can be calculated as shown in more
details for example in Kirchartz and Nelson (2013). Overall, the net recombination
rate via any distribution of traps Nt(E) is given by :
R =
Z c
v
Nt(E) +n   p
np   n2i
n +n + p  p +  0n +  0p
dE (A.2)
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Table B.1: Parameters used for the PTB7:PCBM thickness series.
Name Symbol PTB760nm PTB790nm PTB7130nm
Generation rate G [cm−3] 2×1022 9×1021 6×1021
electron mobility  n[cm2.(Vs)−1] 1.37×10−3
hole mobility  p[cm2.(Vs)−1] 1.37×10−3
e ective DoS-cb NC[cm−3] 1×1019
e ective DoS-vb NV [cm−3] 1×1019
conduction band tail NCtail [cm−3] 2.8×1020
valence band tail NV tail [cm−3] 2.8×1020
tail slope cb EchC [meV] 110
tail slope vb EchV [meV] 110
direct recombination Rdirect [cm3.s−1] 7.3×10−16
capture coecients  +n [cm
3.s−1] 3.9×10−13
capture coecients  0p [cm
3.s−1] 11×10−10
capture coecients  −p [cm3.s−1] 3.9×10−13
capture coecients  0n [cm
3.s−1] 1×10−10
band gap Eg [eV] 1.03
surface recombination S [cm2.s−1] 105
contact barrier front ’ bf [meV] 0
contact barrier back ’ bb [meV] 0
temperature TT [K] 300 300 300
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Table B.2: Parameters used for the P3HT:PCBM thin device.
Name Symbol 85nm
Generation rate G [cm−3] 7×1021
electron mobility  n[cm2.(Vs)−1] 8×10−1
hole mobility  p[cm2.(Vs)−1] 1×10−1
e ective DoS-cb NC[cm−3] 2.3×1018
e ective DoS-vb NV [cm−3] 9.8×1019
conduction band tail NCtail [cm−3] 7.9×1020
valence band tail NV tail [cm−3] 7.6×1020
tail slope cb EchC [meV] 59
tail slope vb EchV [meV] 29
direct recombination Rdirect [cm3.s−1] 2.5×10−9
capture coecients  +n [cm
3.s−1] 1.75×10−11
capture coecients  0p [cm
3.s−1] 1.97×10−10
capture coecients  −p [cm3.s−1] 6.44×10−11
capture coecients  0n [cm
3.s−1] 9.35×10−10
band gap Eg [eV] 1.17
surface recombination S [cm2.s−1] 6×106
contact barrier front ’ bf [meV] 69
contact barrier back ’ bb [meV] 13
temperature TT [K] 300
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Figure C.1: Raw extracted charges from charge extraction at open circuit for two
others thickness series of low doping level (a) PCDTBT:PC71BM at 55,65,85 and
158 nm and (b)PTB7:PC71BM at 80,90 and 130 nm.
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Figure C.2: Mott-Shottky analysis of drop cast films of (a) PCDTBT:PC71BM and
(b) PTB7:PC71BM.
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Table D.1: Parameters used for the DPP-TT-T:PCBM thickness series.
Name Symbol DPP75nm DPP160nm DPP300nm
Generation rate G [cm−3] 1.21×1022 6.55×1021 4.34×1021
electron mobility  n[cm2.(Vs)−1] 4.6×10−3
hole mobility  p[cm2.(Vs)−1] 4.6×10−3
e ective DoS-cb NC[cm−3] 3.1×1019
e ective DoS-vb NV [cm−3] 1×1019
conduction band tail NCtail [cm−3] 1.12×1016
valence band tail NV tail [cm−3] 2.36×1018
tail slope cb EchC [meV] 330
tail slope vb EchV [meV] 330
direct recombination Rdirect [cm3.s−1] 6.8×10−8
capture coecients  +n [cm
3.s−1] 3.8×10−13
capture coecients  0p [cm
3.s−1] 1.6×10−10
capture coecients  −p [cm3.s−1] 4.5×10−11
capture coecients  0n [cm
3.s−1] 1.3×10−11
band gap Eg [eV] 1.08
surface recombination S [cm2.s−1] 1.3×105
contact barrier front ’ bf [meV] 7
contact barrier back ’ bb [meV] 7
temperature TT [K] 300
NA was varied from 1.5×1016 to 8×1016 cm−3 between the two di erent
batches.
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FigureD.1:ElipsometrydataonDPP-TT-Tu:PC71
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